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Wet Continuous Rim Diamond Blades
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Finally, there is an inexpensive blade that cuts everything! 
The 10” Tile Slayer is a supreme wet cutting continuous rim 
diamond blade made for cutting granite, porcelain, ceramic
tiles and marble. These blades are designed with a soft bond
so they cut freely with no slowdown or glazing effect when 
cutting hard materials. With a 10mm tall mega-rim, these
blades will give you the cheapest cost per cut. 
Slayer - for Killer performance!

MK 225 HOT DOG BLADES

Item # Size 
2507HD 7” $38.50
2510HD 10” $49.90

This is the aggressive cutting
blade with the laser slots that
MK Diamond® is famous for. 
It is excellent on all materials,
including porcelain.

Traditional style blade made
for fast aggressive cuts on
porcelain. From Disco-Sea®;
well known in the stone 
industry. Super-high rim made 
exclusively for our customers.

• 10mm High Rim
• Supreme Grade
• Great For Porcelain

10" TILE SLAYER SUPREME WET TILE BLADE

   • Low Tension Rim
   • Laser Ported 
   • Supreme Grade

• Supreme Grade Quality
• 10mm Super-High Rim
• Longest Life
• 5/8" Arbor 
• For Cutting All Tile

10” DISCO-SEA “TSUPER TSUNAMI”

SLTILE10 $59.90

TSU10 $69.90

• 9mm Rim
• Long Life
• Premium Grade

Item # Size 
DICP06W 6” $25.90
DICP07W 7” $29.90
DICP08W 8” $34.90
DICP10W 10” $44.90

Item # Size 
DIGP06W 6” $37.90
DIGP07W 7” $39.90
DIGP08W 8” $45.90
DIGP10W 10” $54.90

Traditional Style
DIPP07WT 7” $49.90
DIPP08WT 8” $54.90
DIPP10WT 10” $64.90
Slotted Style
DIPSP07W 7” $54.90
DIPSP10W 10” $64.90

DIAMANTE ITALIA®
These high performance blades are designed for chip-free cutting of ceramic tile, marble, granite and 
porcelain. Since their name is synonymous with quality, you will get great value from these blades!

• Premium Grade
• 7mm High Rim
• Long Life

“Porcelain Pro”
Extra long life blade for porcelain and
hard to cut materials. Very aggressive
and available in both traditional style or
with slots.

“Ceramic Pro”
For ceramic tile, marble and
travertine. These blades are
an inexpensive contractor
quality blade with a long life.

“Granite Pro”
Excellent for granite, quarry tile
and softer products. These
blades are an excellent value
with a longer life.

• Supreme Grade
• 10mm High Rim
• Longest Life

The GlassSlayer metal bonded blades give fast,
clean cuts cutting glass with a wet saw. 
With a thin kerf and a fine grit you 
get smooth cuts whether on 
decorative glass, glass block 
or glass tile. 
Slayer - for Killer performance!

Item # Size 
SLGW07 7” $49.90
SLGW10 10" $59.90

Item # Size 
51509 8” $35.09
51510 10" $61.40
51511 12” $75.68

Weha continuous rim blades are fast, chip-free
and provide excellent life due to its high diamond
concentration. This blade is designed specifically

for cutting natural stone and
glass. Comes with a 1" arbor. 
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Dry Cutting Continuous Rim Diamond Blades
The Granite Pro blades are excellent for
granite tiles. They also work on softer 
materials like marble, ceramic tile and
travertine. The Porcelain Pro blades excel
on hard porcelain tiles. These are top quality
blades from Diamante Italia. 

Granite Pro Blades
Item # Size 
DIGP04D 4” $15.90
DIGP045D 4 1/2” $18.90

Porcelain Pro Blade
Item # Size 
DIPP045D 4 1/2” $22.90

Made by Slayer, these J-Slot blades are excellent for chip
free cutting on porcelain, granite, marble and other stone.
Due to the laser ports cut into this blade, heat build up is
not a problem. Like all Slayer products, this is a long life
contractors' quality tool. The Slayer J-slot blade is a 
superfast blade for cutting all stone and porcelain. 
Slayer - for Killer performance!

Item # Size 
SLMJ04 4" $22.90
SLMJ045 4 1/2" $26.90
SLMJ07 7" $49.90

Item # Size 
51550 4" $21.14
51551 6" $31.58
51552 8" $39.61

Item # Size 
4D-41952 4" $66.90
4D-39794 5" $69.90

The Tenax Ceramic Blades are thin kerf blades de-
signed for making fast, chip free cuts. The core is
designed to reduce heat and stay rigid. 
They can be used wet or dry.

Item # Size 
DTRZD009 5" $34.90
DTRZD043 6" $45.90

Made by Disco, these porcelain blades have laser
ported slots for trueness. Excellent for chip-free
cutting on porcelain or stone. Disco
makes high quality products that 
have an excellent life and a fast 
cutting speed.

Item # Size 
SLMS045 4 ½" $22.90
SLMS05 5" $25.90
SLMS05+ 5 1/4" $28.90
SLMS06 6" $32.90
SLMS07 7" $39.90

Dry Cutting Turbo Rim Diamond Blades

Weha Copper Core continuous
rim diamond blades give chip-free
cuts on ceramic, porcelain, glass,
and natural stone tile. The copper
core is made to pull the heat from
the blade to extend the life.

Made by Slayer, this metal bond dry cutting 4" 
diamond blade is designed to give fast, clean cuts
when used for cutting glass. This glass blade has a
thin kerf and utilizes a small diamond grit to make
your glass cutting smooth whether on decorative
glass, fused glass, or even glass tile.

SLGD04 $19.90

(800) 289-6834

Mini-Slayer turbo style supreme diamond blades are our best blades! They feature a
soft bond and have been proven to be our most aggressive and longest lasting blade
when cutting granite. They are simply the best blade by Slayer. 
These tight-tooth turbo blades will out-perform blades costing twice as much. 
Slayer - for Killer performance!
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ry Cutting Turbo Blades

The Turbo-Slayer EXV premium quality blades are
made to give you extra value with good life and a
fast, clean cut. They are flush mount ready and are
excellent low cost blades. A great balance between 
performance and price. 

Item # Size 
SLSS045 4 1/2" $32.90
SLSS05 5" $35.90
SLSS06 6" $39.90
SLSS07 7” $49.90

Item # Size 
TS5 5" $18.90
TS6 6" $25.90
TS7 7" $29.90

These are the Super-Slayer turbo style diamond 
blades. These supreme quality blades are designed
for fast and aggressive cutting of granite slabs. Take
a great diamond blade, add diamonds along the
core, and you now have a blade you can cut, grind
or sand with. Forget about bad to the bone, these
are bad to the core!

The Weha White Lion blades give you 
consistently clean, high-speed cuts and have an
outstanding life on quartzite and granite. 
Still less expensive than other blades made for 
cutting ultra hard materials, they are made to 
outperform any blade on the 
market for quartzite!Item # Size 

DIPB04 4” $25.90
DIPB045 4 1/2” $29.90
DIPB05 5” $32.90

These are the Slayer-Extreme turbo blades. They
are an extremely fast, ultra-clean, dry cutting turbo
blade and work great on natural stone, hard 
ceramic, and porcelain tile. A must have for shop 
installers and professional tile setters! 

Item # Size 
SLSLIM07 7” $39.90
SLSLIM08 8” $59.90
SLSLIM10 10” $69.90

The Slim-Slayer is a thin rim turbo blade for tile saws cutting hard 
materials like granite or porcelain tiles. These blades may be run wet or
dry and give you fast, aggressive cuts! Here's a bonus - these long life
blades won't glaze up on you when cutting hard materials!

The Shogun series are excellent quality turbo style
diamond blades from Disco-Sea. They are made
for cutting granite and ES. They feature premium
diamonds, a specially designed metal bond and 
diamond matrix with narrow cutting flutes for clean,
chip-free cutting of ES, granite and other natural
stone. Disco-Sea is a leader in the industry. 

Item # Size 
128900 5” $34.60
128901 6” $42.50

Item # Size 
71405 5” $19.90
71406 6” $22.90

Item # Size 
DTRXD058 4 1/2” $28.90
DTRXD075 5” $29.90
DTRXD076 6” $49.90
DTRXD072 7” $64.90

(800) 289-6834

The Red Cat turbo blades from Weha have a full
8mm of diamond and tight narrow comb design to
allow clean, fast cuts and a lot of life when cutting
granite and Engineered Stone. 
Weha Red Cat turbo blades come with 7/8” arbor
and 4 holes for flush cutting Adapters. These 
Korean made blades can be used wet or dry at up
to 12,000 rpm.
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(800) 289-6834

Item # Size 
DIT04 4” $13.90
DIT045 4 1/2” $15.90
DIT05 5” $17.90
DIT07 7” $19.90
DIT10 10” $49.90
DIT14 14” $89.90
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Dry Cutting Turbo Rim Diamond Blades

The Hurricane Turbo blades from Cyclone are
supreme style blades designed for fast, aggressive
cutting of granite. These tight-tooth style blades will
outperform blades costing twice as much. 

Item # Size 
DITG045 4 1/2” $15.90
DITG05 5” $18.90
DITG07 7” $19.90

Granite Pro mega-rim dry cutting turbo diamond saw blades
made by Diamante Italia are premium grade diamond blades
made for cutting granite pavers and field stone. These have a
huge 12mm high mega-rim and long life, and are excellent for
cutting granite, natural stone and masonry materials.

SLLM14USA 14” $99.90

These 14” laser welded segmented blades are made right here in the
U.S.A.! They have segments that are 1/2” tall, 1/8” wide and are high quality
with good life. They can be used wet or dry. These are combination blades
made for cutting brick, block or concrete on either a high speed saw, brick
saw or block saw. When you buy these blades you help keep American 
citizens working!  Slayer - for Killer performance!

Item # Size 
PBM5 5" $32.90
PBM6 6" $42.13

Item # Size 
DIST045C 4 1/2" $27.90
DIST05C 5" $29.90

Item # Size 
NMT04 4" $24.90
NMT045 4 1/2" $26.90
NMT05 5" $32.90
NMT06 6" $46.90SLSLIM10MESH 10” $69.90

The Nano Mesh Thin Turbo blades are extra thin
blades designed to leave the material smooth and
chip free. Because they are only 1.2mm thick, they
cut fast on granite, porcelain, UCS materials and
any other hard tile.

Weha Ceramica R-Mesh turbo blades are ideal for
cutting Lapitec and other UCS materials. They also
work well on engineered and natural stone. These
extra thin blades removes material fast. They will
give you a clean cut with 
minimal chipping. 

The Slayer 10" thin rim mesh turbo blade is
great  for cutting hard porcelain. This blade may
be run wet or dry and give you fast, 
aggressive cuts! Here's a bonus - 
this long life blade won't glaze 
on you when cutting 
hard materials!

These Masonry Pro dry cutting turbo diamond saw blades are made by
Diamante Italia and are supreme grade - especially made for cutting 
masonry materials. They are very aggressive diamond blades 
with a 10mm rim that provides fast cuts through hard 
masonry materials including paver bricks.

Dry Cutting Segmented Diamond Blades
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Item # Size 
DILC14 14” $84.90
DILC20 20” $269.90
DILD14 14” $89.90
DILD24 24” $399.90

SLAYER SUPREME CONCRETE BLADE
This 14” laser welded, segmented turbo style dry 
cutting diamond blade is excellent for cutting
concrete, brick pavers and flagstone. The blade
has a 1/2” mega-segment height which gives it
incredibly long life. It may be used with a brick
saw, hand saw and even 
on a walk behind saw up 
to 13 horsepower!
Slayer - 
for Killer performance!

SLCC14SP $129.90

Premium segmented diamond blades are for 
cutting masonry materials or abrasive stone. These
dry cutting combination blades are 
designed for long life and 
fast cutting. They have 
the taller mega 
segment for 
longer life.

PREMIUM MASONRY DIAMOND BLADES

Item # Size 
DIMC045 4 ½" x 7/8”-5/8” $9.90
DIMC07 7" x 5/8” - dm $25.90
DIMC10 10" x 5/8” - dm $59.90
DIMC14 14” x 1” - 20mm $79.90
DIMC20 20” x 1” $259.90

SUPREME DRY CUTTING SEGMENTED DIAMOND BLADES
These supreme quality blades from Diamante Italia are the
same top quality as above, but designed to last even longer!
The ‘C’ bond is for use on masonry materials or abrasive
stone, and ‘D’ bond is for demolition. They offer fast 
aggressive cutting. They are excellent for cutting reinforced 
concrete as well as masonry materials. Designed for long
life and durability, they are great blades for any high-speed
hand held saw.

Wet Cutting Silent Core Diamond Blades

Item # Size 
TheONE-14 14” $319.90
TheONE-16 16” $339.90
TheONE-16-D 16” $349.90
(for Donatoni saw)
TheONE-18 18” $389.90

Introducing The One Blade - These bridge saw blades are among the best general purpose
blades available for your high-horsepower bridge saw. They use positively aligned diamond seg-
ments which allow for quieter operation and fast, clean cuts. There is really nothing made that is
better or longer lasting (although, there are a few in the same class). While these blades are capa-
ble of performing at a feed rate of up to 200" per minute, for best performance you should find
your sweet spot at a recommended RPM between 1700-2000. They can be used with all bridge
saws that use a 60-50mm arbor.

This is The One Blade  that you will use to cut all of your granite and engineered stone. 
It is The One Blade that you can depend on for long life. It is The One Blade 
that, when it wears out, you will tell your purchaser to get you 
The One Blade from DeFusco Industrial Supply. 
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Wet Cutting General Purpose Silent Core Diamond Blades

(800) 289-6834

Item # Size
SL14SI20SARIX 14" $279.90
SL16SI20SARIX 16" $299.90

The Vegas blades by ItalDiamant are excellent for
low hp saws. The 'M' style segments give them
great performance. The unique segments will stay
open and free cutting. This
blade is great for doing miter
cuts, and it cuts granite, engi-
neered stone, even quartzite.

Item # Size
IDVEGAS14 14" $279.90
IDVEGAS16 16" $299.90

Item # Size 
DUBSD073 14” $319.90
DUBSD074 16” $349.90
DUBSD075 18” $429.90

Item # Size 
IDZEUS14 14” $319.90
IDZEUS16 16” $349.90

• Aligned Diamond Technology
• Mammoth 25mm Segment 
• Sandwich Segment 

• 28mm Segment Height
• Sandwich Segment Type
• New Slot Configurations 
• Laser Welded

The Shogun Blue blades from Disco-Sea feature
aligned diamonds and 25mm tall segments. For
bridge saws with 15 to 25 hp motors, the
Shogun blades give long
life and consistent results.

The Italdiamant Zeus Silent Core blades are 
made in Italy. They are the highest quality blades
you will find for cutting granite and quartz. They are
built for super-long life!silent core granite blades

have 20mm segments with
positive aligned diamonds for
5-20 horsepower saws. 

Item # Size 
SL12SS20 12” $259.90
SL14SS20 14" $279.90
SL16SS20 16" $319.90
SL18SS20 18" $359.90
SL20SS20 20" $399.90

These Slayer free-cutting blades have 20mm tall
segments for extended life, and they will aggres-
sively cut slabs! Excellent for low horsepower
bridge saws. These blades are built for long life!

Item # Size 
SL14SS25ARIX 14” $299.90
SL16SS25ARIX 16” $339.90
SL18SS25ARIX 18” $379.90

We stock a full line of wet cutting stone blades for the fabricator. Silent core blades use a 3 piece laminated
core for reducing noise levels in the shop. These blades are excellent quality, and feature high diamond
concentration with the correct bonding. When you want to cut faster and quieter, look no further! 

Slayer Arix diamond blades have positive Arix
alignment with 25mm tall segments. This technol-
ogy allows for fast clean cuts, 
even when doing miters. Built 
for long life and dependability.
For saws 15hp and greater. 

The Red Cat silent core
blades from Weha are a good
quality, low cost blade made
for lower horsepower saws
when cutting granite and ES. 
With a 15mm tall segment
the Red Cat blades are going
to cut fast with a good life.

Item # Size 
71414 14” $215.00
71416 16” $255.00
71418 18” $289.00
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7615 14” $190.00

Weha Low HP blades are made specifically for rail,
track and tile saws with a 3 horsepower or less
motor. This blade has an outer diameter of 13 7/8”
with 10mm segments and a 60mm arbor and fits
the Achilli TSA 3 HP Track Saw and any other
saws with a 14” blade housing like 
the Blue Ripper rail saw 

This high-quality and long-lasting bridge saw
blades from Slayer are made with Arix technology
which allows for quiet, fast, clean cuts. These 



Made by Slayer - for Killer Performance! 

(800) 289-6834

Wet Cutting Quartzite Diamond Blades
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Item # Size 
128903 14" $288.74
128904 16" $314.16
128906 18” $368.99
128908 20” $437.99
128909 24” $748.99

Item # Size
SCQB1420 14" $295.00
SCQB1620 16" $345.00

The White Lion silent core
blades from Weha are excellent
for cutting quartzite and other
very hard stone. With Arix dia-
mond technology for constant
high-speed cutting they have
outstanding life. 

Their patented 20mm segment
design increases cutting speed
by 35%. Due to its design this
blade may be used with any
saw from 3hp to 20hp.

Item # Size 
SLQ1420SARIX 14" $287.90
SLQ1620SARIX 16" $309.90

The Cyclone S Quartzite blades are long lasting
blades that provides fast, clean cuts on quartzite.
They are designed for straight or miter cuts. These
silent core blades have a 60mm-50mm arbor and
are made for quartzite, granite, and engineered
stone! Very aggressive because of the unique 
segment design, they have a feed 
rate of 4-6 feet per minute.

The Shogun Quartzite blades from Disco-Sea
feature aligned diamonds and 25mm tall seg-
ments. These silent core blades use a special
bond and a unique segment design to give consis-
tently clean cuts on quartzite, granite and engi-
neered stone.For bridge saws
with 15 to 25hp motors, the
Shogun blades give long life
you can count on!

Item # Size 
IDQ14SIL 14" $249.90
IDQ16SIL 16" $284.90

Item # Size 
IDQ14SOL 14" $234.90
IDQ16SOL 16" $269.90

Item # Size 
DUBSD116 14” $329.90
DUBSD117 16” $369.90
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The SLQ blades from Slayer are made for fast cut-
ting on quartzite, but can also be used to cut gran-
ite and engineered stone. These silent core blades
cuts at high speeds and leaves perfect miters. With
20mm tall Arix segments these blades 
can be used on all saws from 5 - 
25 horsepower. Made by Slayer 
- for Killer Performance! 

The Taj Mahal solid core blades by ItalDiamant
are designed for mitering quartzite. While these are
louder than silent core blades, nothing will outper-
form them for clean, chip-free miter cuts on hard
quartzite! These Italian blades are designed for
saws 15hp and greater and are 
excellent for mitering Taj Mahal.

The Taj Mahal silent core blades by ItalDiamant
are designed specifically for cutting dense
quartzite. They are  high performance blades with
15mm tall segments and are made for rip and miter
cutting. These Italian blades are designed for saws
15hp and greater and will give fast, 
clean cuts - up to 80 ipm on 
2 cm Taj Mahal.

The HEAVY D 18” Blade is made for cutting very hard materials such as
Quartzite, agate, Dekton and Lapitec. This standard core blade was cutting
3cm Blue Agate at 84ipm when running at 700 rpm on a GMM saw. Not
only does it cut extremely fast, but the finish on the material was so fine
that you could start polishing at 200 grit. While this blade is not built for life,
what it lacks in life expectancy it makes up for in speed and price.

• Low RPM
• 50mm Arbor
• .085” Thick

HEAVYD18x50 $249.90
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Wet Cutting Diamond Blades for Marble
The Italdiamant silent core marble
blades make chip-free, consistent
cuts on even the most brittle 
materials. They may be run at 
up to 25hp.

Weha marble blades are for
marble, limestone, travertine,
onyx materials, cultured mar-
ble, etc. They will give you a
chip free cut, smooth finish,
and excellent life. These 
marble blades are for saws
with 3hp and more. 
Another high quality diamond
product brought to you by
Weha.

(800) 289-6834

This 14” x 60/50mm x40mm
thick milling wheel is for
milling or leveling a concrete
table.  This steel core wheel
will give you long life.

MW1440 $599.90

The Barranca BD-303P wet blade for porcelain,
granite and marble  features a high
grade diamond crystal matrix. 
Excellent for cutting mitered 
edges, this 12” x 1” blade fits 
the smaller saws. The steel 
core ensures straight cuts. 

Item # Size
4D-35291 16" $279.90
4D-35205 18" $349.90

Item # Size
5350021 14" $259.90
5400021 16" $284.90

This Blue Impulse blades from Disco are a terrific
blade for cutting marble and other soft materials.
These blades will cut chip-free on the most brittle
marbles. They can be used on all 
bridge saws up to 25hp. 

The Tenax Ceramic blades are perfect for cutting
large format porcelain. They give fast, chip-free
cuts even when mitering, and they have a very
long life. SFA tested at the workshops with stellar
results! 
These blades work great on 
bridge saws and give great 
cuts and long life on high 
hp saws. They are among 
the best cutting and longest 
lasting blades for porcelain.

Wet Cutting Specialty Diamond Blades
The Lapitec blades are simply the best blades
you can use for cutting Lapitec or other UCS 
materials. Designed in a lab they will cut all 
porcelain and UCS materials like Dekton, Neolith
or Geolux like no other blade
you have tried.
Although not silent core
blades, they run very quietly. 
Item # Size
LAP14W2 14" $310.00
LAP16W2 16" $370.00
LAP18W2 18" $495.00

The Tenax Marble blades are
made for cutting marble slabs
quickly and chip-free. These
silent core blades give very long
life. For use with all saws. Item # Size

DI14MS 14" $239.90
DI16MS 16" $279.90
DI18MS 18" $339.90

Item # Size
4D-43162 14" $279.90
4D-43164 16" $299.90
4D-43166 18" $408.90

Item # Size
TECER14 14" $229.90
TECER16 16" $289.90
TECER16XXL 16" $389.90

330012 $169.90

Item # Size
DUBSD016 14" $276.00
DUBSD017 16" $289.00
DUBSD015 18" $319.00

The Quartz series segmented blades from Tenax
are simply the best.These blades are made in their
Diamantati plant outside of Verona. Tenax has de-
veloped a long-lasting, fast-cutting blade to cut
every kind of quartz ES surface. It will rip or miter,
and it has an awesome cutting 
speed. Just what you expect 
from Tenax.
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These Dekton silent core blades are made by 
ItalDiamant and are certified and approved by
Cosentino for cutting Dekton. They run quietly and
gives clean chip free cuts on Dekton and other UCS
materials. ItalDiamant always
has top quality blades!

Item # Size
TEDEK14 14" $269.90
TEDEK16 16" $359.90

Item # Size 
IDDEKTON14 14" $229.90
IDDEKTON16 16" $279.90
IDDEKTON18 18" $369.90

These segmented diamond blades from Tenax
give consistently clean cuts and long life when
used for cutting Dekton as well as other UCS mate-
rials. They utilize a special bond to help prevent
chipping while still cutting at a
fast rate. Another high quality
product made by Tenax.

Specialty Diamond Blades & Fabricating Tools

The Slayer and Diamante Italia
concave blades for bowl cutting are
built for durability and speed. These
high performance 5” blades have pro-
tective vertical segments on the core
to prevent binding and heat build-up. 

Item # Size
EMB-5 5” $39.90
EMBSL50 5” $56.90
EMBSL60 6” $79.90

Electroplated blades from Diamante Italia & 
Cyclone are designed for chip-free, fast 
cutting of marble, onyx and other brittle 
stones. With a 7/8”-5/8” arbor, they
can run on any grinder. 

Item # Size
50270 4” $53.55
50271 4.5” $61.19
50272 5” $91.70 SL5CNG $59.90

Segmented Style
Item # Size 
STP04G 4" x 1/4” $49.90
STP07G 7" x 1/4” $75.90
Turbo Style
Item # Size 
5GTSR 5" x 3/16” $59.90
7GTSR 7" x 3/16” $89.90

Item # Style
CCB005S Slayer Supreme $74.90
CCB005PT Slayer Premium $69.90
CCB005-B DI Brazed $59.90

These dry cutting tuckpointing
blades are a full 1/4” wide with
a 3/8” tall segment to make
cleaning out mortar joints fast
and easy. Designed for long
life. 

Item # Size
DITP04 4” 44.90
DITP07 7” 64.90

The Alpha® 5” Spike Disc is excellent
for removal of fiberglass mesh on stone
or epoxy and urethane on concrete
floors without damaging the material
surface The Spike Disc is a must-have
part of your tooling!

VCS503H $74.50

Weha 4” WX2 multi blades/cup wheels provide
fast, clean cuts on granite. It’s one tool that can
be used for cutting and grinding on natural stone
or masonry materials.

The Slayer rodding blades are made for cutting a slot into the
back of a slab so you can rod the slab for support. These dry
cutting blades are made with a soft bond so they won’t glaze 
up on hard materials like granite. The segmented blades are
1/4” wide with a 1/2“ tall segment for super long life. The turbo
style are 3/16” wide and have superior cutting speeds.

The 5" Slayer Cut-N-Grind Wheel
cuts like a traditional diamond blade
and also grinds like a cup wheel!
Comes with flush mount adapter
and fits on any grinder, this high
quality universal tool is excellent for
cutting and grinding on natural
stone or masonry materials.
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Grinding Cups for Stone

(800) 289-6834

Item # Size & Grit
SFGC4C 4” Coarse $59.90
SFGC4M 4” Medium $59.90
SFGC4F 4” Fine $59.90
SFGC5C 5” Coarse $79.90

Item # Size & Grit
SGC4C 4” Coarse $55.90
SGC4M 4” Medium $55.90
SGC4F 4” Fine $55.90

Item # Size & Grit
SGC5C 5” Coarse $79.90
SGC5M 5” Medium $79.90
SGC6C 6” Coarse $89.90
SGC6M 6” Medium $89.90

Standard Metal Backer

SCGC4C $89.90

Flat Metal Backer

This aluminum backed 
4” convex cup wheel is
great for grinding out 
inside curves on stone. 

These lightweight brazed grinding cups use a
brazed diamond face and offer the fastest removal
rate guaranteed! They are excellent on both stone
and concrete. For roughing in granite or fast stock
removal there is nothing faster, and we have them

Item # Grit
7650 60 $41.00
7651 120 $41.00
7652 200 $41.00
7653 400 $41.00

These are the Slayer turbo grinding cup wheels, designed for long life and aggressive stock removal.
These turbo style cups are built to be vibration-free. They are available with a standard domed backer or a
flat backer. We stock them in coarse, medium and fine grits.
Slayer - for Killer performance!

The Weha diamond flap discs have been fully
tested on Cosentino Dekton, Breton Lapitec, Mar-
ble, Granite, Engineered Stone, Quartz materials
and Concrete counter tops.These 4” flap discs are
great for shaping and polishing granite, marble, and
sintered materials. Excellent on Dekton and
Lapitec, they are perfectly balanced and will not
chip. They can be used wet or dry and have an alu-
minum backer with a 5/8”-11 threaded arbor. Also
used for honing and preparing for a brushed finish.
They quickly remove the polish and leave the stone
perfectly flat. 

Diamante Italia produces good quality, low-cost 4”
diamond cup wheel for grinding granite, quartz and
other stone. These turbo style grinding cups are
very good for grinding any stone fast and smooth.
This cup is very aggressive and has
a moderately long life.
Item # Grit
AGCW4-C Coarse $39.90
AGCW4-M Medium $39.90
AGCW4-F Fine $39.90

Concave Wheels
Item # Size & Grit
BCC45XC 4 1/2” XCoarse $59.90
BCC45M 4 1/2” Medium $59.90
BCC7XC 7” XCoarse $89.90
Flat Wheels
FF005 5” Flat Wheel $84.90
FF005H 5” Holey Wheel $84.90

priced right! The concave wheels
are great for bowls while the flat
ones are double sided and re-
versible for twice the life! We
have two versions of the flat
wheel, one with holes to allow
you to see through the blade
when in use and one without
holes which will last slightly
longer,Both have the 5/8”-11
arbor. More high quality products
from Diamante italia. DSF6CTT $99.90

The 6” Diamante Italia arced turbo grinding cups
are a favorite for our hand shops that want a larger
cup for removing a lot of material but is still light
enough to work with on a grinder. 
This coarse grit cup wheel is designed in Korea to
be vibration-free. It has a 
5/8”-11 arbor and a long life.
If you are looking for an
aggressive tool that you can 
depend on when grinding 
away mountains of stone, 
this is it!
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These 4" x 5/8”-11 resin wet grinding cups remove 
material fast with ultra-smooth finish This diamond
cup wheel can be used on all stone, even onyx! 
Item # Grit
4RCW0060 60 $26.90
4RCW0120 120 $26.90
4RCW0200 200 $26.90
4RCW0400 400 $26.90

Item # Grit
4RCW0800 800 $26.90
4RCW1500 1500 $26.90
4RCW3000 3000 $26.90

The Slayer hybrid bond grinding cups use a metal bond and a resin bond on the grinding face, and these
are the best you can get. They are designed for wet grinding of all natural stone. Since they are a hybrid
metal/resin bond they provide long life coupled with smoother finishes to get you into your next step
quicker. We have them in the turbo style with either a metal or an aluminum back or the new WGC style
cups. 
These cup wheels will shape your granite, marble or quartz stone with less chipping and bounce than other
cup wheels. Used correctly, they will reduce your polishing steps.
Slayer - for Killer performance!

Aluminum Backer

Standard Metal Backer

Item # Size, Style & Grit
TRGC4CA 4” Turbo Coarse $64.90
TRGC4MA 4” Turbo Medium $64.90
TRGC4FA 4” Turbo Fine $64.90

These 4” grinding cups
have an aluminum back
which makes them lighter
for less user fatigue.

Item # Size, Style & Grit
TRGC4C 4” Turbo Coarse $64.90
TRGC4M 4” Turbo Medium $64.90
TRGC4F 4” Turbo Fine $64.90
TRGC5C 5” Turbo Coarse $89.90
TRGC6C 6” Turbo Coarse $99.90

Item # Size, Style & Grit
WGC4C 4” Circles Coarse $74.90
WGC4M 4” Circles Medium $74.90
WGC4F 4” Circles Fine $74.90

Item # Size, Style & Grit
WRGC4C 4” Bottles Coarse $69.90
WRGC4M 4” Bottles Medium $69.90
WRGC4F 4” Bottles Fine $69.90

• Maximum Speed 15,000 RPM 
• Recommended for Wet Use
• 5/8"-11f Arbor

This new 4" Nano cup wheel is made with innova-
tive metal bonding to grind concrete surfaces or to
remove coatings and mesh from materials. The dot
shapes make for fast and smooth
grinding. Compared to the cost, it
has a reasonably long life.

SVFC04S-T $59.50

The Pitbull resin cup wheels are new resin
pads with a harder bond to perform like resin
filled cup wheels. The Pitbull cup wheels will
grind and shape with zero chipping on the ma-
terial.
While the Pitbull looks like a regular resin pad
mounted on an aluminum backer, the bond is a
more durable, longer lasting bond that will out-
last traditional polishing pads. These cup
wheels can run wet or dry on all materials in-
cluding granite, marble, quartz, engineered
stone, porcelain, ceramic, cultured, concrete,
and other stone with zero chipping. 

Item # Grit 
142311 30 $42.80
142312 50 $48.00
142313 100 $48.00
142314 200 $48.00

DIAMANTE ITALIA RESIN CUP WHEELS
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Diamond Grinding and Polishing Drums

(800) 289-6834

METALBOND GRINDING DRUMS

ZERO TOLERANCE WHEELS
Zero tolerance wheels offer you the fastest way to
clean up and remove material from your stone
slabs after cutting out an inside oval, circle, or sink
hole. They’re also great for shaping a radius on the
outer edges of your stone slabs. These are resin
filled and for wet grinding only. These zero toler-
ance wheels include water holes for efficient 
cooling. 
The resin filling will give you cleaner grinds, making
your pieces easier to polish.

These high quality impregnated grinding drums are
for bowl shaping, 'Z' profiles, and working inside
curves. They are 2” X 2”, and they boast a long life
and an aggressive removal rate. Can be run wet or
dry.
High quality products from Cyclone.

Item # Grit
MBDW036 36 $149.90
MBDW060 60 $149.90
MBDW120 120 $149.90

Item # Size
ZTW31500 3” x 1-1/2” $149.90
ZTW31575 3” x 1-5/8” $159.90

BRAZED GRINDING DRUMS
Our brazed grinding drums have a super 
aggressive removal rate. They can be used wet or
dry and have a 5/8”-11 threaded arbor to fit any
grinder. These are excellent for grinding edges
straight or for doing inside curves.
Our drums are available with or without a metal
bearing. If you have a hard template the bearing
makes it easy to get high quality reproducible 
results.
Slayer - for Killer performance!

Without Bearing
Item # Size & Grit
MBN1C 1” Coarse $109.90
MNBN1M 1” Medium $109.90
MBN1.5C 1.5” Coarse $109.90
MBN1.5M 1.5” Medium $109.90
MBN2C 2” Coarse $149.90
MBN2M 2” Medium $149.90
MBN3C 3” Coarse $169.90
MBN3M 3” Medium $169.90

With Bearing
Item # Size & Grit
MBD2C 2” Coarse $159.90
MBD2M 2” Medium $159.90
MBD3C 3” Coarse $189.90
MBD3M 3” Medium $189.90

We stock premium wet polishing drums from
Cyclone. These resin bond cylinders are for pol-
ishing inside curves!  These resin drums measure
2” x 2” with a 5/8”-11 arbor to fit on all wet polish-
ers.
When you purchase Cyclone products you are al-
ways getting high quality tooling.

Item #            Grit
SRD20100    100 $49.90
SRD20200    200 $49.90
SRD20400    400 $49.90
SRD20800    800 $49.90
SRD21500    1500 $49.90
SRD23000    3000 $49.90
SRDADAPT  $69.90
SRDKIT        Set $339.90

Item #            Grit
PCW0050PCW0050      5050 $29.90$29.90
PCW0100PCW0100      100100 $29.90$29.90
PCW0200PCW0200      200200 $29.90$29.90
PCW0400PCW0400      400400 $29.90$29.90
PCW0800PCW0800      800800 $29.90$29.90
PCW1500PCW1500      15001500 $29.90$29.90
PCW3000PCW3000      30003000 $29.90$29.90
PCWBUFFPCWBUFF    BuffBuff $29.90$29.90
PCWSETPCWSET        SetSet $219.90$219.90

These are 3/4" diameter by 2" wet diamond resin
polishing drums. These will work on all inside radii
down to 3/8”. These drum wheels are used to pol-
ish inside radius such as undermount sink holes.
They are much easier than diamond polishing pads
to use when polishing very tight inside curves and
will easily give you the finish you want. 
The adapter is 1/2 gas male on the outside and
5/8”-11 female on the inside, so these can be
adapted for use on polishers, CNC routers and
other machines. Another top quality product from 
Slayer - For Killer Performance!
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These segmented grinding cups are the 
standard for rough or finish grinding on 
concrete. Available with a 7/8”-5/8” round
arbor or a 5/8” -11 threaded arbor.

SLAYER CONCRETE CUPSDIAMANTE ITALIA CONCRETE CUPS

7SCSI $109.90 7SCSH $134.90

Item # Size 
SLPCD04 4” $99.90
SLPCD07 7” $149.90

Single Row
Item #    Size & Arbor
4914E 4” 7/8”-5/8” $49.90
4914ET 4” 5/8”-11f $49.90
4917E 7” 7/8”-5/8” $79.90
4917ET 7” 5/8”-11f $79.90
Double Row
Item #     Size & Arbor
4924E 4” 7/8”-5/8” $59.90
4924ET 4” 5/8”-11f $59.90
4927E 7” 7/8”-5/8” $99.90
4927ET 7” 5/8”-11f $99.90

POLYCRYSTALLINE CUP WHEELS

MK-1020 series of grinding heads are designed to
give rough concrete surfaces smooth finishes
quickly. These multi-segment grinding heads are
used on many floor disc grinders. Use the "H"
heads for soft material (green concrete and as-
phalt) and the "S" heads for hard material (old or
cured concrete), both available in 20 segment con-
figurations. When in doubt use the turbo style.

151925 $230.00 151926 $249.90

These are the baddest 7” x 5/8”-11 grinding cups
you have ever seen. They were used to carve the
Grand Canyon! Your mileage may vary, but in our
trials with several concrete companies these cups
were tested against other cups costing as much as
$300 each and these blew them away with a 25%
faster removal rate and 35% longer life! 
Slayer - for Killer performance!

These cup wheels, made from Polycrystalline 
diamond (PCD), are made for the quick removal of
epoxy and paint over concrete. PCD cup wheels
work five times faster than regular segmented
wheels without loading up with the paint or epoxy.
They will remove epoxy coatings as fast as you can
move the grinder! We stock 4” and 7” 
with 5/8" - 11 threaded arbors.

We keep in stock both dry and wet cutting diamond saw blades that can be used with walk-behind saws.
The dry cutting diamond blades can be used in both your handheld power saws and your walk-behind
saws up to 20hp. The wet cutting walk-behind diamond blades are for use in any wet saw up to 35hp.

Item # Size & Material
DIDC14 14” X .125” Cured Concrete $129.90
DIDG12 12” X .125” Green Concrete $99.90
DIDG14 14” X .125” Cured Concrete $159.90

Item # Size & Material
DIWC14 14” X .125” Cured Concrete $139.90
DIWC18 18” X .135” Cured Concrete $289.90
DIWG12 12” X .125” Green Concrete $99.90
DIWG14 14” X .125” Green Concrete $159.90

DRY CUTTING WALK-BEHIND SAWBLADES WET CUTTING WALK-BEHIND SAWBLADES

Blades for Walk Behind Saws
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Profile Wheels

Item # Size & Style
BPW638R 6” x 3/8” Radius $169.90
BPW612R 6” x 1/2” Radius $169.90
BPW6OGEE 6” x 3/8” Ogee $189.90

These profile wheels from Slayer use brazed diamond technology, which allows you
to shape tile, granite, or porcelain faster than ever before due to the 100% diamond
exposure. These wheels can be run wet or dry and are shaped with the edge set up
to cut the tile. 6” profile wheels should be used on a 10” tile saw. 

Router Bits for Grinders
Item # Shape
TFE7 7mm E (bevel) $169.90
TFE10 10mm E (bevel) $179.90
TFF20 20mm F (ogee) $199.90
TFR5 5mm B (radius) $149.90
TFR7 7mm B (radius) $169.90
TFR10 10mm B (radius) $179.90
TFR15 15mm B (radius) $209.90
TFR30 30mm B (radius) $249.90
TFV30 30mm V (bullnose) $279.90
TFV40 40mm V (bullnose) $289.90
TFV50 50mm V (bullnose) $349.90

These brazed diamond router bits by Slayer are the easy
way to make edge detail on your stone. They can be run
wet or dry and they have a 5/8”-11 threaded arbor to fit on
any grinder. 

They come with top and side metal bearings that ride on the
vertical and horizontal edges of your stone making it fool-
proof to get the shape. They have the fastest stock removal
of any profiling tool on the market. Another added feature is
that the steel bearing won’t stain your stone or warp.
Slayer - for Killer performance!

Router Bits for Profiling Machines
We carry top quality bits used by the professional stone fabricator to get a consistent edge on their 
materials. We have diamond router bits for the Oma, Master, Sector, Stinger and all machines. They are
available in various styles in 20mm, 30mm, 40mm or larger sizes. The most popular ones are listed here,
but there are 26 styles plus combinations that we can provide for you. The bits listed here are first position
bits, but we can also get you position 2 through position 6 in some cases. Our bits have a soft bond so
they will always work correctly! They come with 8mm and 10mm connecting bolts.

Continuous - 8mm/10mm Bolts
Item # Shape
RBS20B1 20mm B $179.90
RBS20E1 20mm E $179.90
RBS20F1 20mm F $179.90
RBS30B1 30mm B $209.90
RBS30F1 30mm F $209.90
RBS30Q1 30mm Q $249.90
RBS30V1 30mm V $249.90
RBS40CP1 40mm CP $279.90
RBS40V1 40mm V $279.90

Item # Shape
PMS20A1 20mm A $189.90
PMS20B1 20mm B $189.90
PMS20E1 20mm E $189.90
PMS20F1 20mm F $189.90
PMS20H1 20mm H $199.90
PMS20L1 20mm L $199.90
PMS20V1 20mm V $249.90
PMS30B1 30mm B $269.90
PMS30F1 30mm F $269.90
PMS30V1 30mm V $279.90
PMS40V1 40mm V $299.90

Segmented - 8mm/10mm Bolts
Item # Shape
PMC20A1 20mm A $199.90
PMC20B1 20mm B $199.90
PMC20E1 20mm E $199.90
PMC20F1 20mm F $199.90
PMC30B1 30mm B $219.90
PMC30F1 30mm F $219.90
PMC30V1 30mm V $249.90
PMC40V1 40mm V $269.90
PMC40X1 40mm X $269.90
PMC50Z1 50mm Z $149.90

(800) 289-6834
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• Max RPM Wet - 4,000
• Max RPM Dry - 2,500

• No Sloppy Messes
• Hexagon Pattern 

The Slayer 4” 5 Piece Supreme dry
pads are ceramic bonded diamond pol-
ishing pads that can be used wet or dry
on marble or granite. With the 5 piece
set, you will achieve a high quality finish
in less steps! 
These pads can be used dry on a VS
grinder or on any wet polisher.

Item # Grit
SPPD4-SET Set $119.90
SPPD4-0050 50 $15.90
SPPD4-0100 100 $15.90
SPPD4-0200 200 $15.90
SPPD4-0400 400 $15.90

Item # Grit
SPPD4-0800 800 $15.90
SPPD4-1500 1500 $15.90
SPPD4-3000 3000 $15.90
SPPD4-BUFF Black $17.90
SPPD4-WUFF White $17.90

These 4” Slayer premium dry diamond pads are
for wet or dry polishing of marble or granite. These
pads are H&L backed and can be used dry on a
low speed grinder, or wet on any wet stone grinder.
These pads are an excellent low-cost pad, featuring
long life and a terrific finish. 
From Slayer - for Killer performance!
Item # Grit
SPPDP4-SET Set $99.90
SPPDP4-0050 50 $13.90
SPPDP4-0100 100 $13.90
SPPDP4-0200 200 $13.90
SPPDP4-0400 400 $13.90

Item # Grit
SPPDP4-0800 800 $13.90
SPPDP4-1500 1500 $13.90
SPPDP4-3000 3000 $13.90
SPPDP4-BUFF Black $13.90
SPPDP4-WUFF White $13.90

These Resin Dry Polishing Pads by Diamante
Italia come in 3”, 4” and 5” diameters. They can be
used wet or dry on marble or granite with a low
speed grinder or polisher. They are very flexible,
which is handy when doing a tight curve.
These pads will work with granite, marble or con-
crete counter tops dry or they can be used on 
engineered stone with just a spray of water.

Alpha® has expanded its line of polishing pads to
now include a dry version of the Ceramica Resin.
These pads utilize a new process to make the dia-
mond layer thicker, thus creating better quality re-
sults and a longer life than typical dry resin pads.
Ceramica Dry is perfect for all natural stones and
cement-based composites such as concrete and
terrazzo. They are hook and loop-backed. These 4”
pads have grits of 60, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, and
3000. The grit sequence is specifically formulated
to provide the best possible finish. 
Item # Grit
CD40KIT SET $184.76
CD40060R 60 $32.41
CD40200R 200 $32.41
CD40500R 500 $32.41

Item # Grit
CD41000R 1000 $32.41
CD42000R 2000 $32.41
CD43000R 3000 $32.41

4DPP5SET $74.90

(800) 289-6834

This 4” Slayer Supreme dry diamond polishing
pads have a ceramic bond and can be run wet or
dry on marble or granite. You can use these pads
dry on a low speed grinder or wet on any wet stone
grinder. They are designed for long life and to give
you a quality finish.

3” Pads
Item # Grit
RP30080 80 $12.90
RP30100 100 $12.90
RP30200 200 $12.90
RP30400 400 $12.90
RP30800 800 $12.90
RP31500 1500 $12.90
RP33000 3000 $12.90
RP3BUFF 3” Black $12.90
RP3WUFF 3” White $12.90
RP3SET Set $89.90

5” Pads
Item # Grit
RP50050 50 $27.90
RP50100 100 $27.90
RP50200 200 $27.90
RP50400 400 $27.90
RP50800 800 $27.90

4” Pads
Item # Grit
RDP0050 50 $15.90
RDP0100 100 $15.90
RDP0200 200 $15.90
RDP0400 400 $15.90
RDP0800 800 $15.90
RDP1500 1500 $15.90
RDP3000 3000 $15.90
RDPBBUFF Black $17.90
RDPWBUFF White $17.90
RDPSET Set $119.90

RP51500 1500 $27.90
RP53000 3000 $27.90
RP5BUFF Black $27.90
RP5WUFF White $27.90
P5SET Set $179.90

These are high quality, long lasting 4” pads for fin-
ish polishing concrete from Diamante Italia are
perfect pads for polishing concrete.  With a 4,000
RPM maximum speed they have been designed for
use with a polisher or grinder, - you can even use
them on planetary floor machines!
Item # Grit
RCPSET SET $129.90
RCP0050 50 $17.90
RCP0100 100 $17.90
RCP0200 200 $17.90
RCP0400 400 $17.90

Item # Grit
RCP0800 800 $17.90
RCP01500 1500 $17.90
RCP3000 3000 $17.90
RCPBUFF BUFF $17.90
RCPWUFF BUFF $17.90
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Wet Diamond Polishing Pads

(800) 289-6834

Item # Grit
SPPW4-SET Set $59.95
SPPW4-0050 50 $12.90
SPPW4-0100 100 $12.90
SPPW4-0200 200 $12.90
SPPW4-0400 400 $12.90

Item Grit
SPPW4-0800 800 $12.90
SPPW4-1500 1500 $12.90
SPPW4-3000 3000 $12.90
SPPW4B Buff $29.90

The Slayer 4” premium wet polishing pads are the
fastest polishing pads we have, and the finish is 
excellent! Featuring rapid stock removal on the low
grits, and killer polish on the high grits. These pads
will fit on any H&L backer pad! These pads may be
run wet or wet to dry and they are a full 3mm thick.
This 6 piece set runs from 100 grit to 3,000 grit and
includes a case. 

The 4” Slayer Supreme Copper wet pads are the
most revolutionary wet pads on the market! These
pads incorporate copper into the resin bond but are
very flexible. You can use them for edge polishing
or top polishing! This set of pads has nine steps,
50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500, 3000, 5000 grit and
a buff pad. That is one more step than most pad
sets but they work so fast that you won't care about
the extra step! 
Slayer - for Killer performance!

Item # Grit
SCU4SET Set $189.90
SCU40050 50 $22.90
SCU40100 100 $22.90
SCU40200 200 $22.90
SCU40400 400 $22.90

Item # Grit
SCU40800 800 $22.90
SCU41500 1500 $22.90
SCU43000 3000 $22.90
SCU45000 5000 $22.90
SCU4BUFF Buff $22.90

Item # Grit
GP4SET Set $381.06
GP40150R 150 $43.10
GP40300R 300 $43.10
GP40500R 500 $43.10
GP41000R 1000 $43.10

Item # Grit
GP42000R 2000 $43.10
GP43000R 3000 $43.10
GP4BK Black $77.80
GP4WH White $77.80

Alpha Ceramica 4” wet pads are considered by
many to be the “Cadillac” of polishing pads. Alpha
makes these pads with the longest lasting H&L
backing to make it easy to switch between pads
while ensuring that each pad remains securely in
place while you work. 

Item # Grit
VZP4SET Set $57.50
VZP0050 50 $8.50
VZP0100 100 $8.50
VZP0200 200 $8.50

Item # Grit
VZP0400 400 $8.50
VZP0800 800 $8.50
VZP1500 1500 $8.50
VZP3000 3000 $8.50

Item # Grit
DURBDSET Set $89.90
DURBD042 50 $9.90
DURBD043 100 $9.90
DURBD044 200 $9.90
DURBD045 400 $9.90

Item # Grit
DURBD046 800 $9.90
DURBD047 1500 $9.90
DURBD048 3000 $9.90
DURBD049 Black $11.90
DURBD050 White$11.90

The 4” Disco-Sea 3mm polishing pads are 
premium wet pads with H&L backing. They are not
only designed to provide you with longer life, but
will also give a terrific finish. These fast, high quality
pads are great for polishing wet to dry, with only a
little water.

Item # Grit
PP4-SET Full $109.90
PP4-0050 50 $12.90
PP4-0100 100 $12.90
PP4-0200 200 $12.90
PP4-0400 400 $12.90

Item # Grit
PP4-0800 800 $12.90
PP4-1500 1500 $12.90
PP4-3000 3000 $12.90
PP4-BUFF Black $16.90
PP4-WUFF White $16.90

Cyclone 4” wet pads produce a terrific finish.
Since they offer high quality for a very low price
some of our customers love them. When compared
to others that cost more, you’ll be surprised with the
results. H&L backed to ensure they stay securely in
place while in use.  

The 4” Weha Xubi 3mm diamond polishing pads
are very flexible, have a long life, and will polish
quickly, leaving a brilliant finish. These low cost
pads are perfect for granite. The full set includes
the 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500 and 3,000 grit
pads. These pads have H&L backing and if you are
a production shop you owe it to yourself to put
these to work!
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Item # Grit
PP5PSET Set $189.90
PP5P0050 50 $19.90
PP5P0100 100 $19.90
PP5P0200 200 $19.90
PP5P0400 400 $19.90

Item # Grit
PP5P0800 800 $19.90
PP5P1500 1500 $19.90
PP5P3000 3000 $19.90
PP5PBUFF BBuff $24.90
PP5PWUFF WBuff $24.90

The 5” Slayer premium wet polishing pads are their most aggressive, extra flexible pads. Made for profes-
sionals, these pads just offer better performance! At 3.4 mm thick they last longer than most other pads.
With H&L backing built in, these pads are comparable to diamond pads that will cost you twice as much.
You’ll save money and work less when using them. 

4” Pads
Item # Grit
1140050 50 $12.75
1140100 100 $12.75
1140200 200 $12.75
1140400 400 $12.75
1140800 800 $12.75
1141500 1500 $12.75
1143000 3000 $12.75

3” Pads 
Item # Grit
1130050 50 $11.95
1130100 100 $11.95
1130200 200 $11.95
1130400 400 $11.95
1130800 800 $11.95
1131500 1500 $11.95
1133000 3000 $11.95

The 3” & 4” Weha Schein Pads are 3.4mm thick!
They polish quickly with a brilliant finish and a long
life. When compared to
other polishing pads in
their price range, the
Schein will out flex, out
polish, and out Schein the
competition!

Item # Grit
ORB4-SET Set $99.90
ORB40050 50 $11.90
ORB40100 100 $11.90
ORB40200 200 $11.90
ORB40400 400 $11.90

Item # Grit
ORB40800 800 $11.90
ORB41500 1500 $11.90
ORB43000 3000 $11.90
ORB4BUFF Black $12.90
ORB4WUFF White $12.90

The Orbit 4” wet premium pads tested extremely
fast with very long life and a terrific finish. These
pads have no colored dyes in the resin so there is
no colored bleed-off to stain your stone. These
pads are 3.2mm thick with H&L backing, and may
be run wet or wet to dry.

The PX4 4” wet pads are a very good economy
pad that won’t bleed color or stain your materials.
They are available in 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500
and 3000 grits. The life of these pads makes them
a budget pad, yet for the fabricator, they will give
you a terrific finish! 

Item # Grit
DIM4SET Set $89.95
DIM40050 50 $13.90
DIM40100 100 $13.90
DIM40200 200 $13.90

Item # Grit
DIM40400 400 $13.90
DIM40800 800 $13.90
DIM41500 1500 $13.90
DIM43000 3000 $13.90

Item # Grit
PX4SET Set $59.90
PX40050 50 $8.90
PX40100 100 $8.90
PX40200 200 $8.90

Item # Grit
PX40400 400 $8.90
PX40800 800 $8.90
PX41500 1500 $8.90
PX43000 3000 $8.90

Item # Grit
DIG4SET Set $89.95
DIG40050 50 $13.90
DIG40100 100 $13.90
DIG40200 200 $13.90

Item # Grit
DIG40400 400 $13.90
DIG40800 800 $13.90
DIG41500 1500 $13.90
DIG43000 3000 $13.90

These 4" polishing pads by Diamante Italia are for
wet use on marble and other calcites. They have
a long life and an excellent finish! These pads will
give you a high quality color and shine at a very
fast polishing rate. 

These 4" polishing pads by Diamante Italia are for
wet use on granite and ES. These long lasting
pads will give you a high quality color and shine at
a fast polishing rate. Everything you need to take
granite to the final polish.  
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Wet Diamond Polishing Pads
These 7" polishing pads by Diamante Italia are
for wet use on natural and engineered stone.
These long lasting pads will give you a high quality
color and shine at a fast polishing rate. This large
wet pad may be run dry on softer and lighter 
materials but it works best with a little water.
Item # Grit
PD70050 50 $36.95
PD740100 100 $36.95
PD740200 200 $36.95
PD740400 400 $36.95

Item # Grit
PD740800 800 $36.95
PD741500 1500 $36.95
PD743000 3000 $36.95

The 4” Nano buff pads are  designed to run from
wet to dry to give a deep glossy finish.These pads
will not leave any marks marring the surface of
your stone. These high quality pads are very flexi-
ble and will give you along life with excellent high
gloss finishes!
Item # Type
N4BUFF Black $29.90
N4WUFF White $29.90

This Slayer black buff pad competes with the Alpha
Ceramica buff pad. It is fast with an excellent finish
and has the same feel, it just doesn't last quite as

long. You can run this pad from
wet to dry to give a deep glossy
finish. At this price, it is a steal and
should be in every fab shop - get
more bang for your buck! 
Slayer - for Killer performance!SPPW4B $29.90

Weha 3-Step Hybrid pads can be used either wet
or dry and allow you to cut your polishing process
in half, saving 50% labor, doubling production, and
improving the quality of the polish. These 4” pads
may be used on granite, marble or engineered
stone and they give an excellent finish.The James MF n D AntiVenom polishing pads are

a high quality 3 step polishing pad set that works on
all stone & ES. These pads were born in the SFA,
and while we do not think that all stone should be
polished with 3 step pads, if you are going to use a
3 step system these are an excellent low cost 
alternative to what is available today.

Item #         Step
DURBD154 1 $34.90
DURBD155 2 $34.90
DURBD156 3 $34.90

Item #         Step
DURBD039 1 $29.90
DURBD040 2 $29.90
DURBD041 3 $29.90
DIS3STEP Set $84.00

Item #
AV3STEP-P1 $12.90
AV3STEP-P2 $12.90
AV3STEP-P3 $12.90
AV3STEP $39.50

The Disco 3 step pads have a very good life and a
nice finish. These time saving pads will reduce
labor and double production while maintaining the
same high quality finish you want. 
Another great product from Disco.

These are Disco and these are their best! Not only
do they polish fast and leave an excellent finish,
but these are their longest lasting 3 step pad set.
They can be used either wet or dry on stone!
If you are looking for a top quality pad set that will
cut your polishing time in half then look no further.

Item # Type
13351 Step 1 $27.50
13352 Step 2 $27.50
13353 Step 3 $27.50
13350SET Set $82.00

Item # Position
SLH3STEP-P1 Pos 1 $27.50
SLH3STEP-P2 Pos 2 $27.50
SLH3STEP-P3 Pos 3 $27.50
SLH3STEP Set $79.90

Slayer 4” 3 Step hybrid polishing pads can be
used  to polish any natural stone to a high gloss.
These pads may be used wet or dry. They have a
H&L backer and are make polishing faster to get a
high gloss finish.
Slayer - for Killer performance!

(800) 289-6834
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The Slayer 3 Step pads work on all granite and
marble, but were made for polishing quartz based
ES. Since they are white you get zero color bleed-
ing. They are perfect for Silestone, Caesarstone,
Cambria, Zodiaq and all quartz surfaces. You can
even use these on Lapitec, Neolith and Dekton.  
Item # Type
SLES3STEP Set $59.90
SLES3STEP-P1 P1 $20.90
SLES3STEP-P2 P2 $20.90
SLES3STEP-P3 P3 $20.90

Item # Type
1336SET Set $77.77
13361 Step 1 $26.75
13362 Step 2 $26.75
13363 Step 3 $26.75

The Weha Trilogy 3 Step pads were made for pol-
ishing dark quartz based ES. These will give you a
high gloss finish on black quartz based ES without
ever scuffing the material.

These 4” Gamma Wet Pads are for use on ES.
Designed for long life and a perfect finish, these
are made to match the finish on quartz ES. In fact,
they are recommended by Ceasarstone™!
Item # Grit
GAM4SET Set $109.90
GAM40050 50 $15.90
GAM40100 100 $15.90
GAM40200 200 $15.90
GAM40400 400 $15.90

Item # Grit
GAM40800 800 $15.90
GAM41500 1500 $15.90
GAM43000 3000 $15.90
GAM4B Buff $15.90

Weha 4” Engineered Stone pads are specially 
designed for polishing engineered stone. Where a
regular polishing pad will burn and damage 
engineered stones, these ES polishing pads will
completely eliminate this possibility. These pads
are also effective when used on hard granite and
marble.

Slayer 4” Engineered Stone pads are designed
for polishing quartz ES. Where a regular pad may
burn ES, these pads eliminate this possibility. They
are also effective when used on hard granite and
marble. Slayer pads contain a high density of dia-
monds to easily achieve your desired finish.
From Slayer - for Killer performance!

Item # Grit
SLESSET Set $109.90
SLES0050 50 $15.90
SLES0100 100 $15.90
SLES0200 200 $15.90

Item # Grit
SLES0400 400 $15.90
SLES0800 800 $15.90
SLES1500 1500 $15.90
SLES3000 3000 $15.90

Item # Grit
1640050 50 $15.90
1640100 100 $15.90
1640200 200 $15.90
1640400 400 $15.90

Item # Grit
1640800 800 $15.90
1641500 1500 $15.90
1643000 3000 $15.90
WEHA4ESSET $109.90

The Weha Flash Hybrid Wet Polishing Pads are
excellent for brittle and hard materials. Great for
wet polishing, they leave an excellent shine with no
scratches. Although this set may be used on stone,
these pads are excellent on the new breed of UCS
engineered stone. They work very well on Dekton,
Neolith,  porcelain, and ceramic tile, and these
pads are the recommended pads for polishing
Lapitec. 
Item # Pos
128586 P1 $33.29
128587 P2 $33.29
128588 P3 $33.29
128589 P4 $33.29

Item # Pos
128590 P5 $33.29
128591 P6 $33.29
128592 P7 $33.29
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The pads on this page, which are either made for UCS materials or engineered stone, will also work on
granite and quartzite. We carry a full line of polishing pads here to meet all of your needs.
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Wet Diamond Polishing Pads

(800) 289-6834

Item # Grit
SP43-SET Set $219.90
SP430030 30 $29.90
SP430050 50 $29.90
SP430100 100 $29.90
SP430200 200 $29.90

Item # Grit
SP430400 400 $29.90
SP430800 800 $29.90
SP431500 1500 $29.90
SP433000 3000 $29.90

These 4” Copper Resin Shine pads from 
Diamante Italia are for straight edges. These pads
use a hybrid copper and resin bond; a copper outer
ring and a resin inner ring, and are ideal for wet
polishing flat edges to a high luster. 

Item # Grit
SLSP3SET Set $249.90
SLSP30050 50 $29.90
SLSP30100 100 $29.90
SLSP30200 200 $29.90
SLSP30400 400 $29.90

Item # Grit
SLSP30800 800 $29.90
SLSP31500 1500 $29.90
SLSP33000 3000 $29.90
SLSP3BUFF Buff $35.90
SLSP3BACK $19.90

The 3" SurfaceSlayer Top Polishing system is
great for scratch removal, flat edge polishing or
seam repairs. Fast and professionally tested, This
set has 8 discs, the backer pad and a case to keep
them together. These wet pads use 
H&L backing. Slayer - for Killer performance!

These are the 3" Turboshine top polishing discs by
Alpha. They work well on granite, ES and marble.
These discs are perfect for scratch removal. 
They are equipped with the newly designed Dual
Adapter System, which dramatically reduces 
vibration during operation. 

Item # Grit
TSR30100R 100 $45.74
TSR30200R 200 $45.74
TSR30500R 500 $45.74
TSR31000R 1000 $45.74
TSR32000R 2000 $45.74
TSR33000R 3000 $45.74
DAS35/8PD Backer $31.70

Diamond Sandpaper

4” Diameter
Item # Grit
ED4040F 40 $29.90
ED4060F 60 $29.90
ED4120F 120 $29.90
ED4220F 220 $29.90
ED4400F 400 $29.90
ED4600F 600 $29.90
ED4SET SET $169.90

5” Diameter
Item # Grit
ED5040F 40 $59.90
ED5060F 60 $49.90
ED5120F 120 $49.90
ED5220F 220 $49.90
ED5400F 400 $49.90
ED5600F 600 $49.90
ED5SET SET $219.90

7” Diameter
Item # Grit
ED7040F 40 $99.90
ED7060F 60 $99.90
ED7120F 120 $99.90
ED7220F 220 $89.90
ED7400F 400 $79.90
ED7600F 600 $79.90

10” Diameter
Item #           Grit
ED10040F    40 $179.90
ED10060F    60 $179.90
ED10120F    120 $159.90
ED10220F    220 $149.90
ED10400F    400 $129.90
ED10600F    600 $129.90

Another top quality product from Diamante Italia - diamond sandpaper! Okay, they are neither sand nor
paper, but these pads have a diamond surface and offer the most aggressive removal rate you have seen!
These H&L backed pads can be used either wet or dry on a sander or grinder. Not only can you sand and
finish with them, but they also work great for preparing stone for polishing! These work on concrete, stone,
tile, wood, swimming pool surfaces, even glass and metals! We stock them in 4”, 5”, 7” and 10” Diameters. 

Item # Grit
13700 30 $14.95
13701 50 $14.95
13702 100 $14.95
13703 200 $14.95
13704 400 $14.95
13705 800 $14.95

Item # Grit
13706 1500 $14.95
13707 3000 $14.95
13708 6500 $14.95
13709 Black $16.95
13710 White $16.95

Weha diamond hand polishing pads work with all stone, ce-
ramic, and concrete products. Excellent for polishing up edges
of material that have been profiled, the coarse pads are ag-
gressive enough to create round overs and light shaping of
stone. Grits 30 to 400 are electroplated, 800 to Buff are resin
bonded diamonds. When used with a little water they will shape
and polish at a much faster rate. They measure 2" x 3 1/2" long
and come with a flexible foam backing that allows them to con-
form. 

Diamond Hand Polishing Pads
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Each set include eight pads - five electroplated pads (60, 120, 220, 400 and 800 grit)
and three resin bonded pads (500, 1000 and 7500 grit) each permanently attached to a
rubber backer. They are available in four styles: flat pads, ogee, and bullnose style.

Item # Style
HPPFSET FLAT $149.90
HPPOSET OGEE $219.90

Item # Style
HPPV20S 20mm ‘V’ $229.90
HPPV40S 40mm ‘V’ $289.90

Diamond Antiquing Brushes

Want to do it faster? These Diamond Wire brushes work faster and last longer than the antiquing brushes.
These can be used on hand polishers (with the snail lock backer plate), ‘C’ frame 
polishers (ProEdge) or any machine that uses snail lock discs, Frankfurts or Fickerts. 

Item #            Size & Grit   Style
ANT4DW036       4” 36     Snlock $79.90
ANT4DW046       4” 46     Snlock $79.90
ANT4DW060       4” 60     Snlock $79.90
ANT4DW120       4” 120   Snlock $79.90
ANT4DW240       4” 240   Snlock $79.90

Item #                  Grit        Style
CM14DW036      36          Fickert $95.00
CM14DW046      46          Fickert $95.00
CM14DW060      60          Fickert $95.00
CM14DW120      120        Fickert $95.00
CM14DW220      240        Fickert $95.00
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Want to give your stone a textured finished like an old leather belt? Use Tenax antiquing
brushes. The 4" and 5” diameter pads come with a snail lock backer, or you can get them in
Frankfurt style or in Fickert heads. They are suitable for working on granite and other hard
materials. The coarser Filliflex brushes give you depth while the Airflex bring 
back color and finish. Also available in higher grits. 800 RPM maximum.

4” Snail lock backed discs
Item # Grit 
ANT4BR036-S 36 $32.90
ANT4BR046-S 46 $32.90
ANT4BR060-S 60 $32.90
ANT4BR120-S 120 $32.90
ANT4BR220-S 220 $32.90
ANT4BR300-S 300 $32.90
ANT4BR400-S 400 $32.90

5” Snail lock backed discs
Item # Grit
ANT5BR036-S 36 $49.90
ANT5BR046-S 46 $49.90
ANT5BR060-S 60 $49.90
ANT5BR120-S 120 $49.90
ANT5BR220-S 220 $49.90
ANT5BR300-S 300 $49.90
ANT5BR400-S 400 $49.90

Frankfurt Brushes
Item # Grit
22FF036E 36 $39.90
22FF046E 46 $39.90
22FF060E 60 $39.90
22FFAIR120 120 $39.90
22FFAIR220 220 $39.90
22FFAIR300 300 $39.90
22FFAIR400 400 $39.90

Fickert Brushes
Item # Grit
24FIL14036EX 36 $48.90
24FIL14046EX 46 $48.90
24FIL14060EX 60 $48.90
24AF14120 120 $48.90
24AF14220 220 $48.90
24AF14300L 300 $48.90
24AF14400L 400 $48.90

Silicon Carbide Antiquing Brushes
These silicon carbide brushes are excellent on marble, limestone and other soft stones. We have them
with snail lock backers, or in frankfurt or fickert shapes. 

Item #          Size & Grit Style
22FILL4036    4” 36     Snlock $89.90
22FILL4046    4” 46     Snlock $89.90
22FILL4060    4” 60     Snlock $89.90
22FILL4120    4” 120   Snlock $89.90
22FILL4240    4” 240   Snlock $89.90

Item #          Size & Grit Style
22FILL5036    5” 36     Snlock $109.90
22FILL5046    5” 46     Snlock $109.90
22FILL5060    5” 60     Snlock $109.90
22FD036         36          Frankfurt $99.90
22FD046         46          Frankfurt $99.90
22FD060         60          Frankfurt $99.90

(800) 289-6834

4” Snaillock
Item # Grit 
25WIRE04036 36 $29.90
25WIRE04046 46 $29.90
25WIRE04060 60 $29.90
25WIRE04080 80 $29.90
25WIRE04120 120 $29.90
25WIRE04240 240 $29.90
25WIRE04320 320 $29.90
25WIRE04500 500 $29.90

5” Snaillock
Item # Grit 
25WIRE05080 80 $39.90
25WIRE05120 120 $39.90
25WIRE05240 240 $39.90
25WIRE05320 320 $39.90
25WIRE05500 500 $39.90

Frankfurts
Item # Grit 
25WIREFF036 36 $29.90
25WIREFF046 46 $29.90
25WIREFF060 60 $29.90
25WIREFF120 120 $29.90
25WIREFF240 240 $29.90
25WIREFF320 320 $29.90

Fickerts
Item # Grit 
25WIRE14CM060 60 $29.90
25WIRE14CM080 80 $29.90
25WIRE14CM120 120 $29.90
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Frankfurt Diamond Slab Abrasives

Item # Grit
21FGFF0080T 80
21FGFF0120T 120
21FGFF0220T 220
21FGFF0400T 400
21FGFF0600T 600
21FGFF0800T 800
21FGFF1500T 1500
21FGFF3000T 3000

Item # Grit
20EVFFC024TT 24
20EVFFC036TT 36
20EVFFC046TT 46
20EVFFC060TT 60
20EVFFC080TT 80
20EVFFC120TT 120
20EVFFC180TT 180

These fine grain diamond frankfurts from Tenax
polish marble, limestone and other soft stone.
They will outlast Magnesite and Resin bricks many
times over while polishing faster and leaving better
finishes. While they cost more up front than those
abrasives, since they are faster and last much
longer they are much cheaper  to use. 

Item # Grit
20EVFF036RVD 36
20EVFF046RVD 46
20EVFF060RVD 60
20EVFF120RVD 120

Item # Grit
20EVFF036PT 36
20EVFF046PT 46
20EVFF060PT 60
20EVFF120PT 120
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To hone marble and soft
stone use the metal bonds
from 36 - 80 grit then use
the 180 and 220 sponge 
followed by the 180 and
possibly the 240 Softflex to
eliminate any swirl marks.

Item # Grit
24SOFTFF180 180
24SOFTFF240 240

50290

These metal bond diamond frankfurts from Tenax  can be used for scratch removal, flattening a slab or
preparing the back of a slab for polishing. Use in sequence and then go to the fine grain diamonds to pol-
ish or those with the sponges and softflex frankfurts if you are honing slabs. The PT type are for soft mate-
rials like marble. The RVD type are for granite, ES, concrete or quartzite. In the cylinder type frankfurts you
use the TT with marble and the C with the harder materials. Call for pricing!

The Weha Frankfurt Button 
Diamond Shoes are great for 
milling a concrete table, or 
removing the polish or fiberglass 
from a slab. They will leave an 
80/100 grit honed finish.

The 10X is the final polisher for
marble. It will give you a 
beautiful finish.

The Softflex are an excellent choice for final frank-
furt. They will help produce consistency and re-

move any unwanted lines or
swirls left from previous tools.
Use the 180 grit first and if
needed the 240 grit as the final
step in a perfect finish.

Item # Grit
FFSPUGNA180 180
FFSPUGNA220 220

Item # Grit
20EVFFC8024C 24
20EVFFC8036C 36
20EVFFC8046C 46
20EVFFC8060C 60
20EVFFC8080C 80
20EVFFC8120C 120

The fusion use a special 
patented bond made for 
aggressive cutting on harder, 
more abrasive materials. On 
those materials use the lower 
grits before going to the 
fine grain diamonds.

Item # Grit
22FUSIONFF036 36
22FUSIONFF046 46
22FUSIONFF060 60
22FUSIONFF080 80

There are more than 3000 different stones we are all working with. Many can be
grouped together, but if you need a special recipe we can help to resolve issues.

Using the right abrasives can be like a master chef coming up with the perfect recipe!
Call for pricing!
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We do have standard polishing sequences for single head polishers that cover many different granites,
marbles and other stone. Abrasive Sequences listed are for CNC frankfurt plates,  radial arm machines,
single head polishers and floor machines. When using these type systems keep an eye on these four
things:

Pressure – All stones will be different, the operator must watch how the abrasives are cutting.
Speed – If they are not cutting, slow the travel speed
Water – It is all important to have good water flow, the more the better
Spindle speed – In the manufacturing the RPM is normally 450-550.

This metal bond tool
should be used to flatten
a slab or take out deep
scratches from stone.
They will consistently cut
the stone and have a
very long life.

20EV145ZN 

The 120 Glass should be used
after the metal bond to remove
its scratch pattern and prepare
the stone for polishing. It can
also be used to take off the
shine for honing or repolishing
a Granite slab.

Item # Grit
21FIGO0120/5 120
21FIGO0220/5 220
21FIGO0400/5 400
21FIGO0800/5 800

For polishing granite slabs not previously polished or with deep scratches, start with metal bond, then use
the 120 Glass to get the scratches out from the metal bond before polishing with the fine grain diamonds
(FIGO). When repolishing granite leave out the metal bond and start with the 120 glass to break the polish,
then go to the 120 grit figo. These fine grain diamond fickerts from Tenax polish granite, quartzite and
other stone. They will outlast Magnesite and Resin bricks many times over while polishing faster and 
leaving better finishes. They are available with different bonds to produce the best recipe for your stone.

This Lux fickert is your final buff to
give the slab an outstanding finish
and a high gloss.

The Softflex are an excellent choice for final fickert.
They will help produce consis-
tency and remove any unwanted
lines or swirls left from previous
tools. They are also perfect for
honing granite or quartzite. For
granite use them after breaking
the polish. For quartzite use the 
120 and 220 fine grain then these
Softflex fickerts.

Item # Grit
23Q14LF0080TT 80
23Q14LF0120TT 120
23Q14LF0220TT 220
23Q14LF0400TT 400
23Q14LF0800TT 800
23Q141800RR 1800
23Q142500RR 2500
23Q143500RR 3500

If you have to polish or hone a slab of quartz
and resin based engineered stones, these dia-
mond abrasives from Tenax do an excellent
job. They are faster and last much longer than
magnesite bricks and leave a better finish

Item # Grit
24SOFT14120 120
24SOFT14220 220

32S10Q900

21FG0120GL

Fickerts, also known as 14cm or Comes heads, use a rotating and rocking action to make quicker, more
consistent finishes on materials. They are the preferred tool for harder materials like granite or quartzite.
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CNC Router Core Bits

Item #         Size
142883 1 1/4” $69.00
139329 1 3/8” $75.48
142887 1 1/2” $75.00
140820 1 3/4” $80.00
142918 2” $92.00
142919 3” $140.00

RockPecker CNC diamond core bits have been
designed specifically for granite, marble, quartzite
and engineered stone. With a 1/2 gas arbor to fit all
machines, the RockPecker core bits have been
built to core perfectly smooth, chip free holes on all
thickness materials. They have 1mm thick rim so
these thin wall core bits will drill very clean and fast
through all materials, and they have a long life.

Item #         Size
142844 1” $70.00
142845 1 1/4” $77.00
139192 1 3/8” $90.00
142846 1 1/2” $102.00
142848 2” $115.00
142849 2 1/2” $145.00
142851 3” $164.00

Weramic CNC porcelain ceramic core bits for Dek-
ton, Lapitec, Neolith, and other large format porce-
lain panels have a 1/2 gas arbor to fit all CNC
routers The Weramic porcelain core bits have
been built to core perfectly smooth, chip free holes
on all thickness materials from 6mm through
30mm. With a 2mm thick rim these thin wall core
bits will drill very fast through these materials.

Finger Bits

SLFB1-48  $109.90

• 25x50mm 
• Arix Diamond 
• Extra Long Life
• General Purpose

• 25x50mm 
• Extra Long Life
• 5 Segments
• General PurposeSLFB1-50 $89.90

• 25x50mm 
• Extra Long Life
• Resin Filled 
• For Brittle MaterialSLFB1-50 $94.90

Slayer

Our finger bit assortment will meet all of your CNC router needs. These 1/2 gas segmented bits are excel-
lent for granite, quartzite, ES, Dekton, Lapitec and other materials. They are all high-performance tools.
Made by Slayer, Oma, Weha & Cyclone.

Oma

• 40mm Working Depth
• Bottom Segment + 6
• Extra Long Life
• General Purpose

• 40mm Working Depth
• Bottom Segment + 7
• Extra Long Life
• General Purpose

FB158 $109.90

FBSHS158 $129.90

The Slayer finger bits are workhorses. These gen-
eral purpose bits are fast with good life. The resin
filled one is excellent for marble and onyx as the
resin helps prevent chipping on brittle materials. 
Slayer - for Killer performance!

XT-XTBIT3HS8 $99.00

These Oma finger bits are for quartzite, granite,
marble & ES. With long life, fast cutting speeds,
and even wear, they perform great on practically all
stone. These bits can last over 1000 linear feet.
One of the best bits that you can put on your CNC.

XT-XTBIT5HS8 $145.00

• Extra Long Life - 100+ Sinks Per
• Modified 8 Segment
• Up to 25” Per Minute
• 20x60mm 
• Made in Italy

CYCLONE
The Cyclone bits incorporate a bottom segment which can be used for onion skinning. They are very
good general purpose bits with good life. Cyclone bits are another quality product.

• 1/2 Gas Reverse Thread
• 40mm Working Depth
• Bottom Segment + 6
• Extra Long Life
• General Purpose FBRT158 $119.90

• Extra Long Life - 100+ Sinks Per
• 20x40mm 
• Modified 8 Segment
• Up to 25” Per Minute
• Made in Italy

(800) 289-6834
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The Lapitec CNC finger bit are specifically de-
signed for use on all thicknesses of Lapitec. This 6
segment bit will cut the material quickly and cleanly
and will give you long life on a difficult to cut UCS.

• Chip-Free Cutting
• 22x35mm 
• Up to 25” Per Minute
• Made in Italy

• Chip-Free Cutting
• Available in 2, 3 & 4cm
• Up to 25” Per Minute 
• Made in Italy
Item # Size
XT-XTBIT2HS8DK 20mm $123.00
XT-XTBIT3HS8DK 30mm $128.00
XT-XTBIT4HS8DK 40mm $129.00

The Oma white Dekton bit is a high speed, 
8 segment finger bit and is designed for use on
Cosentino Dekton surfaces.
These Dekton finger bits give you of great 
speed and a long life on this UCS.

LAPFB35MM $169.00

Incremental Bits
We carry both the 12mm thread and the 12mm reverse thread incremental bits for your 5 axis machine.
The general purpose are for use with granite, marble  and Engineered stone. The Q series are made for
quartzite. The UCS series are for cutting porcelain and Ultra Compact surfaces like Lapitec and Dekton.
These bits are top quality. They measure 20mm x 20mm.

Adapters - Regular
Thread
Item # Size
12GMAN2 2” $49.90
12GMAN3 3” $49.90

Regular Thread
Item # Material
IBSLGP Gen’l $52.90
IBSLQ Quartzite $55.90
IBSLUCS UCS $57.90

We also stock the mandrels to go on
your machine in 2”, 3” and 4”
lengths. These adapt from 1/2 gas
male to a 12mm female thread.

Reverse Thread
Item # Material
IBSLRTGP Gen’l $55.90
IBSLRTQ Quartzite $55.90
IBSLRTUCS UCS $59.90

Adapters - Reverse Thread
Item # Size
RTMAN2 2” $49.90
RTMAN3 3” $49.90
RTMAN4 4” $49.90

Item # Thread
22401-10002 Reg $49.90
22401-10003 Rev $49.90

Apexx Micro Incremental Cutting Bits are designed for super-fast incremental cutting. These 12mm
threaded bits will cut the tightest of inside curves on granite, marble, engineered stone and even quartzite.
We have these 8mm diameter bits in both regular and reverse threads, so with our mandrels they can be
adapted for any 5 axis machine.
Tested on granite and ES at up to 54ipm on straight runs (standard 2mm depth increments). In testing they
pull 3-4 amps. The bit left very small grooves which would require minimal time to clean up when polishing.
Further testing at 100ipm when straight cutting produced similar results of fast clean cutting with minimal
amp load. When we cut curves the ipm was dropped to avoid putting too much pressure on the bit tip.
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Magnetic Line Polishing System

(800) 289-6834

Tenax automated edge polishing wheels are designed for both single and multihead machines. These 5” &
6” snail lock discs have been developed as a high quality combination pad for natural and engineered
stone. Tenax, a world leader in the stone industry produces these in their diamond plant in Verona, Italy.
These discs are combination pads that work very well on both bullnose and flat polishing.
5” Diameter
Item # Grit
LE125FINT05-120 120 $64.90
LE125FINT05-220 220 $64.90
LE125FINT05-400 400 $64.90
LE125FINT05-800 800 $64.90
LE125FINT05-810 1200 $64.90

5” Diameter
Item # Grit
LE125FINT05-820 1500 $64.90
LE125FINT05-825 2000 $64.90
LE125FINT05-830 3000 $64.90
LE125FINT05-840 5000 $64.90

6” Diameter
Item # Grit
LE150FINT06-120 120 $79.90
LE150FINT06-220 220 $79.90
LE150FINT06-400 400 $79.90
LE150FINT06-800 800 $79.90
LE150FINT06-810 1200 $79.90

6” Diameter
Item # Grit
LE150FINT06-820 1500 $79.90
LE150FINT06-825 2000 $79.90
LE150FINT06-830 3000 $79.90
LE150FINT06-840 5000 $79.90

These are the magnetic backed diamond
abrasives used with the backers above.
They are the same top quality as used in
their snail lock systems. They utilize fine
grain diamonds guaranteed to work on
every color of quartz and natural stone. 

5” Diameter
Item # Grit
MAGEP50120 120 $64.90
MAGEP50220 220 $64.90
MAGEP50400 400 $64.90
MAGEP50800 800 $64.90
MAGEP50810 1200 $64.90

5” Diameter
Item # Grit
MAGEP50820 1500 $64.90
MAGEP50825 2000 $64.90
MAGEP50830 3000 $64.90
MAGEP50840 5000 $64.90

6” Diameter
Item # Grit
MAGEP60120 120 $79.90
MAGEP60220 220 $79.90
MAGEP60400 400 $79.90
MAGEP60800 800 $79.90
MAGEP60810 1200 $79.90

6” Diameter
Item # Grit
MAGEP60820 1500 $79.90
MAGEP60825 2000 $79.90
MAGEP60830 3000 $79.90
MAGEP60840 5000 $79.90

Snail Lock Discs for Automated Machines

Item # Size
MAGBACK5 5” $85.00
MAGBACK6 6” $95.00

The 400 grit 5" Tenax automated edge chamfering
wheel is designed for both single and multi-head
edge polishers. Made in Italy, This snail lock tool is
used for roughing, polishing, honing on bevels.

Th 5" 70 grit snail lock disc from Tenax is a high-
quality tool for chamfering stone. The copper bond
will leave consistently smooth finishes and a longer
life than the resin disc. 

LT22B500070 $159.90

LT22BEV400 $85.00

The Tenax magnetic backers can be used in place of
the snail lock tool holders that come on an inline 
polishing machines. This system can be installed on
any manufacturer’s edge polishing machine that uses
an M30 threaded backer. This magnetic system will
allow you to swap edge polishing wheels in a matter of
seconds thus increasing ten fold productivity and
usage of the machine.
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Item # Grit
SL4SN0200 200 $35.90
SL4SN0400 400 $35.90
SL4SN0800 800 $35.90
SL4SN1500 1500 $35.90

These new 4” Honeycomb Resin Pads made by
Slayer for flat polishing have a snail lock backer
and are for granite and marble. These long lasting
pads have specially designed resin channels to
evacuate debris more efficiently.

The 4” discs from Abrasive Technology are
known for quality and an excellent finish. This set
has 5 positions that are all a hard resin. They are
made for doing flat edges and will give you long life
and a terrific finish. Abrasive Technology pio-
neered this 5 step system years ago and is still
considered to be one of the finest quality sets.

With the 5 step SlayerLock snail lock system you
get it all - speed, life and a terrific finish!
The set of 4” discs has two metal bond cup wheels
and three H & L resin polishing pads. There's even
buff pads should you ever need that extra high
gloss. This low cost set will make your stone 
look great, and the metal bonds 
are among the longest lasting 
discs in the industry.
Slayer - for Killer performance!

Item # Pos & Type
13550 1, Metal $187.91
13551 2, Metal $187.91
13552 3, Resin $36.90
13553 4, Resin $36.90
13554 5, Resin $36.90

Item # Type
C475001 Pos 1 $143.50
C475002 Pos 2 $143.50
C975003 Pos 3 $116.00
C975004 Pos 4 $116.00
C975005 Pos 5 $54.90

Item # Type
SLS4-CS Pos 0 $149.90
SLS4-C Pos 1 $149.90
SLS4-F Pos 2 $149.90
SLS4-3 Pos 3 $29.90
SLS4-4 Pos 4 $29.90
SLS4-5 Pos 5 $29.90
SLS4-BB Black $39.90
SLS4-BW White $39.90

These are the 4” metal bond position 1 and 2 discs
from Abrasive Technology. They are  high quality
precision tools.

item # Grit
SL5SNM0030 30 $59.90
SL5SNM0050 50 $59.90
SL5SNM0100 100 $59.90
SL5SNM0200 200 $59.90
SL5SNM0400 400 $59.90
SL5SNM0800 800 $59.90
SL5SNM1500 1500 $59.90
SL5SNM3000 3000 $59.90

Item # Type
C634001 Pos 1 $219.90
C634002 Pos 2 $199.90

The Weha 5 step combo system features long last-
ing positions 1 & 2 metal bonds, plus positions 3, 4
&  5 resin pads. These H&L 
backed pads will give you 
a great finish.

These 5” resin bond pads use graphite and copper
for perfect finishes on straight edges. Excellent for
backsplashes or blending lam lines. From Slayer -
for Killer performance!

Tenax flat edge polishing wheels are designed for
both natural and engineered stone. These 4” discs
were developed for light pressure and high speed
feed rates for both single and multihead machines.
This design reduces wear on the equipment, and
they are the longest lasting you will use!

Item # Grit
LT100GR240 220 $59.90
LT100GR400 400 $59.90
LT100GR800 800 $59.90
LT100GR990 1200 $59.90

Item # Grit
SL5ES0050 50 $59.90
SL5ES0100 100 $59.90
SL5ES0200 200 $59.90
SL5ES0400 400 $59.90
SL5ES0800 800 $59.90
SL5ES1500 1500 $59.90
SL5ES3000 3000 $59.90

The SlayerLock set of 4" discs is for polishing flat edges on engineered stone. The finishing grits are
white resin. These  premium quality, long life discs are efficient, effective and excellent quality!
For flat edges on ES these pads are economical and the best available quality.

Item # Grit
SL4ES0200 200 $49.90
SL4ES0400 400 $49.90
SL4ES0800 800 $49.90
SL4ES1500 1500 $49.90
SL4ES3000 3000 $49.90(800) 289-6834
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Backers

Item # Size        
ULTRAFLEX3 3” $14.90
ULTRAFLEX 4” $17.90

Item #           Size        
5HLBACK    5”     $9.99
7HLBACK    7”     $12.99

Item # Size        
SG4 4” Supergrip $16.90
SG7 7” Supergrip $24.90

The Supergrip rubber backer has a shock absorb-
ing foam pad and rigid backplate. This professional
quality backer uses heavy duty hook and loop
backing that puts a "Kung-Fu" grip on your polish-
ing pads to prevent them from flying off.
Slayer - for Killer performance!

The Weha 4" Thin Rigid Backer
pad is really thin - at 3/16" thick it
can get into 90 degree corners.
For bevel and flat edges, surface
polishing and cleaning up seams,
this backer won’t break if dropped.

The Alpha® 4” rigid backer pad is
great for straight edge or flat polishing
applications. The rigidness of the pad
enables you to work in small areas
and reduce surface distortion and
wavy results on flat edges.

GP45/8RG $26.95

We carry 3”, 4” and 5” H&L backed backer pads in
flexible rubber, rigid rubber, plastic or aluminum.
These are high quality and will 
provide excellent service.

3” Backers
Item #       Style
DIBP3-F Rubber $10.90
DIBP3-R Rigid $10.90
DIBP3-P Plastic $10.90

4” Backers
Item #       Style
DIBP4-F Rubber $12.90
DIBP4-R Rigid $12.90
DIBP4-P Plastic $12.90
4ARBP Alum $18.90

5” Backers
Item #       Style
DIBP5-F Rubber $15.90
DIBP5-R Rigid $15.90
DIBP5-P Plastic $15.90
5ARBP Alum $26.90

5BPC $16.90

High quality sandpaper backers
with H&L backing and a  5/8”-11
arbor have foam rubber bodies to
conform to your surfaces.

The soft rubber backers
are the most flexible backer
pads. These have premium
grade H&L for holding your
pads in place.  

51084 $10.50

5” foam rubber backer pad for
sandpaper with H&L backing and
5/8”-11 threaded arbor.

This high quality foam backer pad
that may be used with sandpaper
or wet pads. The pad has 3/4"
foam rubber between the face and
the nut so it will conform to the
surfaces you are sanding.

5BP $29.90

Item #              Thickness
C91P0441       3/8”     $24.90
SLS4-BACK   3/4”     $19.90
C91P0443       3/4”     $29.90

Item #              Size        
ADSL4581      4”      $38.90
PVA58            4”      $75.90
ADSL5581      5”      $59.90

These adapters will allow you to use
snail lock backed tooling where you
have a 5/8”-11 male threaded arbor.
Available for 4” snail lock tools or for
the larger snail lock backer which is
on 5” and 6” diameter tools. The
PVA58 is only for 4” diameter tools
and does the same thing.

5006984 $12.50

Weha Frankfurt H&L Back Up
Pads are made of strong PVC
plastic with an H&L backing. Ex-
cellent for use on radial arm and
other single head machines.

(800) 289-6834

These adapters take you from a 4” snail lock
backer to an H&L  polishing face to accept a polish-
ing pad (steps 3, 4 and 5 in the 5 step snail lock
backed sets we carry). There are different thick-
nesses to match up with your machine, either 3/8”
or 3/4”.
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Item #            Size
VCBD1000    1”          $59.90
VCBD1250    1 1/4”    $59.90
VCBD1375    1 3/8”    $59.90
VCBD1500    1 1/2”    $69.90
VCBD2000    2”          $89.90

Item #            Size
SCBD0050    1/2”      $44.90
SCBD0625    5/8”      $44.90
SCBD0750    3/4”      $44.90
SCBD1000    1”         $49.90
SCBD1250    1 1/4”   $54.90
SCBD1375    1 3/8”   $54.90
SCBD1500    1 1/2”   $59.90

Item #            Size
SCBD1750    1 3/4”   $69.90
SCBD2000    2”         $74.90
SCBD2250    2 1/4”   $74.90
SCBD2500    2 1/2”   $74.90
SCBD3000    3”         $84.90
SCBD3500    3 1/2”   $94.90
SCBD4000    4”         $99.90

These core bits from
Slayer have brazed 
diamond on the inside and
outside of the barrel to
prevent heat build up and
allow easier core ejection.

Item #             Size
ECDB1250     1 1/4” $59.90
ECDB1375     1 3/8” $59.90
ECDB1500     1 1/2” $69.90

Item # Size
SCBD0750BB 3/4” $49.90
SCBD1000BB 1” $59.90
SCBD1250BB 1 1/4” $59.90
SCBD1375BB 1 3/8” $59.90
SCBD1500BB 1 1/2” $69.90
SCBD1750BB 1 3/4” $79.90
SCBD2000BB 2” $89.90

Slayer - for Killer performance!

The Element high speed dry cutting core
bits will dry cut through a  3cm granite in
23 seconds! They can be run wet or dry
and can drill over a hundred holes in
granite or other natural stone! They
come with the standard 5/8”-11f arbor.

Item # Size
NCBV1000 1” $59.90
NCBV1250 1 1/4” $59.90
NCBV1375 1 3/8” $59.90
NCBV1500 1 1/2” $69.90
NCBV1750 1 3/4” $79.90
NCBV2000 2” $89.90

These are the Slayer standard seg-
ment high speed core bits. While they
do not have diamonds on the barrel,
they do use the same segment as the
bits above. Another high quality 
product from Slayer.

The Slayer high speed dry cutting stone core bits are laser welded stone core bits are great for your in-
stalls! They will cut through a granite slab in just seconds. They are made for running at high speeds - up to
12,000 RPM. You can run these wet or dry and you will get up to 100 holes out of them! They are ex-
tremely aggressive and made for heavy usage. We offer a standard segmented bit, a segmented bit with
diamonds brazed on both sides of the barrel to minimize barrel wear, and a T Segment with barrel brazing
also. All of them come with the standard 5/8”-11f arbor. 

The Nano high speed core bits also have brazed dia-
mond on the barrel! They work wet or dry on granite,
marble or engineered stone at incredibly fast cutting
speeds! Can be used to drill through materials
as thick as 60mm.

Weha White Lion 1 3/8" core bit is an outstanding
core bit for granite, engineered stone, quartz, and
concrete counter top materials, but it was made to
cut quartzite! Featuring brazed diamonds on the
barrel, this bit will not only drill fast but will leave the

hole very smooth. This
is the first bit made
specifically for quartzite.

5370       $62.00

The Weha Puma 1 3/8" T segment core bit is fast
cutting on all stone. Made to take even greater
abuse while drilling by hand. This greatly reduces
the likely hood of a segment breaking off when
"wobbling" the core bit during the drilling process.

The Puma bit also has
brazed diamonds on the
outside of the barrel to
help with the drilling
process. 

20170     $72.00

(800) 289-6834
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Drilling Solutions for Tile & Stone

(800) 289-6834

These diamond coated bits are fluted high speed
drill bits with brazed diamond on the cutting edge
allowing you to make small chip-free holes in ce-
ramic tile, marble or even glass. These wet or dry
bits fit a regular chuck.

Item # Size
490112 1/2” $49.90
490134 3/4” $49.90
4901125 1 1/4” $59.90
4901 1 3/8” $69.90

Item # Size
4902 1 3/4” $89.90
49012 2” $99.90
4901225 2 1/4” $119.90
4903 2 1/2” $139.90

The Nano high speed core bits are another low
cost option for cutting granite slabs and ES. They
can be run wet or dry and will give you long life in
granite, marble or engineered stone at fast cutting
speeds! Can be used to drill through materials as
thick as 60mm. Item # Size

NCBD1000 1” $49.90
NCBD1250 1 1/4” $54.90
NCBD1375 1 3/8” $54.90
NCBD1500 1 1/2” $59.90
NCBD2000 2” $74.90
NCBD2000 3” $79.90

Non-core bits from Slayer and Diamante Italia. 
Extremely aggressive and long lasting. 
Great for drilling anchor holes.
Slayer
Item # Size
SCB316 3/16” $49.90
SCB14 1/4” $49.90
SCB516 5/16” $49.90
SCB38 3/8” $54.90

Diamante Italia
Item # Size
SCBDI316 3/16” $44.90
SCBDI14 1/4” $44.90
SCBDI516 5/16” $44.90
SCBDI38 3/8” $54.90

Item #            Size
BPB0025       1/4” $39.90
BPB00312     3/16” $44.90

Item #         Size
BDB1/8      1/8” $19.95
BDB3/16    3/16” $29.95

Item #         Size
BDB1/4      1/4” $34.95
BDB5/16    5/16” $36.95

These dry cutting tile bits are good for fast,
chip-free cutting of ceramic, marble tile
and travertine. These bits from 
MK Diamond are free-cutting and have a
longer life than the brazed bits but will not
cut hard products as well. Fairly 
aggressive, they are made for moderate to
regular use. The bits 1” and larger have a
carbide tipped center bit.

Item #              Size
SLCBP1250    1 1/4” $59.90
SLCBP1375    1 3/8” $59.90
SLCBP1500    1 1/2” $62.90
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Diamax Sintered Porcelain Bits can be
run wet or dry, and they are used with a  drill
as they have a hex shank. Since these are a
sintered diamond you can expect 50 - 70
holes per bit at good cutting speeds! 

Item #            Size
TDBC14        1/4” $44.90
TDBC316      3/16” $44.90
TDBC516      5/16” $44.90

Item # Size
BCB12 1/2" $49.90
BCB34 3/4" $49.90
BCB1000 1" $59.90

Item # Size
BCB1250 1 1/4" $69.90
BCB1375 1 3/8" $69.90
BCB1500 1 1/2" $79.90

These dry cutting brazed core bits are good
for fast, chip-free cutting of marble, ceramic
and porcelain tile, soft stone, concrete and
glass. Very aggressive with barrel diamond
protection to prevent core wear and binding,
all bits come stock with a 5/8”-11f threaded
arbor. From Diamante Italia. 

Weha Weramic core bits for large porcelain panel
and Ultra compact sintered stone materials are ex-
cellent on all ceramic products such as floor tile and
wall tile. These bits
are built to core per-
fectly smooth, chip
free holes on all thick-
ness materials from
6mm - 30mm.

Item # Size
142852 3/16” $44.50
142853 1/4” $45.00
142857 5/16” $50.00
142858 3/8” $54.00
142859 1/2” $58.00
142860 3/4” $68.00
142861 1” $70.00
142862 1 1/8” $72.00
142863 1 1/4” $77.00
139193 1 3/8” $85.00

Item # Size
142864 1 1/2” $92.00
142865 1 3/4” $103.00
142866 2” $115.00
142867 2 1/4” $118.00
142868 2 3/8” $120.00
142869 2 1/2” $122.00
142870 2 3/4” $128.00
142871 3” $131.00
142872 3 1/4” $135.00
142873 3 1/2” $185.43

Slayer bits for porcelain and UCS materials are
wet cutting, crowned bits. At only 2mm wide, these
thin wall core bits will drill chip-free cuts through
these ceramic materials. For use at up to 3,500
RPM. These porcelain core bits
are great on all ceramic products
such as floor tile and wall tile.
Slayer - for Killer performance!

These Brazed Porcelain Bits have a
5/8"-11” arbor to fit on a grinder. They
contain paraffin to extend the life and to
cool the bit. 
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Item # Grit
41575 Coarse $69.90
41576 Medium $69.90
41577 Fine $69.90
41578 Very Fine $69.90

The 17” three step diamond impregnated pads from
Bonastre are also high quality DIP pads for work-
ing on concrete or natural stone. The #1 DIP is per-
fect for cleaning and resurfacing concrete or natural
stone floors. The #2 DIP will bring out the true color
of the material. The #3 DIP is perfect for a glossy
finish on concrete or natural stone floors. Bonastre
Systems says speed is not an issue.  They worked
well on any floor machine that uses 17” pads.  The
testing on these pads was conducted anywhere
from 90 to 110 lbs. System can be used with an
auto scrub-
ber, even
dry.

Two in One! Bonastre’s Duo Pad is the revolution-
ary floor maintenance and floor polishing pad.
One pad to maintain the high gloss shine on your
floors while polishing at the same time, all year
round. Bonastre DUO Pad coverage is above
1,000,000 sq. ft. when used for everyday mainte-
nance with a scrubber. This is an excellent regular
use pad for marble, travertine, terrazzo, or even
concrete on a swing machine or an autoscrubber.
Designed to effectively maintain the shine on high
traffic areas.

Item # Style
BON17D1 Pad1 $59.90
BON17D2 Pad2 $59.90
BON17D3 Pad3 $59.90

Item # Size
BON17DUO 17” $69.90
BON5DUO 5” $12.90

Item # Grit
PLP170400 400 $39.90
PLP170800 800 $39.90
PLP171500 1500 $39.90
PLP173000 3000 $39.90

These 17" floor buffing pads are great for light wet
polishing and maintenance of polished concrete
and natural stone.  They can also be used for
cleaning and resurfacing concrete or natural stone
floors. The 400 grit pad is used for deep scratches
and shallow gouges. It will not grind the floor flat,
but will remove scratches. The 400 grit pads are
seldom used, but when they are, they are for heavy
use. These pads work very well on floors that are
very dirty with surface scratches. The finer ones are

for regular maintenance.

Item # Size
WP17-5 17” - 5 Pack $39.90
WP775 7 3/4” $5.99

These Norton white super gloss
pads are for use on counters,
walls and floors to increase the
gloss of the stone. For use with
all marble polishes. 

The Ultra Grizzly hogs hair pads by
Norton are great for buffing stone
with a polishing compound to get
the stone to pop with an ultra high
gloss finish! Excellent for use with
MB-20 granite polish.

Item # Size
66261015254 6 1/2” $4.99
UG775 7 3/4” $5.99
UG17 17” $9.99

These 17” DIP’s are for use with floor machines to
hone and resurface stone and concrete floors.
Made by Norton, they produce a great finish on
concrete and stone floors. The coarse pad is per-
fect for cleaning and resurfacing. It works very well
for floors that are very dirty with light surfaces
scratches. The medium grit pad should be used
next, but it can also be the starting pad on cleaner
floors. The fine grit pad is the next step in the resur-
facing project. It may be used as a maintenance
pad on most surfaces to retain the shine of the
floor. The very fine grit pad is the final step in resur-
facing and it is the recommended pad for ongoing
maintenance of the floor on a 
regular basis to keep the shine 
consistent.

(800) 289-6834
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Floor Maintenance Pads
These 17” “pressed" carbon steel wool pads are
extremely good for rough and uneven floors. These
pads are made to be very ag-
gressive with more surface area
touching and scrubbing the floor
than other types. They may bind
up more but will be more effi-
cient in extremely tough areas.
They resist tearing and fraying.

These 17” “pressed" stainless steel wool pads are
every bit as good as the other ones but will not rust.
They are made from type 434
stainless steel so they will not
mark white materials.With Ex-
cellent corrosion resistance in
wet or humid areas and high
temperature applications, these
are grade MSS and are fine,
comparable to 00.

When you want to polish a stone or concrete floor these super thick resin pads are what our restoration
professionals use. These box-pattern rigid polishing discs are 10mm thick and 3” in diameter and are 

specially engineered for long life and high gloss finishes. These pads will glide easily
over lippage and we have them for marble, granite or concrete. An excellent pad for
everyday use by a restoration contractor! Slayer - for Killer performance!

These are the 3" Slayer Ceramic bond diamond floor
discs for polishing concrete slabs. Great on hard con-
crete, they are available in 30, 50, 100, 200 and 400
grit. These discs can remove deep scratches and bring
the floor to a low gloss finish. 
They can be run wet or dry and have no H&L heating
problem. That being said, if you run them wet they do
leave a much better finish, even with minimal water.

Ceramic Bond Floor Discs & Resin Discs

Item # Size        
FR03 3” $4.99
FR04 4” $7.99

These 7/16" thick industrial grade foam spacers
have H&L backing on both sides. They are for use
with floor machines. They will give extra clearance
for your 3" & 4” pads when needed. 

This 4 hole brass flush mount
adapter allows you to turn any
grinder into a flush cut saw. Just
screw this flush cut adapter onto
the grinder and attach your blade.

BA-4HB $16.90

We also have specialty adapters:
Item # Style
PMADAPT 10mmF to 1/2 GasM $19.90
ADAPT03 5/8”-11M to 1/2 GasM $15.90
PWA58 8mmF to 5/8”-11F $35.90
PWA58-10 10mmF to 5/8”-11F $35.90
BCBAD 5/8”-11M to a 3/8” post $22.90

Wet Pads for Marble 
Item #                Grit
SLFP3-0050      50 $12.90
SLFP3-0100      100 $12.90
SLFP3-0200      200 $12.90
SLFP3-0400      400 $12.90
SLFP3-0800      800 $12.90
SLFP3-1500      1500 $12.90
SLFP3-3000      3000 $12.90

Wet Pads for Granite
Item #                Grit
SLFPG3-0050   50 $12.90
SLFPG3-0100   100 $12.90
SLFPG3-0200   200 $12.90
SLFPG3-0400   400 $12.90
SLFPG3-0800   800 $12.90
SLFPG3-1500   1500 $12.90
SLFPG3-3000   3000 $12.90

Hybrid Pads for Concrete
Item #                Grit
SLFPC3-0050   50 $14.90
SLFPC3-0100   100 $14.90
SLFPC3-0200   200 $14.90
SLFPC3-0400   400 $14.90
SLFPC3-0800   800 $14.90
SLFPC3-1500   1500 $14.90
SLFPC3-3000   3000 $14.90

17CSPAD $12.95 17SSPAD $28.95

Item #                Grit
SL3CBFD030    30 $24.95
SL3CBFD050    50 $24.95
SL3CBFD100    100 $24.95
SL3CBFD200    200 $24.95
SL3CBFD400    400 $24.95

Adapters

This is a lock nut kit for use on all 5/8-11" spindle
grinders, polishers, and sanders. It includes the
hub adapter and the lock nut.

(800) 289-6834
58AD $24.90
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This is the StoneGlo Backlighting System, an energy-efficient and innovative LED system for commercial
and residential use. The StoneGlo Backlighting System is ideal for backlighting transparent, translucent
and semi-translucent stone counter tops including onyx, granite, agate, quartz, glass, quartzite, etc. If you
want your stone to glow use StoneGlo! 

These 12” x 12” panels can be cut by the installer to achieve virtually any shape. With these panels you will
get a consistent white light throughout the area being backlit. These LED backlighting panels are able to be
installed by the fabricator if they choose to do so, giving them another revenue stream. With a proven track
record and thousands of panels installed for many different projects, StoneGlo is klnown for its ease of use,
consistent lighting and durability. The panels generate little to no heat and will last for years even if you are
running them for 24 hours a day. Simple to customize, simple to install, simple to use!

The StoneGlo panels can be custom-cut on the job-site with a variety of carpenter saws or a bandsaw. The
installer can easily cut and shape the panels to fit around the sink, counter tops, overhangs, and edges. No
longer is there a need to wait 8 - 12 weeks for a customized panel to be made or to settle for inferior 
lighting systems that leave bright spots and dark spots throughout the project. 
If you want your stone to glow use StoneGlo! 

• No CAD Drawings Needed
• No Hot Spots
• No Dark Spots
• Low Voltage
• Easy to Install

GS60A12-P1J $37.95

BLPLATE Panel $69.50

The StoneGlo panels are 12 volt. Use them with
either 12 volt batteries or if you want to use them
with 110 volt AC current you have to use a class 2
UL listed driver. We carry a magnetic driver and a
non-magnetic one. If you want to use these with a
dimmer you will need to get the magnetic driver.

12VDDRIVER $90.00
This is a magnetic driver.

Job by Perfection Connection
Carson City, NV

Job by Granite & Marble Natural Stone
Rancho Cordova, CA

(800) 289-6834
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Epoxy

(800) 289-6834

StrongEdge Express is a water
clear flowing epoxy made for
fabricators. This fast setting 2:1
laminating epoxy from Tenax is
hard in 1 1/2 hours at room 
temperature. 

Item # Size
LLABTEST 48oz Kit $49.90
LLAB3Q 3 qt Kit $74.90

Item # Size
LLAB3G 3 gal Kit $249.90
LLAB15G 15 gal Kit $1199.00

LamLock® flowing epoxy is for laminating granite, marble and engineered stone.
This structural epoxy is a permanent adhesive that will glue stone to stone, metal,
and other substrates. It can be colored to match the stone and is easy to polish. 
Uncolored, this glue will dry completely clear like water. This is an express formula
designed to harden more quickly than other brands, even in colder temperatures. In
our tests at 75 degrees the glue was hard in 60 minutes with 12 hours to cure. After
90 minutes it was hard enough to grind on with power tools! 

Item # Size
LLRG16 16oz $39.90
LLRG32 32oz $59.90 
LLRG1GAL 1 gal $169.90

LamLock® RocketGel™ fast-curing
epoxy gel will harden and be tack-free in
25 minutes. Easily colored, this glue will
fully cure overnight, but shortly after it is
tack-free it will be hard enough to
scrape, grind or polish. Excellent for
mitered edges, fills and seams.

Item # Size
TESTRONG1.5Q 1.5 qt $59.90
TESTRONG3G 3 gal $299.90

Tenax Micto epoxy is an ultra fast setting
epoxy that is great for repairs and fast touch
ups on stone and ceramics.
This mercaptan epoxy is available in a 2
liter kit and in a 250ml cartridge with a lad-
der nozzle to mix it together. At room tem-
perature the pot life is a mere 5 minutes!
Cartridge uses M200XMR gun and 
GB-MFQ-824 tips.

Tenax Domo 10 is a two part knife grade epoxy
designed for all types of stone. Domo 10 is also
very strong epoxy and will bond to almost any sur-
face, wether that surface is damp or dry. Suitable
for temperatures below 32° as well as extreme
heat. Recommended for both interior and exterior
applications. VOC compliant. At room temp, gel
time is 120 minutes, tack-free in 300 minutes, cure
time 24 hours. 

TEEKR15 2ltr $49.90

Tenax Rivo 15 is a two part knife grade epoxy for
all stone. Rivo is one of the strongest epoxies in the
stone industry and will bond to almost any surface.
Suitable for temperatures below 32° as well as ex-
treme heat and is VOC Compliant. At room temp,
gel time is 15 minutes,
tack-free in 60 - 90 min-
utes, cure time 24 hours. 

Item # Size
TEDO10 2ltr $69.50
TEDO10-4 8ltr $219.90 

Item # Size
TEME250 250ml $35.90
TEMICTO1+1 2 ltr $109.90

Tenax Rivo 50 is also knife grade epoxy. This  1:1
mixture has the consistency of warm peanut butter,
which makes it easier to apply for vertical 
applications. This epoxy is excellent as a structural
epoxy. Very similar to Rivo 15 except Gel time is 50
minutes, tack free in 120
minutes, cure time 24 hours. 

TEGEL1.5Q $54.90

Tenax StrongEdge 45 is a 1 1/2 quart VOC compliant gel epoxy
with a 2:1 mix ratio and a set time of about 45 minutes at 75 de-
grees. An excellent choice for gluing miters on difficult materials.  

Item # Size
TEEKR50 2ltr $49.90
TEEKR50P 34ltr $599.90 
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Fixtop is an easy to spread epoxy paste for gluing
and joining marble, granite, agglomerates and 

ceramics. Each two gallon kit
provides 500 square feet of
coverage for stone, mosaics,
glass, tile, concrete, and
other materials. Excellent for
damp or wet environments.
At room temp, gel time is 60
minutes, tack-free in 120 
minutes, cure time 24 hours. 

LLINF24 $49.90

LAMLOCK® INFILTRATING EPOXY
LamLock® Infiltrating is a clear
low viscosity epoxy used for repair-
ing fissures and cracks in stone.
This 24 ounce kit is slow-drying, 
allowing the epoxy to infiltrate deep
into the stone to bond cracks from
the inside and strengthen it. For
use on all types of stone, this will
bond the crack or fissure.

Fixtop Deck is just like Fixtop with one major differ-
ence - it is slower giving you more time to work with
the product before it starts to gel. Made for joining
marble, granite, agglom-
erates and ceramics. Ex-
cellent for damp or wet
environments. 
At room temperature the
gel time is 120 minutes,
tack-free in 240 minutes,
cure time 24 hours. TEELIOXAB-2.25KG   $119.90

Tenax Eliox is an extra clear
epoxy knife grade glue approved for food contact
(Reg (EC) N 1895/2005). Suitable to fill, glue and
laminate all stone and ceramic materials, this non-
yellowing adhesive can be used indoor and out-
door. This product is extra clear, soft and light, easy
to spread and low VOC! This kit has 1.5kg of resin
and .75kg of hardener.

Item # Size
TEFIXTOP2G $119.90
TEFIXTOP10G $459.90

Item # Size
TEFIXDECK2G $119.90
TEFIXDECK10G $495.00

Vinyl Ester Resins
Titanium Extra Clear is the latest Vinyl Ester tech-
nology. This knife grade glue is clear white. It does
not yellow after kicking or darken after curing, is
stronger than a polyester glue and gets hard in 10
minutes! Exceptional strength for CNC and line ma-
chine use, Titanium is superb on white marble,
quartz, and other stone. Ideal for seaming, lamina-
tions, miter cuts, chip repair on all granite, marbles,
quartz and quartzite materials. 

Titanium Flowing is the liquid version of the latest
Vinyl Ester technology. This flowing glue is clear
with a white look. It does not yellow after kicking or
darken after curing, is stronger than a polyester
glue and gets hard in 10 minutes! Exceptional
strength for CNC and line machine use, Titanium
is superb on white marble, quartz, and other stone.
Ideal for seaming, laminations, miter cuts, chip re-
pair on all granite, marbles, quartz and quartzite
materials. 

(800) 289-6834

Knife Grade
Item # Size
TETITEX1Q 1 Qt $29.90
TETITEX1G 1 Gal $89.90
TETITEXP 9 Kg $189.90
TETITEX17L 17 Kg $289.90
Flowing
TETITANFL1Q 1 Ltr $29.90
TETITANFL1G 4 Ltr $89.90
TETITANFL17L 17 Kg $289.90
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Polyester Resins & Acrylic Glues

(800) 289-6834

Item # Size
TEKG01 1 ltr $19.90
TEKG04 4 ltr $59.90
TEKG17 17 ltr $159.90

Tenax Tixo knife grade polyester resin is excellent
for laminating marble or engineered stone and can
be used for fills or seams on any natural stone.
Under ideal conditions, gel time is 3-4 minutes with
a full cure of 2 hours.  Tenax’s
strongest polyester resin. Item # Size

TEFP02 1 ltr $19.90
TEFP04 4 ltr $59.90
TEFP17 17 ltr $159.90

Tenax flowing polyester resin is excellent for mar-
ble or engineered stone and can be used for fills or
seams on any natural stone. Under ideal condi-
tions, gel time is 3-4 minutes
with a full cure of 2 hours. 

TEKGST1L $22.90

Tenax Super Transparent water clear knife grade
is a high viscosity polyester adhesive used to 
vertically or horizontally repair, rebuild, bond, and
fill. This one quart can is very smooth in consis-
tency, very polishable and colors
easily to match the stone. Perfect for
light colored stones such as Carrara
and Thassos. Many uses for this
glue for repairs, seams and even
laminations on white marble. If you
are looking for a water clear 
polyester resin, this is it!

Item # Size
TEKG01W 1 ltr $19.90
TEKG04W 4 ltr $59.90
TEKG17W 17 ltr $159.90

Made in Italy by Tenax, this one quart can of
travertine filler is a semi-solid viscosity and can be
used to repair or fill. This is the
material that stone producers
use to fill the open gaps in
travertine tiles before putting
them out on the market.

TETRFILL $22.90

Crystal is a UV stable acrylic mastic which dries
fast but bonds strong like epoxy - you can even
laminate with it! The best of both worlds! Excellent
for use with all natural stone - made for Carrara
marble! These come in 1 liter cans. The knife
grade dries white, the flowing dries water-clear.

Item # Type
TEKGP02 Knife Gr $32.90
TEFPC01 Flowing $32.90

Item # Type
F023341 Crack Sealer $34.90
F015581 Super Pen $34.90

These acrylic adhesives made by Wood & Stone
are designed to fill fine cracks and repair broken
stones. This low viscosity system allows penetra-
tion into the stone, reinforcing its structural integrity. 
If you are working with a particularly brittle material
and you use either of these products before cutting
and polishing , they will help to hold the material to-
gether while you work.1 quart cans.

Tenax Polyester Hardener is for their resins. The
Polyester resin you purchase does come with hard-
ener, but some of our customers request extra
hardener, because mixing that type of ratio is an in-
exact science. The BP catalysts can be used with
all poly & Vinyl Ester resins. The MEK is for Crystal
and Super Transparent.

Item # Size &Type
TEH45ML 45ml BP $4.99
TEH180ML 180ml BP $15.90
TEFPC01H 2oz MEK $7.90

We also have Tenax knife grade polyester resin in
white which is excellent for use with white engi-
neered stone. Gel time is 3-4 minutes with a full
cure of 2 hours. 
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Tenax makes the Mastidek Cartridge Glue for Cosentino Dekton. This is a bi-component glue that has
very high adhesion in a short amount of time. This allows for cutting and polishing the assembled parts in a
short time. 
This product is produced in 215ml cartridges. The glue and hardener are pre-dosed in the cartridge which,
once inserted in the M200XMR cartridge gun with the special mixer fixed on top, allows the correct extru-
sion and mixing. The mixing tip for this glue is the GB-MFQ-824 (the Glaxs tip) Other colors available,
$29.95 each. Below is a list of current colors and the Dekton they are made to be used with.

Aldem Fiord

Laos Tundra

Danae, Stand. Cream,
Edora, Irok, Makai,
Sarey, Arga, Blanc

Concrete, Gada, Qatar

Doomos, Ananke,
Espectra, 

Sirius,Spectra,
Laos

Fossil, Bromo Galema, Korso,
Lumina

Kairos, Aurora,
Eergen, Entzo, Gla-

cier, Halo, Lunar,
Natura, Nayla, Nilium,
Olimpo, Opera, Por-

tum, 
Vienna, Zenith

Kelya Keon Keranium,
Kadum

Kira, Korso

Milar Sirocco, Strato,
Sogne, Soke, Vera,
Kreta, Manhattan,

Orix

Trilium, Radium

Valterra Vegha Ventus, Kovik,
Splendor

M200XMR    $82.00

This gun may be used with all of these cartridges. The
gun comes with plunger washers to ensure a snug, tight
seal. Please use the correct plunger washers as the 10:1
cartridges and the 2:1 cartridges use different ones. This
will prevent leakage out the back of the cartridge. 

Zenith, Aura,
Bergen, Halo,

Entzo,Glacier,Lunar
, Kairos, Natura,
Nayla, Nilium,

Olimpo, Opera,
Portum, Vienna

Korus, Blaze

(800) 289-6834
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Glaxs

(800) 289-6834

Glaxs glue from Tenax is a bi-component glue for indoor or outdoor use. This UV stable glue won’t darken,
yellow, or break  down in the sun. Glaxs will not bleed and it can freeze and thaw without cracking. This is
an excellent glue for both indoor and outdoor applications. Initially designed for white marble, it is now avail-
able in its original transparent form or precolored in cartridges. Glaxs is a solvent free, low viscosity, odor-
less glue.
Glaxs curing time is consistent, about 45 minutes for original formula, 25 minutes for fast and colors and 5
minutes for ultra fast. Truly superior over all other traditional cartridge glues. The cartridges are 2:1 bi-axial.
Pricing is $29.95 per cartridge. Here are the most commonly used colors:  

1RGLAXSCOLORCHART $49.00

GB-MFQ-824 $1.79

These mixing tips fit all Glaxs
cartridges except 50ml size. They also fit
the Mastidek glue for Dekton, the 
Strongbond glue for Lapitec and the
Micto and Domo epoxy cartridges.

I’m clear



(800) 289-6834

Glaxs
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Glaxs Original formula glue is excellent for a
strong, structural glue. It can be used inside or out-
side and will not bleed, yellow or crack.
Originally designed for use with white
marble, this can be used on most sur-
faces and all stone. Working time is 10
minutes and hard in 45 minutes.

Glaxs UltraFast glue is available in either clear
or white. This is an excellent glue for filling
marble as it has almost zero shrinkage. In 5-6
minutes this glue is hard. It is suitable for in-
door and outdoor use. Zero
yellowing or bleeding and zero
VOC’s, this is an excellent fast
setting glue for fills or repairs.

This gun is made for the
50ml Glaxs Ultrafast car-
tridges.

GB-CB-MR5012 $35.00

GB-MFQ-05-24L $1.50

Item # Color
TEGLUFAST50 Clear $19.90
TEGLUFAST50W White $19.90

TEGLAXSCART $29.95

These are the ladder mixing tips for use with the
50ml Glaxs Ultrafast white and transparent chip
filling glues

Strongbond Glue for Lapitec
Tenax makes the Strongbond Cartridge Glue for Lapitec ultra-compact sintered materials. This glue also
has very high adhesion quickly. It is the only glue Lapitec recommends for their materials. Each cartridge
contains about 50’ of color matched glue. Just match up the material name to the recommended color and
you have a perfect match. Other colors available, $29.95 each. 

Glaxs 315 gram pouch comes in a pre-measured
packet to mix it properly. This pouch is a one time
use of clear Glaxs with no
dispensing gun required. You
squeeze the bag to break the
seal in the middle and you
mix the package together
with your hands. Once mixed
open the packet and apply.

TEGLAXS $49.90

Item # Matching Material
SBARABESCATO   Arabescato Bernini
SBARTICO Artico/ Arab. Michelangelo
SBAVANA Avana
SBAVORIO Avorio 
SBBIANCOASL Bianco Assoluto
SBBIANCO Bianco Crema/Arab. Corallo
SBBIANCOPOL Bianco Polare/ Arab. Perla
SBEBANO Ebano 

Item # Matching Material
SBGRIGIOCEM Grigio Cemento
SBGRIGIOPIOM Grigio Piombo 
SBMOCA Moca 
SBNEROANT Nero Antracite 
SBNEROASL Nero Assoluto
SBPORFROS Porfido Rosso 
SBSAHARA Sahara
SBTOBACCO Tobacco

O
ther G
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Titanium Cartridge Glue

(800) 289-6834

I’m clear

Tenax Titanium extra rapid cartridge glue is the latest Vinyl Ester technology. Works
excellent on marbles, granite, ES, quartzite, and ceramics. This is an excellent alter-
native to Methyacrylate glues as it is faster cure time, stronger and costs less! 
This glue gets hard fast so you can grind and polish stone glued with it in just 10 -20
minutes. The hardened product is hard, shiny and polishable. The product is pack-
aged in a special bi-component cartridge. The glue and hardener are pre-dosed in
the cartridge. This setup allows the correct extrusion and mixing of the product
which is then ready to be used. Tenax Titanium extra rapid cartridge glue is 
available in a wide variety of colors with more on the way. This styrene-based glue
is made for indoor use. $23.00 per cartridge.

This is the 10:1 mixing tip used for
Titanium and Multibond cartridges.GB-MBQX-0824 $1.75

Coloring Kits

The Tenax 10 Piece Universal Coloring Kit is the
best way to do all of your color matching. Perfect for
use with polyester resins, acrylic mastic, and stone
epoxies. Mix and match colors to virtually make all the
colors of the rainbow.

Tenax colors are a low cost way to color your epoxies or polyester glues. They make matching your glues
simple. These concentrated colors go a long way. From Tenax, the oldest name in the business!

Universal Granite Colors come in Black
Galaxy, Blue Pearl, Uba Tuba, Santa Cecelia,
Giallo Veneziano, and Baltic Brown. Simply se-
lect the color pigment that matches the stone
you are working with, mix it into your glue, and
add the hardener. In 2.5 oz bottles.

TEUC-6 $59.90

• Truly Universal 
• Indoor/Outdoor Applications 
• Twist-Lock Spill Proof  Cap 
• Easy Squeeze Bottles 
• Perfect Drop Nozzle

10 oz
Item # Color
TEUC10-BK Black $29.90
TEUC10-BL Blue $29.90
TEUC10-BR Brown $29.90
TEUC10-BU Buff $29.90
TEUC10-CG Cem Grey $29.90
TEUC10-GR Green $29.90
TEUC10-RB Red Brown $29.90
TEUC10-RD Red $29.90
TEUC10-WH White $29.90
TEUC10-YL Yellow $29.90

2.5 oz
Item # Color
TEUC-10 10pc Kit $79.90
TEUC2-BK Black $12.90
TEUC2-BL Blue $12.90
TEUC2-BR Brown $12.90
TEUC2-BU Buff $12.90
TEUC2-CG Cem Grey $12.90
TEUC2-GR Green $12.90
TEUC2-RB Red Brown $12.90
TEUC2-RD Red $12.90
TEUC2-WH White $12.90
TEUC2-YL Yellow $12.90
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Multibond from Tenax is an acrylic glue that can be used to glue and to laminate
marble, granite, engineered stone and ceramics. 
Multibond has excellent adhesion and sets up quickly so you can cut and polish in
as little as 30 minutes. With a wide range of colors, Multibond is a perfect solution
for many projects. Pricing is $29.95 per cartridge, and we offer quantity discounts
on this item. Most popular colors listed, other colors available.

I’m clear

This is the 10:1 mixing tip used for Titanium
and Multibond cartridges.GB-MBQX-0824 $1.75

Black Mamba Glue
With Black Mamba Glue you can install a sink in just 10 seconds! Start with clean, dry surfaces.
Run a bead on the sink flange and push it into the underside of the counter with enough force to
compress the glue. Hold for 10 seconds and now this high tack adhesive has created the suction
to hold the sink in place while it cures. No installation hardware needed, and no call backs for
crooked sinks.
This is a high viscosity, high tack adhesive. Shrinkage is at 1% and the elongation at break can
go up to 400% which enables it to resist impacts, vibrations and peeling. It has also obtained the
M1/F1 accreditation for fire and smoke resistance. It is resistant to water, UV exposure, yellowing
and aggressive environments such as alkaline, diluted acids, polar solvents, oils and more. 
Available in White, Grey and Black. 
Sold by the case, quantity discounts available.

This compound caulk gun allows for
quick dispensing of Black Mamba glue.

BMGGUN $59.90

BMGTIP $0.79

Extra screw on tips
available also.

Item # Color
BMGCART-WH White $12.90
BMGCART-GY Grey $12.90
BMGCART-BK Black $12.90
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ClipBoss Rodding Glue

(800) 289-6834

GB-CB-400ML-GUN $82.00

ClipBoss Adhesives is a two-part methacrylate, structural rodding glue designed for the struc-
tural bonding to solid surface (acrylic and polyester), engineered stone, quartz surfaces, and
natural stone products. With over 3000psi in strength and a 15 minute set time, 
ClipBoss is the right adhesive for the job when rodding or bonding clips. 
The 400 ml 1:1 adhesive cartridge requires the 
GB-CB-400ML-GUN dispenser and comes with two 
GB-MFQ-824 mixing tips. ClipBoss bonds to metals, 
granite, quartz, solid surface, glass and more.

GB-CB-400 $34.00

Sealers
Proseal solvent based sealer by Tenax represents
the best value for sealing natural stone. It tested
excellent for granite, as well as limestone, sand-
stone, terrazzo, concrete agglomerate, and marble.
Tenax says you’ll get 200 – 300 square feet of cov-
erage per liter! 
Item # Size
TEPROSEALS 1/4 ltr $19.90
TEPROSEAL1L 1 qt $39.90
TEPROSEAL5L 5 ltr $179.90
TEPROSEAL55L 55 ltr $1699.00

Hydrex anti-stain sealer is a mineral based 
impregnating sealer for all stone and concrete 
products. It prevents the entry of liquids while still
allowing the material to breathe. 
This sealer dries invisible. It does 
not alter the stone’s color or shine. 
Item # Size
TSH250 1/4 ltr $10.90
TSH01L 1 qt $19.90
TSH5L 5 ltr $89.90
TSH55L 55 ltr $749.00

TEPRO1L $79.90

Protex is the best sealer for porous
stone and concrete - especially out-
doors. This one quart can of sealer can
be used on granite, marble, flagstone,
pavers, even concrete. Use Protex in-
doors or outdoors to stain proof your
stone against water or oil based stains.

Glydex water based sealer is for granite and simi-
lar stone, and is completely free of organic solvent.
Glydex operates on the surface of the stone by fill-
ing the micropores to prevent staining. 
It allows the stone to breathe and keep the
characteristics of the stone unchanged.
One liter.

TEGLYD1L $29.90

Ager & Ager Tiger are resin based color enhancing sealers that bring out fuller, richer color on the stone
while hiding small scratches. These sealers give stone the “wet” look - the way the stone looks when it is
damp. A great way to cheat when you are polishing hard to reach spots. Ager is the standard but for exotic
stones use Ager Tiger. It is chemically designed with larger and more solids for these larger pored stones. 

Item # Size
Ager
TEAGER 1/4 ltr $22.90
TEAGER1L 1 qt $59.90
TEAGER5L 5 ltr $299.90
TEAGER55L 55 ltr $1999.00

Ager Tiger
TEAGERT 1/4 ltr $27.90
TEAGERT1L 1 qt $79.90

Tenax Ager Remover is designed to remove the ex-
cess Ager left on the surface by over application. This
one quart can is the remedy to eliminate the sticky,
tacky residue left over by the Ager and Ager Tiger. 

TEAGERREM1L $33.50
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Tenax Quartz Toner Plus is basically Ager for ES. It
will color enhance quartz and resin based engineered
stone! This one quart can of Toner Plus works per-
fectly for bringing out a deep rich color and is excellent
for matching the edge of the stone with
the surface polish. Toner protects sur-
faces against oil and water, and works
well to disguise scratches. 
Item # Size
TEQUARTZO+250 1/4 ltr $27.90
TEQUARTZO+ 1 qt $69.90

Quartz Shield Water Based sealer for
quartz and resin based engineered stone
can be used on polished, honed and
brushed surfaces including granite. 
This sealer  is approved for food 
contact in accordance with EC 
Regulation 1935/2004, this sealer dries
invisible and will protect your engineered
stone from staining.

TEQTZSHIELD1L $59.90

We have always been told by manufacturers that quartz and resin based engineered stone does not
scratch or stain, but since that is not always correct here are some sealers for ES.

Stone Treatments

FILLACHIPKIT $99.50FILLACHIPMASTER $550.00

If you need an on-the-job-site repair solution
for nicks, chips and gouges, FillaChip is it!
Made for fabricators by a fabricator, it is super
fast and amazingly repairs
stone to a perfect finish. In
the Starter Kit, you get a
UV flashlight, 4 syringes
with 3cc of FillaChip glue, 1
syringe with 3 cc of polish,
10 dispensing tips and 8
plastic release sheets.

Item # Color
FC1300 Trans White $29.50
FC1301 Super White $29.50
FC1302 Trans Black $29.50
FC1303 Super Black $29.50
FC1304 Grey Vein $29.50
FC1305 Concrete $29.50
FC1306 Uba Tuba $29.50
FC1307 Blue $29.50
FC1308 Red $29.50
FC1309 Ivory Gold $29.50
FC1310 Trans Cream $29.50
FC1311 Dark Creme $29.50

Item # Color
FC1312 Trans  Brown$29.50
FC1313 Med Brown $29.50
FC1314 Dark Brown $29.50
FC1315 Light Gray $29.50
FC1316 Maroon $29.50
FC1317 Off White $29.50
FC1318 Yellow $29.50
Item # Desc
FC1204 Large Rel Sheet $1.00
FC1208 Sm Rel Sheets (20) $8.00
FC1205 Tips - 10 pack $5.90
FC1206 Tips - 30 pack $14.90

The Master Kit has everything 
you will need for any repair:

1 Large Flashlight 
1 Small Flashlight 
2 Large Release Sheets
20 Small Release Sheets
20 Tips in a Plastic Case
1 Rotary Tool
Plastic Razor Blade Case 
2 FillaChip Glue Syringes
4 FillaChip Polish Syringes
19 FillaChip Color Syringes:
Translucent White,Brilliant White, Translucent Black, Brilliant Black,
Grey Vein, Concrete Grey, Uba Tuba, Blue, Red, Ivory Gold, Translu-
cent Crème, Dark Crème, Translucent Brown, Medium Brown, Dark
Brown, Light Gray, Maroon, Off White, Yellow.

TEFILLKIT $32.90

Aerosol 
Activator 

TEFILL3A
$14.90

These dual viscosity chip repair kits are Cyano Acrylate com-
pounds that dry in under a minute and leaves a gloss finish
on the stone while filling an imperfection. Just fill the “hole"
with the adhesive and spray on the activator. In a minute or
less it will be hard. Scrape off excess until flush with the
stone. This Cyano Acrylate will dry water clear like glass.

In the refill kit, you'll get a UV flashlight, 4 sy-
ringes with 3cc of FillaChip glue, 1 syringe with
3 cc of polish, 10 dispensing tips and 8 plastic
release sheets.

FillaChip single color kits and
tips and release sheets are also
available. The colors include a
3cc syringe of colored FillaChip
glue and one 3cc syringe of pol-
ish. We stock them in 15 popular
colors. Tips and release sheets
are also listed.

FILLACHIP-R $49.50
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Tenax waxes are designed to give you
an ultra high gloss on your polished
stone surfaces. Excellent for final buffs to
get a super-gloss finish. We have 1 quart
cans in clear for all stones and black for
use on dark stone only. Tenax waxes
perform beautifully!
Item # Type
TFW01N Liquid Clear $19.90
TSW01 Paste Clear $19.90
TSW01B Paste Black $19.90

TEPET1L    $39.90

Tenax Petrolux will make your stone
look great. This 1 liter can of 
rejuvenating treatment is excellent for
brightening your granite surfaces. 
Simply wipe it on your counter top, let it
sit for 2 to 3 minutes and buff off with a
clean cloth.

Item # Type
TEPEC01 Pectro Black $29.90
TEPEC01C Pectro Clear $29.90

Tenax Pectro was developed to hide 
microfissures, “spiderwebs” and natural
defects in granite. Pectro Black works
best for dark stone while Pectro Clear
works best on light colored stone. 
This resin based mild color enhancer
can be used to enhance the fissures to 
make their color blend into the rest 
of the slab’s top so they are less visible. 

Tenax Telux is a self-polishing stone varnish that
gives an immediate polish to granite, marble and
other natural stone. You just paint this on to the
surface of your stone and it shines!
Telux Stone Varnish is made specifi-
cally for stone, comes in a 1 liter can
and is great for the final step on a
chiselled edge of stone. 

TELUX1L    $39.90

Tenax TEPOX dye for natural stone can be used
indoors or outdoors. It can restore or enhance
stones like black granite and yellow 
exotic granite. Use it directly on stone or
add it to resin based products to perma-
nently change the stone's color.  Full
strength for a higher magnitude of color
change or diluted with a resin based
stone treatment like Ager or Pectro. Item # Type

TEUNIB1 UNIBLACK 1 $39.90
TEUNIB2 UNIBLACK 2 $39.90

These products were designed by Tenax as a
treatment for black stone, especially Black Ab-
solute. Uniblack 1 stains the stone a deep black       

color that leaves the stone looking
richer with increased clarity. 
Uniblack 2 is a surface treatment 
that acts as a surface barrier on 
the stone.

1MAABRIO2 $35.90

Tenax Brio removes mold and other or-
ganic stains from stone and concrete. Put
this thick liquid over the mold, let it stay
there for 10 - 15 minutes, and agitate with
a nylon brush. Rinse with clean water. 

TEPOUCH $17.25

TePouch stain remover contains stone-safe 
surfactants and diatomaceous earth in an easy to
use pouch, making this the first easy to use poul-
tice stain remover for stone products. Designed to
remove stains such as oil, grease, 
wine, tea, coffee and other organic 
stains from granite, marble, travertine, 
limestone, terrazzo, concrete, brick 
and sanded grout!

Item # Size
STAIN1 1lb $31.95
STAIN3 3lbs $69.95

The Ready to Use Stain Remover is ready to use
right out of the container with no mixing required. It
is ideal for oil and grease stains, as well 
as other stains on natural stone.
This is a stain remover so it will not fix an etch. If
the mark is darker than the stone, it is a stain; how-
ever, if it is lighter than the stone, it is an 
etch. 

1 liter can
Item # Color
TEPOX1L-BK Black $59.90
TEPOX1L-BL Blue $59.90
TEPOX1L-BR Brown $59.90
TEPOX1L-GR Green $59.90
TEPOX1L-RD Red $59.90
TEPOX1L-YL Yellow $59.90

1/4 liter can
Item # Color
TEPOXS-BK Black $24.90
TEPOXS-BL Blue $24.90
TEPOXS-BR Brown $24.90
TEPOXS-GR Green $24.90
TEPOXS-RD Red $24.90
TEPOXS-YL Yellow $24.90
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STCLONEC $229.90
The Complete Kit
• 3" Diamond Polishing Pad Set
• 3" Rigid Backer Pad
• 3 of the 4" Wool Wheels
• 4" Felt Wheel for Use with Step 3
• 4" Rigid Backer Pad
• Stone Clone Chemical Compounds

STCLONER $189.90
Reorder Kit
• 3 of the 4" Wool Wheels
• 4" Felt Wheel for Use with Step 3
• 4" Rigid Backer Pad
• Stone Clone Chemical Compounds

STCLONE $149.90
This is just the Stone Clone Com-
pounds. If you already have the rest of
the pads and buffing wheels.

Stone Clone was designed to repair the snakeskin finish that engineered stone has while giving it the 
correct luster and color. This kit is available 3 ways - as a complete kit which includes diamond polishing
pads for top polishing, the buffing wheels, backers and the compounds. It is also available without the top
polishing pads, or if you have bought those in the past you can get a reorder of just the compounds. 

TeRust rust remover is made to remove rust stains
out of stone and concrete products - it even works
on sanded grout. TeRust contains a special blend
of chelates for removing rust stains. Scoop
out the necessary amount of powder, add
water to make a paste, and then cover the
stain. Within 24-48 hours, remove the
poultice and the stain will be gone!

Item # Size
TERUST 8oz $17.90
TERUST1Q 1qt $35.90

Soft cut honing powder is perfect for finishing off
the perfect hone. It can also be used to even out
the hone on any stone sur-
face. Soft cut deepens the
color of a granite slightly,
simulating the patina that is
created over time, while
maintaining a nice hone.
Item # Size
SC220HP1LB 1lb $11.90
SC220HP5LB 5lb $55.00

Tenax Wax Remover removes liquid
and paste waxes off the surfaces of
stone. The color is transparent. Simply
pour the Wax Remover onto the sur-
face, let stand for 5-10 minutes. Agitate
the surface using a brush. Remove with
rags or towels.

1MCT02BG50     $39.90
TEBLOOMER $69.90

Stone Cleaners

Use Lustro Wipes everyday to safely
clean granite, marble, laminate quartz,
engineered stone, limestone, travertine
and solid surfaces - even use them on
stainless steel and glass! Each container
comes with thirty 7" x 9" wipes.

Easy-Oxy is an amazing stone and multi-surface
cleaner with the germ killing power of hydrogen

peroxide and citrus. This daily cleaner is
designed for frequent use on granite,
marble, quartz, Corian®, tile and grout,
and other hard surfaces. Perfect for light
and heavy cleaning of showers and
other hard to clean surfaces. 

EASYOXY32    $13.95

Sometimes when a fabricator uses CA for a chip re-
pair a green stain will appear called a bloom. This
bloom can appear within minutes and other times it
can take up to a few days.
Either way Bloomer from
Tenax is excellent at remov-
ing the stain without using
any harsh chemicals.

LUSTROWIPES $8.95
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Lustro Italiano stone care kit from
Tenax is a two-part system with a pH
balanced cleaner and a spray on pol-
ish to give you added luster on your
stone. An excellent daily cleaner for
stone, glass, stainless steel, and all
solid surfaces.

TELUST     $29.95
LUSTROCLEAN $13.99

Lustro from Tenax is a pH balanced
stone cleaner with no harmful solvents.
Good for the stone and won’t remove 
sealers. Just spray on, wait 30 seconds
and wipe off. It will not only clean your
granite and marble but it will rejuvenate
the shine as well.

REFLECT1G   $39.90

Reflect is a neutral pH, residue-free,
stone cleaner with no rinsing required
to clean any hard surface. It will
quickly remove marks and dirt leaving
surfaces shining with a pleasant
lemon scent. This low foaming
cleaner is formulated for autoscrub-
bers or mopping applications.

HD-13 is a heavy duty alkaline cleaner
used for cleaning stone and tiles. This
sodium hydroxide based cleaner has a
pH balance of 13 and is made to reacti-
vate and clean the dirtiest stone. 
HD-13 is a concentrated formula that
cleans and removes greases from 
natural stone and grouts. Safe for all
natural stone and tile surfaces.

BONHD13 $39.90

Ultimate Spray Polish & Protector is
a unique product because it is a semi-
impregnating cleaner and polish that
can be used to clean and finish many
different materials, leaving your surface
smudge-resistant with a slick feel. 
This product must be used with a
micro-fiber cloth!
ESCULTMT16 $16.95

Tenax rejuvenator 14oz spray polish can be
used to give a high gloss to your stone
counter tops. This stone polish works im-
mediately to brighten granite color and can
be used anytime. This 11 oz liquid spray
can be used regularly to enhance your
granite counter tops or floors.

TEPOL14    $15.95

Tenax Bravo quartz stain remover
cleans difficult stains from ES. Spray it
on the surface, leave on surface for the
recommended time for that stain, then
clean and rinse with a damp sponge
cloth. Chart is online.

TEBRAVO32    $19.90

Easy Scrub is a loose scrub cream for removing
water spots, film, residue and light deposits off glass,
marble and other surfaces where conven-
tional cleaners don't work. Use Easy
Scrub with a soft white pad for general
deep cleaning, or with a firm felt pad for
more aggressive cutting action, like on
glass to remove heavy buildup. Easy
Scrub will not scratch glass and is safe to
use on just about any surface.

Tenax Booster is a 32 ounce tile and
hard surface cleaning product that
can be used for a variety of cleaning
tasks. It can be used as a stain re-
mover (full strength) on specific 
materials or as a cleaner (diluted). 

Tenax AX is a water based descal-
ing cleaner designed specifically for
use on quartz material with a variety
of finishes. It quickly and effectively
cleans and removes coarse dirt that
may be present on the surface of
ES. It also works to remove lime de-
posits from surfaces in agglomerated
quartz based ES.

TEAXE1L    $24.95

TEBOOSTER   $14.95

EASYSCRUB $21.95
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MB-9 removes mildew stains and odor
from granite and marble without damag-
ing polished surfaces. Cleans mildew
stains on contact without scrubbing. Just
spray and watch mildew stains disap-
pear within a few minutes! Safe on most
polished and natural marble surfaces.

MB-9    $21.95

MB-5 is a slightly alkaline (pH 9) combi-
nation of special chemicals that quickly
and easily cleans marble vanities, walls,
granite counter tops, ceramic, “Corian,”
porcelain, glass, and most other hard
surfaces. It is not designed to clean
heavily soiled areas, or remove soap
build-up. 

MB-5    $22.95

MB-3 is a unique combination of special
non-acid chemicals that quickly and eas-
ily dissolves and removes dingy unsani-
tary soap scum and hard water mineral
deposit from shower walls, floors, doors,
wash basins, and bath tubs. 

MB-3    $19.95

MB-Bath & Shower Kit is
a set of the MB-3, MB-5
and MB-9. Excellent for
giving as a gift to your
customers!

MB-BSK    $56.45

Stone Polishes
Dynamite 5X is a traditional Italian marble powder
that really makes the stone pop with shine. It can
be used on marble, travertine, limestone, terrazzo,
and other calcite stones. It is a potent, but non-
problematic, easy to use, and easy to
clean up marble compound. Fast work-
ing, but not too hot, it dissolves imme-
diately in water, so it goes right to work.

Item # Size
5XMPP-2 2lb $34.90
5XMPP-5 5lb $74.90
5XMPP-55 55lb $495.00

Atomic 5X is a hotter traditional 
Italian marble polishing powder made
for the professional restoration con-
tractor. While this product will work
faster than Dynamite 5x, due to the
higher acidic content it is truly made
for professionals that desire a more
acidic “hotter” marble compound.

Item # Size
5XMPPA-2 2lb $34.90
5XMPPA-5 5lb $74.90
5XMPPA-55 55lb $495.00

Tenax marble polishing powder is made for marble,
travertine or limestone. It will bring out a high gloss
finish on all types of calcites. To use, mix with water
to make it toothpaste consistency, then buff with a
white pad until you have reached
the desired gloss level. Also
available in a 15kg bucket.

Item # Size
TEMPP1KG 2lb $29.90
TEMPPKG15 15kg $219.90

Dia-Glo polishing compounds from
Abrasive Tech are great for that final
luster on marble! These one quart 
(2.2 lb) containers will make worn 
finishes look new! Just add water and
buff. When you get to the desired
gloss level wash it off and you have 
affected the stone!

C920M003 $39.95

TeEtch is designed to remove etch marks, water
marks & water rings from marble. Use a rag to rub
the TeEtch over the blemish and in just a couple of

minutes, the etch and water mark will be
removed and the stone repolished back
to the original finish!
TEETCH $19.95

MB-11 marble powder is designed for
spot polishing of most water stains or
light etches from polished marble. Just
buff with a damp rag and bring back the
shine. 

Stone Cleaners &
 M

arble Polish

MB-11 $34.90
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MB-22 is a cooler combination of abrasives for spot
polishing of most water stains or rings from pol-
ished marble, travertine and any other calcite-
based stone. It uses acid in a crystallized form
which prevents spatter from etch-
ing. For stones that burn easily
this is the best choice.

MB ZERO+ marble polishing powder is easy to use
and produces superior clarity and shine, thus al-
lowing you to polish to a high gloss.
Zero+ is a specially formulated powder for all 
calcite-based stones that creates a tremendously
high shine with Zero oxalic acid.

Item # Size
MBZERO+1LB 1lb $29.90
MBZERO+2LB 2lb $55.90

MB-12 is a marble polishing powder specifically de-
signed for wet to dry polishing, although it may be
used for wet polishing. It enables a well trained op-
erator to polish between 1200 and 2500 square
feet per shift. Always delivers a gloss that is obvi-
ously higher than the “factory pol-
ish!” It will work on granite as a
cleaning Agent.

Item # Size
TINOX1LB 1lb $35.90
TINOX3LB 3lb $99.95

Tin Oxide can be used to buff out
scratches and scuffs and bring back
the original luster to marble and
granite surfaces. This is very good
alloy powder for polishing stone. Tin
oxide can be mixed with water or
fine oil to form a paste that will im-
part a high luster.

Cerium Oxide is an all-purpose polish for
glass and other materials containing silica. Just
create a slurry with water and buff material with
a felt wheel or polishing cloth.  Wipe down and
dry with a clean microfiber cloth.
Cleans up easily with water.
CEROX1LB 1lb $34.90

Dia-Glo polishing compounds from Abrasive Tech
are great for that final luster on granite! Available
for dark granite or light granite, these one quart
(2.2 lb) containers will make worn
finishes look new! Just add water
and buff. When you get to the de-
sired gloss level wash it off and you
have affected the stone!
Item # Type
C920GD03 Dark Granite $39.90
C920GL03 Light Granite $39.90

MB20 granite polishing compound is a break-
through for polishing granite. It is so effective that
granite and engineered stone gloss surfaces can
be improved 20-30% from their original factory fin-
ish. It is excellent for getting the
final high gloss finish on difficult to
polish granites. This is the profes-
sional's choice - just ask the mem-
bers of the Stone Fabricator's
Alliance! 

Item # Size 
MB-20SM 8.5oz $29.90
MB-20 2.2lb 84.90

DUGG Ultra Gloss granite polishing
powder can be used on granite and
other dense materials to get the stone
to pop to a full gloss. Mix with water or
fine oil to form a paste that will impart
a high luster after you use it to buff the
stone. 2 pound package.

DUGG-2 $34.90

Item # Size
MB-12SM 1lb $19.90
MB-12LG 8lb $129.90

Item # Size
MB-22TR 1lb $22.90
MB-22BUCKET 10lb $149.90

Tenax granite polishing powder
is a 2.2lb bucket formulated to
make a high gloss finish. Use it
on any granite to rejuvenate the
shine and as a general 
mainte nance product. 

TEGPP1KG   $28.90
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We carry the Continental Abrasives
grinding discs from 4” through 9”. These
1/4” thick wheels are dependable, long
lasting and built for everyday use. These
multi-ply wheels are fully reinforced so they
are shatterproof. More high quality prod-
ucts from Continental Abrasives.

Silicon Carbide Sanding Discs
We carry 4” & 5” hook & loop backed silicon carbide sanding discs for use with grinders or
sanders. They are designed for wet or dry sanding of natural stone. These ‘C’ weight
closed-coat discs are made of an anti-clog, no load, resin over resin bond. They are 
waterproof with a latex backing. The discs can be used for shaping, sanding and even 
polishing marble, granite and other natural stone. 
4” are $0.49 each or in 50 packs for $0.39 each, 
5” are $0.59 each or in 50 packs for $0.49 each.

Metal Grinding Discs

Item # Grit
4” diameter
4HL0080WD 80 
4HL0120WD 120
4HL0150WD 120
4HL0220WD 220
4HL0320WD 320

Item # Grit
4” diameter
4HL0400WD 400
4HL0600WD 600
4HL0800WD 800

Item # Size
5” diameter
5HL0060WD 60
5HL0080WD 80
5HL0120WD 120
5HL0220WD 220
5HL0320WD 320

Item # Grit
5” diameter
5HL0400WD 400
5HL0600WD 600
5HL0800WD 800
5HL1000WD 1000

Metal
Item # Size
144 3”x 3/8” x 1/16” $1.99
02250 4” x 5/8” x 1/8” $2.09
1444518 4.5”x 7/8” x 1/25” $2.89
135 7”x 5/8”dm x 1/8” $2.99
137 10” x 1” x 1/8” $6.99
138 12” x 1” x 1/8” $7.49
140 14” x 1” x 1/8” $7.99

Masonry
Item # Size
136 7”x 5/8”dm x 1/8” $2.99
139 12” x 1” x 1/8” $7.99
141 14” x 1” x 1/8” $8.99
Ductile
Item # Size
121BD 12” x 1” x 1/8” $7.99
1220BD 12” x 20mm x 1/8” $7.99
158 12” x 1”x 1/8” $7.99

High Speed Cutoff Wheels

Item # Size
145 4” x 5/8” $2.49
146 4 1/2” x 7/8” $3.19
148 7” x 7/8” $4.99
149 7” x 5/8”-11 $5.99
150 9” x 7/8” $5.99

Metabo
Metal
Item # Size
55.331 4” x 7/8” x 1/25” $2.69
55.339 6” x 7/8” x 1/25” $2.99
16.139 14” x 1” x 1/8” $12.95
16.140 14” x 20mm x 1/8” $12.95
Masonry
16.159 14” x 1” x 1/8” $12.95
16.160 14” x 20mm x 1/8” $12.95

Metal
Item # Size
121MB 12” x 1” x 1/8” $7.99
1220MB 12” x 20mm x 1/8” $7.99
Masonry
7MB 7” 5/8”dm x 1/8” $3.99
121CB 12” x 1” x 1/8” $7.99
1220CB 12” x 20mm x 1/8” $7.99

Bullard

We supply Metabo and Bullard Abrasives chopsaw blades for use with hand held high-speed saws.
These are the professionals’ choice for long lasting, top quality blades. These blades are made in the USA.
They are also multi-ply, fully reinforced, shatterproof wheels.

We carry Continental Abrasives and Bullard cutoff wheels. These high quality blades have a low cost
per cut. These multi-ply wheels are fully reinforced so they are shatterproof. These 
are an excellent low-cost, high-performance product.

A
brasives
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Item # Type
SLPVAKIT 10 pc Kit $44.90
SLPVAXC 10 XCoarse $44.90
SLPVAC 10 Coarse $44.90

Item # Type
SLPVAM 10 Med $44.90
SLPVAF 10 Fine $44.90
SLPVAXF 10 XFine $44.90

Slayer 4” PVA discs are an inexpensive, effective way to polish soft stone, metal or glass. With a 5/8”
round arbor to fit on any grinder, they are made with a silicon carbide abrasive and a polyvinyl alcohol
bond. Color-coded for ease of use, the 10 piece kit contains 2 of each grit, or you
can get them per grit in boxes of 10. Slayer - for Killer performance!

Silicon Carbide Stone Cups
The Slayer silicon carbide stone cups are for grinding granite, marble, or other natural stone. They are
available in 4” and 5” diameters that are 2” tall and also in 1 1/2” diameter that are 3” tall for grinding a tight
radius or stoning a cove or ogee shape. They come in various grits and are equipped with a 5/8” - 11
threaded arbor to fit any grinder. Slayer - for Killer performance!

Item # Size & Grit
SCS36 1 1/2” x 36 $6.99
SCS80 1 1/2” x 80 $6.99
SCS120 1 1/2” x 120 $6.99

Item # Size & Grit
SC424 4” x 24 $10.90
SC436 4” x 36 $10.90
SC446 4” x 46 $10.90
SC460 4” x 60 $10.90
SC480 4” x 80 $10.90
SC4120 4” x 120 $10.90
SC4220 4” x 220 $10.90

Item # Size & Grit
SC536 5” x 36 $12.90
SC580 5” x 80 $12.90
SC5120 5” x 120 $12.90

We always have ample stock on drill bit indexes. The 13 piece sets run
from 1/16” through 1/4”, 21 piece sets run through 3/8”, and the 29 piece
sets run through 1/2”. All are high quality U.S. made products! 

Item # Type
169 29 Pc Chrome USA HSS  Bits $98.90
13MAG 13 Pc Magnum Premium  Bits $49.90
21MAG 21 Pc Magnum Premium Bits $89.90
29MAG 29 Pc Magnum Premium Bits $159.90

Drill Bit Indexes

Chisels & Ground Rod Drivers

SDS+ shank chisels
Item # Size & Type
CMSDS 10” Bullpoint $24.90
CFSDS 10” x 1” Cold $21.90

SDSMax shank chisels
Item # Size & Type
CM12TE 12” Bullpoint $32.90
CM18TE 18” Bullpoint $45.90
CF12TE 12” x 1” Cold $32.90
CF18TE 18” x 1” Cold $39.90

Spline shank chisels
Item # Size & Type
CM12 12” Bullpoint $21.90
CM18 18” Bullpoint $24.90
CF12 12” x 1” Cold $24.90
CF18 18” x 1” Cold $28.90

Ground Rod Drivers
Item # Size & Shank
GRDSDS625 5/8” SDS+ $39.90
GRDSDS750 3/4” SDS+ $39.90
GRDPM625 5/8” SDSMax $39.90
GRDPM750 3/4” SDSMax $39.90
GRDPB625 5/8” Spline $39.90
GRDPB750 3/4” Spline $39.90

These rotary hammer chisels and ground rod drivers by Tru-Cut Galaxy are high quality tools to help you
get the job done right. They make fast work of your jobs. We have them for SDS shank, spline shank and
SDSMAX shank rotohammers. These heavy duty chisels will make quick work of your demo jobs, and the
ground rod drivers will let you set your copper rods into the hardest grades with ease and efficiency. More
top quality U.S. made products!
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We carry the U.S. made straight shank carbide
tipped bits for cutting masonry, concrete, and
stone. These can be used in any straight shank
drill and are suitable for rotary or 
percussion drilling.

Item # Size
CB183 1/8” x 3” $1.59
CB3164 3/16” x 4” $1.89
CB144 1/4” x 4” $2.59
CB146 1/4” x 6” $2.79

Item # Size
CB5166 5/16” x 6” $3.09
CB386 3/8” x 6” $4.69
CB126 1/2” x 6” $4.99
CB586 5/8” x 6” $7.49

Carbide Tipped Drills - Spline Shank

These super duty drill bits are made of molybdenum steel,
and are sharp like titanium coated bits, but since it is in the
metal there is no coating to wear off. Therefore they stay
sharp longer! Another top quality USA made product!

Item # Size
MAG116 1/16” $1.64
MAG564 5/64” $1.74
MAG332 3/32” $1.79
MAG764 7/64” $1.84
MAG18 1/8” $1.99
MAG964 9/64” $2.19
MAG532 5/32” $2.29

Item # Size
MAG1164 11/64” $2.39
MAG316 3/16” $2.79
MAG14 1/4” $3.69
MAG516 5/16” $5.69
MAG38 3/8” $8.19
MAG12 1/2” $12.90

Titanium Step Drills

44660 $69.90

• Extra long life
• Multi step
• Top quality

All our electricians have had excellent performance with these titanium step drills. Due to the titanium nitrite
coating, you can be assured of long life and sharp cutting edges. The two most popular sizes are shown
here but others are available on request.
This step drill has 3 common steps,
1/4”, 7/8”, and 1 1/8”.

44661 $59.90

Super Duty Drill Bits

This step drill graduates from 3/16” through 7/8” in
12 steps. It is our most popular mover to electrical
contractors.

Item # Size
SPL010 3/8” x 12” ST $24.90
SPL011 3/8” x 18” ST $31.90
SPL020 1/2” x 12” ST $26.90
SPL021 1/2” x 18” ST $32.90
SPL022 1/2” x 23” ST $39.90
SPL023 1/2” x 30” ST $49.90
SPL032 9/16” x 23” ST $44.90

Item # Size
SPL040 5/8” x 12” ST $28.90
SPL042 5/8” x 23” ST $43.90
SPL052 3/4” x 23” QT $52.90
SPL060 7/8” x 18” QT $44.90
SPL061 7/8” x 23” QT $59.90
SPL071 1” x 23” QT $69.90
SPL090 2” x 22” ST $149.90

(ST=STANDARD TIP, QT=QUAD)

These top quality spline shank bits by Tru-Cut
Galaxy fit all rotohammers which use the spline
shank. These USA made bits feature vacuum
brazed tips for long service without premature tip
loss. From 3/4” up we stock quad tips for faster 
cutting with round holes.

Miscellaneous
We stock #0 and #00 steel wool. Great for remov-
ing surface treatments from stone, removing fin-
ishes on other materials, sanding between coats,
polishing metal, and cleaning  sur-
faces. Each roll measures approxi-
mately 14” x 4 1/4” and weighs 5 lbs.

Item # Type
SW0-5LB #0 $24.99
SW00-5LB #00 $24.99 This 6” muslin buffing wheel has a 5/8” round arbor

to fit onto all grinders. It is made of cotton, and this
wheel can be used with all polishing compounds or
waxes.

This is a 4" muslin buffing wheel for
use with polishing compounds or pol-
ishing cakes. Just slap this up against
the hook and loop face of your backing
pad and go to it!

4BP $9.90

6BF $12.90

These are high density H&L backed felt wheels for
use with polishing compounds or waxes to get that
high gloss finish on your polished 
stone surfaces. 

(800) 289-6834

Item # Size
VFP3 3" $9.90
VFP4 4" $10.90
VFP5 5" $11.90
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Miscellaneous

(800) 289-6834

These 9oz calibrated cups come
in a pack of 50. With a double
lining, these cups are protected
all around, and are a strong,
sturdy cup. Flush fill holds 10
ounces of liquid.

MIXCUPS-50 $7.99

This 10" wide stainless steel squeegee
is streak free and won’t leave 
any residue behind. Comes 
with mounting hardware and 
a replacement blade. SQUEEGEE10 $24.95

These are the Pro series of ‘C’ clamps
that our fabricators like. These steel
clamps have a brass coated screw to
reduce corrosion. Great for laminating
stone! Item # Size

19184 3" $4.99
19185 4" $6.99

We carry the full line of caulk from Red Devil.
Whether you are looking for a 100% silicone or a
paintable siliconized acrylic caulk, we can help fill
your needs! 
These are standard size caulk cartridges that fit in
a regular caulk gun. The silicone is clear and the
acrylic come in white, cedar, almond, brown, grey,
black and clear. Other colors available on request,
and free shipping on pallets or 1/2 pallets, mix &
match.

Item # Type
0826/0I 100% Silicone Caulk - Clear $4.49
0846/OI Siliconized Acrylic Caulk - White $2.39
0846/2I Siliconized Acrylic Caulk - Almond $2.39
0846-30 Siliconized Acrylic Caulk - Cedar $2.39
0846/4I Siliconized Acrylic Caulk - Dk Brown $2.39
0846/5I Siliconized Acrylic Caulk - Grey $2.39
0846/6I Siliconized Acrylic Caulk - Black $2.39
0876/0I Siliconized Acrylic Caulk - Clear $2.19

MB Stonecare has partnered with a geologist to put
together a kit designed to help our stone pros iden-
tify any type of stone they
may come across. This stone
identification kit comes
packed in a case of its own
with all the tools you will
need to identify your stone. 

STONE-ID-KIT $159.90

This 450W, 110V adjustable
optional heater is for the
epoxy dispenser. It keeps
glue warm and free-flowing.  

This dispenser is designed to eliminate the sticky,
messy, costly hand proportioning of epoxy resins.
Highly dependable, it measures the resin and hard-

ener, and puts it into your con-
tainer keeping you, your clothes
and counter cleaner.
Maximum viscosity is up to 5000
cps. One gallon resin reservoir
that fills up to one quart of un-
mixed two part resin per minute. 

SS-ADJ $499.00

SS-OPT-HTR $149.90

These are the hydrophilic grout sponges made by
U.S. Foam. These small pored sponges won’t fall
apart even when you leave them in a bucket of
water overnight.

•  Pro Quality
•  Small-Pored
•  Rounded Edges
•  Made in U.S.A. 

Item # Size & Count
6X45L 6 1/2" x 4 1/2" Lg Sponge $1.79
482XLN 7 1/2" X 5 1/4" XL Sponge $1.99

These are made for epoxy grouting. This special
sponge will outlast scrubbie pads by 10:1! These
U.S. made sponges have rounded edges and they
have no pores so they do not
load up with epoxy grout.

XLESP $3.69

PSAFILM24600 $119.90

We also have the Bio-Seal 100% silicone in
stock. This is the type with the screw on tip.
This silicone has an elongation of 450% and
comes in a standard caulk cartridge.

SILICONEGP $4.19

This 24” x 600’ roll of  film is used to protect against
damage and scratches on your counter surfaces.
With a sprayed on adhesive, it sticks where you put
it, and when it comes off it does not leave a residue
behind. 
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Item # Size & Count
SP18B 1/8” 1600 Count $12.90
SP316B 3/16” 750 Count $12.90
SP14B 1/4” 500 Count $12.90

These spacers for tile setting make it easier to set
tiles straight and evenly spaced. We stock 
the most popular sizes.

UL approved electrical tape is available in black as
well as all the colors you need for color
coding your wiring. Measures 3/4” x 60’.

Item # Size
112MS 1 1/2” $2.59
2MS 2” $3.39

Masking tape made by Shurtape is designed for
general purpose use in packaging,
bundling and labeling. 

PTFE tape is a very flexible
non-adhesive tape made for
sealing your plumbing 
connections. 520” in 
each roll.

Item # Size
462 1/2” $0.79
463 3/4” $1.29 464 $6.79

Item # Color
FLAGB Blue $2.49
FLAGO Orange $2.49
FLAGR Red $2.49
FLAGP Pink $2.49

Item # Color
460 Black $1.59
460R Red $1.89
460BR Brown $1.89
460GR Green $1.89
460WH White $1.89

Item # Color
460BL Blue $1.89
460GY Gray $1.89
460OR Orange $1.89
460Y Yellow $1.89

Top quality heavy duty flagging
tapes are 1 3/16” by 300’ rolls for
stake marking by contractors. 
Fluorescent pink is only 150’.

We carry U.S. made,
cloth-backed duct
tape. These 60 yard
rolls come cellophane
wrapped to insure
freshness.

25’ x 1” autolock measures
are made by US Tape. They
are top of the line tape meas-
ures designed for
everyday use!

• 1” Wide Blade
• Rustproof
• Auto Lock
• Top Quality 78-R258  $8.99

These 100’ chalk lines are
made by Irwin. They are 
high speed and made 
for everyday use!

498   $9.90

• USA Made
• High-Speed
• 3 1/2 : 1 Ratio
• Rustproof
• Auto Lock

These heavy duty ratchet straps have all steel, zinc plated hardware and are made for day in and day out
use. The 20’ straps are rated at 2,000 pounds and have J hooks, while the 27’ straps are rated at 10,000
pounds and have flat hooks. Tie down your load with these quality products.

These nylon coated stainless steel
tape measure are made by Komelon
and will resist rusting to extend the
products long life. These 1” wide
measures are ideal for working in wet
and dirty conditions.
Item # Size
SS116 16’ $14.90
SS125 25’ $16.90

Ratchet Straps

Item # Size
0681 2" x 20' $16.90
27RS 2" x 27' $39.90

(800) 289-6834

U.S. made nylon wraps in natural white for outdoor
use, and black for resisting UV ray deterioration

Item # Size & Count
7WT 7” White, 1000pcs $29.90
7BT 7” Black, 1000pcs $35.90
11WTK 11 White, 1000pcs $49.90
11BTK 11” Black, 1000pcs $59.90
14BTK 14” Black, 1000pcs $79.90

Measures and Chalk Lines
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Carbide Tipped Circular Saw Blades

(800) 289-6834

We stock the American Pride & Irwin carbide tipped circular saw
blades. These full-kerf blades are designed for heavy duty usage.

Item # Size
75718 7 1/4” x 18T $9.90
75724 7 1/4” x 24T $9.90
75740 7 1/4” x 40T $19.90

Item # Size
129 8” x 24T $19.90
840T 8” x 40T $29.90

Item # Size
0234 10” x 40T $29.90
1060 10” x 60T $39.90

Reciprocating  Saw Blades & Hole Saws

These are the Irwin line of bi-metal reciprocating blades for metal cutting or roughing-in. We tested these
blades against all other brands and loved the results - and you will too. These blades are long life and
extra sharp to make your work quick! The metal cutting blades are excellent for hard metals and the 
roughing-in blades are great for cutting wood with embedded nails. Irwin blades - another U.S. made prod-
uct from the makers of Lenox.

13pc DELUXE SET

• U.S. Made Bi-Metal Construction
• Deep Cutting - 1 3/4”
• M3 Cutting Edge
• 4/6 Variable Rake
• 3/16” Backing Plate

Item #     Size
AG06      7/8" $9.90
AG08      1" $10.90
AG10      1 1/8" $10.90
AG12      1 1/4" $10.90
AG14      1 3/8" $11.90
AG16      1 1/2" $11.90
AG18      1 5/8" $11.90
AG22      2” $13.90
AG24      2 1/4" $17.95
AG27      2 1/2" $18.95
AG30      2 3/4" $18.95

Item #     Size
AG32      3" $19.95
AG36      3 1/2" $19.95
AG38      3 3/4" $26.95
AG40      4" $29.90
AG42      4 1/4" $39.90
AG43      4 1/2" $59.90
0371A     Mandrel $9.90
0371B     Mandrel $19.90
0333       12" Ext $12.90
AGPBS   Pilot $3.59
AGPBL   Pilot $3.99

9pc ELECTRICIAN’S SET

These are the The Lenox® Advantage™ Tuff Tooth™ bi-metal reciprocating saw blades. They are the 
standard in the industry that every other blade is compared with, and we have a great price on them for
you! These U.S. made blades are known for their long life and fast cutting speeds. The best quality you will
find in the world!
All Lenox reciprocating blades are made from a super tough bi-metal alloy. They are shatter resistant and 
retain their sharpness longer then any other blade. The primary use of the metal cutting blades is fast 
cutting of metal 1/8''-1/4'' thick, conduit, tubing, etc. while the primary use of the rough in blade is fast 
cutting of wood with embedded nails.

Six cutters from 7/8” - 2
1/2” plus accessories
and case.

We proudly distribute the Blu-Mol Deepwell hole saws
and accessories. These are bi-metal top quality products
for cutting both woods and metals. They are shock 
resistant and due to the design, cut faster and smoother
with less vibration. One of the best features of these 
hole saws is that they are deepwell and will cut through
the 2” side of 2” x 4” lumber, not just cut into it! 

Sets come with the cutters,
two mandrels, pilot bits, the
hex key and a carrying case.

Radial arm saw? Compound miter box? Making cabinets, stairs, or just cutting lumber? Need a blade for
laminates, hardwoods, plywood or lumber? Whatever your needs are, we can fill them with top quality
blades from manufacturers you trust! Saw blades are our specialty! Let us know what you want, and we
will get you the right product for the job at a price that will put a smile on your face!

Item # Size
LRB618 6” 18TPI Metal $2.99
LRB66 6” 6TPI Rough-In $3.39
LRB96 9” 6TPI Rough-In $3.89
LRB126 12” 6TPI RougI-in $4.99

Metal Cutting
Item # Size
RBB618 6” 18TPI $1.99
RBB810 8” 10TPI $2.99
RBB818 8” 18TPI $2.99
RBB1218 12” 18TPI $3.69

Rough In
Item # Size
RBB66 6” 6TPI $1.99
RBB96 9” 6TPI $2.99
RBB126 12” 6TPI $3.69

Nine cutters from 3/4”
through 2 1/2” 
plus accessories.

0331 $99.90
0332 $129.90
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Item # Size
TFR32814 1/4” x 328’ $89.90
TFR32838 3/8” x 328’ $99.90

Item # Color
CMBK-12 Black $10.68
CMBL-12 Blue $10.68
CMCR-12 Crimson $10.68
CMGR-12 Green $10.68
CMRD-12 Red $10.68
CMWH-12 White $10.68
CMYL-12 Yellow $10.68

Dixon-Ticonderoga China markers are great for
marking stone, glass or tile. Peel away the paper to
reveal more marker. Sold in boxes of 12.

1296-1295 $3.99

Fiberglass rodding is light-
weight, durable and will not
rust! In testing by the NSI and
the SFA it was stronger than
steel and it will never cause
your apron to crack like a
rusted rod will!

Carbon fiber rodding is even stronger
than regular fiberglass and  will not rust!
We have the rolls and 100 packs of 
4’  precut lengths.

Item # Size
CFR32814 1/4” x 328’ $129.90
TFR32838 3/8” x 328’ $149.90
140610 1/4” x 4’ 100pcs $138.72

MTMARKER $2.99

Super Met-al® Squeeze Action
Paint Markers have a metal tip with
squeeze action that writes on any 
surface! We even offer the knock-off
at a discounted price

Item # Color
WPC White $12.90
BPC Black $12.90

Polishing compounds used with either a muslin
pad or felt wheel will give you that extra “pop” for
that high gloss finish on all stone.

Item # Size & Count
116SHIM-100 1/16” - 100pc $5.99
116SHIM 1/16” - 1000pc $25.90
18SHIM-100 1/8” - 100pc $6.99
18SHIM 1/8” - 1000pc $49.90
14SHIM-100 1/4” - 100 pc $8.99
14SHIM 1/4” - 1,000 pc $79.90

Horseshoe shims for leveling your counter tops
before you secure them into place. They are 2” tall
& 1 1/2” across.

These are aluminum oxide dressing stones for
sharpening glazed diamond blades. These 60/80
grit stones are perfect for 
exposing new layers of 
diamonds. In two sizes:
8” x 2” x 1” and 8” x 3” x 2”

Item # Size
MKDS 8” x 2” x 1” $13.95
MKDS832 8” x 3” x 2” $29.95

These are the large tongue depressors for mixing
your glue and applying it to your stone. 
6” long, 500 per box.

TDL500       $10.00
Item #     Size
WS12      12” $11.90
WS18      18” $19.90

Excellent for scraping floors, walls, or any flat sur-
face. 12” and 18” lengths.

These Huntington dressing tools and cutter
dies will redress silicon carbide and alu-
minum oxide stone cups and grinding
wheels, cleaning away foreign particles and
exposing new cutting edges.

Item # Type
49950 No. 0 Tool $18.99
49960 No. 1 Tool $24.99
49970 No. 2 Tool $34.99
49980 No. 0 Die $3.49
49990 No. 1 Die $3.99
50000 No. 2 Die $8.99

• U.S. made
• All steel
• 2 set screws
• Rubber cushion grip

USA UTILITY BLADES

• 100 Pieces
• Top Quality
• Standard Fit
• Made in USA
• Heavy Gauge

633 $12.90

4” SCRAPER BLADES

• 100 Pieces
• Top Quality
• Heavy Gauge
• Made in USA

4100WSB    $24.90

HOOK BLADES

EHOOK $24.90
• Made in England
• Heavy Gauge
• Top Quality
• Standard Fit
• 100 Pieces

• Made in USA
• Heavy Gauge
• Top Quality
• 100 Pieces

13135    $3.99

RAZOR BLADES

These U.S. made single
edge razor blades are the
best that money can buy. 
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Safety Equipment

(800) 289-6834

These are the premium, American-made Class A and Class B, Type III first aid kits. They meet or exceed
all OSHA requirements and are compliant with the latest Z308.1 ANSI specs. These use a patented 4
packet system based on injury so you'll know what to use when the pressure is on. The Class A measures
10” x 7” x 3” deep and covers up to 25 people in the shop or out in the field while the Class B measures
14” x 11” x 3” deep and covers up to 50 people.
These are complete kits with easy to follow instructions, not just a box of bandaids. Protect your people
with these high quality products.

Item # Size
552P Class A first aid kit $39.90
553P Class B first aid kit $79.90

EMP    $10.90

We take hearing protection very seriously. Meet code and protect your hearing at a low price!
Ear muff style 
protectors are for the
user who doesn’t like
putting anything into
their ears!

200PC 200 Pc Ear Plugs $35.50
100PCWC 100 Pc Corded Plugs $34.90

We stock both the standard soft
foam ear plugs and the ones
with an attached cord to hang
them around your neck.

SINGLE LENS
19496 Visio - Amber $3.99
19492 Nascar - Clear $7.99

DOUBLE LENS BOAS
SAF15280 Smoked $5.99
SAF15282 Mirror $5.99
SAF15284 Clear $5.99
SAF15287 Blue Mirror $6.99

DOUBLE LENS SUPERBS
16501 Smoked $5.99
16503 Clear $5.99
16504 I/O Mirrored $6.99
TC110 Clear $1.99

Protect your eyes in style! Single lens and double lens top quality glasses always in stock. Not only do
they meet ANSI and OSHA specs, but since they are smart looking, your workers will actually WEAR
them! Available with clear, smoked, or mirrored lenses.

NSXSGSM $2.99

Item # Type
WHAT Pin Style $6.99
WHATR Ratchet Style $12.99

Top quality hard hats for everyone on the site!
These comfortable hats meet OSHA and ANSI
codes for safety. We carry both the pin-style and
the ratchet-style in white. 

EYEWASH4 $4.99

This is a 4 ounce sterile isotonic buffered so-
lution for flushing or irrigating the eyes or skin.
Every fab shop should have this on hand.

These Diamondback smoked safety glasses meet
ANSI and OSHA requirements. These high impact
safety glasses are scratch resistant 
for longer life. Your employees will 
like the stylish design of them.

DBSGSM $6.99

Lightweight, high-impact polycarbonate lens with
wraparound design and anti-fog, a scratch-resis-
tant coating on NSX models; Does not have anti-
fog or scratch-resistant lens coating, but meets all
OSHA & ANSI codes. 
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Reflective vests are ideal for occupa-
tions such as parking attendant and
shopping cart retriever. Meets or ex-
ceeds DOT, ANSI, and OSHA 
requirements.

VEST $4.99
Item # Size
BACKS Small
BACKM Medium
BACKL Large

Item # Size
BACKXL XL
BACKXXL XXL 

These back support belts meet all ANSI
and OSHA specs. They have adjustable
suspenders and the belt attaches with
hook and loop, plus they are comfort-
able to wear. $17.90 each.

These SAS molded
masks are heavier and
meet N95 particulate
codes. They are
packed 20/box.

We stock dust masks to filter out particulates. Meet ANSI and OSHA codes and help provide a cleaner
breathing environment to your employees.

Inexpensive molded
dust masks have an
aluminum strip for a
snug fit. They are
packed 50/box.

630     $9.90 8610 $14.90

Good Better

These Moldex reinforced
molded masks are heavier
and meet N95 particulate
codes. Packed 20/box.
The most comfortable
mask available.

94075 $24.90

Best

The 3M8210 reinforced molded
masks are another popular
choice for N95 particulate
masks. 
Packed20/box. 

3M8210-20 $17.90

3m Quality

Protective Clothing

Item # Type
APRON HD Vinyl Apron $9.90
HDAPRON HD Hycar Apron $24.90
VAPRON Apron W/ H&L $29.90

These spun poly suits are lightweight
and are stronger than paper suits.
They are made to breathe and have a
sewn-in zipper. A must for painters!

18BVS   $2.69

We may live in Arizona where it never
rains, but if you don’t these are great
protection and very inexpensive rain-
suits. These safety yellow suits have a
hooded jacket with drawstrings and
bib type overalls. They have venting 
built into them and pleated pants so
you don’t rip them out the first time
you sit down.

Item # Size
5030L Large $3.49
5030XL XL $3.49
5030XX XXL $3.49
below with attached hood & feet
5030LH Large $4.09
5030XLH XL $4.09
5030XXH XXL $4.09

Item # Size
0696 Med $19.90
0697 Lg $19.90
0698 XL $19.90
564 XXL $19.90
XXX XXX $19.90

These are 18" long waterproof
vinyl sleeves.They are excellent
for use with wet polishers to
keep your shirt sleeves dry.
Light in weight, the elastic on
both ends ensures a secure fit. 

Our customers love our aprons! We offer a
heavy vinyl apron, a Hycar butcher’s apron
which is vinyl over cloth and a nylon apron
with waterproof pockets and Hook and
Loop on the front to hold your polishing
pads. They are all built to last and will keep
you dry. These are a must for anybody
working with wet tools. 
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Gloves

(800) 289-6834

Item # Size
590 Large $7.99
590M Med $7.99
590XL XL $7.99

Standard latex gloves
from Seattle Gloves
for regular use.
100 gloves per box.

We carry a full line of gloves for both commercial and industrial uses. All of our gloves are made from the
finest materials available and are of a very high quality.
No matter if you are trying to keep your hands dry, warm, soft, or free of chemicals, our gloves will do the
job for you! Except where shown these are size large but if your needs are different please let us know.

Heavy duty, powder-free
latex gloves from Ammex.
100 gloves per box.

V900PFXL $9.90

Powder-free 
nitrile gloves for
those who can-
not use latex.

100 gloves per box.

Item # Size
609 Large $1.99
609M Med $1.99
609XL XL $1.99

PVC dipped gloves are
11” long and excellent for
working with most acids.

603 $3.99pr

Top quality welding
gloves made for pro-
fessional use. 

602 $5.99pr

Wrinkle finish cotton gloves
have latex on the palm and
fingers for a gripping agent. 
Sold by the pair.

Item # Type
598 8oz Cotton $0.98
600 Polka Dot $1.49

We have the 8 ounce white cotton
gloves and also with the PVC dots
as a gripping agent. 
Sold by the pair.

Item # Type
605 Brown Jersey $1.39
592 Fleece Lined $1.99

We carry the heavier 9 ounce Brown
Jersey gloves with and without a fleece
lining. The heavier fabric will give you a
longer life and better durability. 
Sold by the pair.

601 $2.79pr

Leather palm, canvas
backed work gloves
with gauntlet cuff. 

Soft, smooth leather
driving gloves

Cowhide leather work
gloves with knit wrist.

Cowhide leather work
gloves with pile 
lining for 
warmth.

596 $5.99pr

Item # Size
PLGL L $8.90pr
PLGXL XL $8.90pr

Item # Size
606S S $9.90pr
606M M $9.90pr
606 L $9.90pr
606XL XL $9.90pr

Boots
Our white safety boots are indus-
trial grade non-marking. Made in
the USA, these boots measure
16” high with cleated soles.

Dunlop black steel-toed safety boots are designed to protect your
feet and keep them dry. Made in the USA, we have both the 14” tall
Chesapeake and the heavy duty 16” tall Goliath in stock! 

Item # Size
81011-07 7 $42.90
81011-08 8 $42.90
81011-09 9 $42.90
81011-10 10 $42.90
81011-11 11 $42.90
81011-12 12 $42.90
81011-13 13 $42.90

Item # Size
STB7 7 $39.90
STB8 8 $39.90
STB9 9 $39.90
STB10 10 $39.90
STB11 11 $39.90
STB12 12 $39.90
STB13 13 $39.90

Item # Size
STBHD07 7 $44.90
STBHD08 8 $44.90
STBHD09 9 $44.90
STBHD10 10 $44.90
STBHD11 11 $44.90
STBHD12 12 $44.90
STBHD13 13 $44.90

Item # Size
590HDPF Large $9.90
590HDPFXL XL $9.90
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Precision Works undermount sink bracket kits
make installing an undermount easy. Fully ad-
justable, and since they attach to the cabinets,
they eliminate any chance of damaging your ex-
pensive countertop.
The PW99 are mounted from the front to the back
of the cabinet while both the PW104 & PW114 are
mounted side to side on larger sinks. The PW114
are for offset sinks. PW99P are for retrofits.

PW99
PW104 PW114

CCS744

EZDISH $5.99

The EZ Sink bracket mounts to the front and back
edge of the cabinet. The support rails are then
placed in the brackets and adjusted to tighten the
sink to the stone. This product can be installed be-

fore or after the counter tops,
reducing time needed for instal-
lation as well as cost of materi-
als. Wood pieces measure 
22" x 1 1/2" x 7/8", with the top
piece measuring 12" x 7/8".

Item #
PW99 $26.90
PW99P $26.90

Item #
PW104 $36.90
PW114 $39.90

With Sinkits, there are no clips, screws
nuts, washers or anchors to keep track of!
Just drill a hole and insert the clamp! Uni-
versal design works with all types of sinks
with up to 3/4" thick.

Slot-Klips work the same as Sinkits
except they insert into a slot cut with
a grinder versus a hole in the stone.

You can use the sink clips to raise and secure your
sink by either screwing them to the substrate or
using the hardware kit to secure a stud to the 
underside of the counter and mounting the clip to
that stud. The clip is offset to work with all sinks.
The Sinkits are a must have if you run a CNC.

CCS732G

The EZ Dish dishwasher bracket is U.S. made and
makes anchoring dishwashers easy. This bracket
eliminates callbacks for dishwasher anchoring,
which saves time and money.

Item #
CCS732G $0.89
CCS744 $1.69

Item # Count
SINKITS70 70 $89.90
SINKITS-B 350 $389.90

Item # Count
SLOTKLIPS-65 65 $99.90
SLOTKLIPS-B 325 $399.90

EZSINKBR $8.95

LC Brackets from Sinkits are undermount
sink mounting brackets are great when there
is not enough clearance for conventional
clips or clamps and repair work.

LCBRACKETS - 1 pair $3.79

Item # Desc & count
ZKGO-SS Stainless, 50pcs $52.50
ZKGO-STD Standard, 25pcs $34.95
ZKGO-XL Extra large, 20pcs $28.90

GoClips 5 second anchors are just that - take
a grinder, cut a slot and insert. Available in 3
types, one for standard sinks, one for stain-
less steel and one for extra thick sinks.

Weha counter top support brackets are made to re-
place corbels for supporting counters on over-
hangs. These 1/4” thick, 2 1/2” wide brackets are
made to go over the pony wall or structural support.
Three screws included with each bracket, three
brackets per item.

Flat Brackets - 3 Pieces
Item # Length
138401 10” $30.00
138396 12” $33.00
138397 15” $36.00
138398 20” $39.00

L Brackets - 3 Pieces
Item # Length
140138 10” $38.00
140203 12” $41.00
140139 15” $44.00The Omni Cubed Pro Anchor Pneumatic gives

you perfect anchors everytime. This complete kit

The Weha T-31 Anchor Kit
is a complete kit that comes
with the anchor machine, 2
bits, 50 clips, 50 bolts and all
in its own case. 

141469SET $569.00

comes with the vacuum,
base, grinder, bits and all in
its own case. 

(800) 289-6834

PA-132-PV $795.00
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Electric Grinders & Polishers

WEV15-125HT $179.90

Professional quality grinders and polishers from Metabo are the choice in the field. These high-powered
tools have built-in features to increase tool life. With an internal hub guard that retards dust from getting
into the tool which reduces armature and brush wear or the thermal switch which turns the tool off when it
gets too hot to prevent it from burning out. They are top quality units with more power per pound built into
them than their competitors, and they come with a full 3 year warranty against defects in workmanship and
quality. With quality like this you can be assured of getting the job done right!

The new PE15-30 features an ergonomic grip on
the housing, allowing for comfortable and continu-
ous use when lower speeds are helpful. With 15
amps it is the most powerful tool of its kind.
This German made tool is excellent for top polish-
ing and wherever you need a low speed tool!

• 1500 W Motor
• 800 - 3,000 RPM
• 4.8lbs
PE15-30 $279.75

The Metabo W24-230 is made in Germany and is
German engineering at its finest. This 15 amp 9"
grinder runs at 6,600 RPM. Its auto-stop carbon
brushes and winding protection grid will keep the
machine safe from dust and debris. 

W24-230 $279.90

The Metabo W-2000 is a 7-9”  grinder has a robust
motor, a safety switch that prevents unintentional
starts, and auto-stop carbon brushes used to 
protect the motor. Unlike the other Metabo tools on
this page, this one really is made in China.

W-2000 $189.90

• 900 W Motor
• 2,800 - 9,600 RPM
• 5.5lbs WEV15-150HT $229.90

The Metabo 6” variable speed grinders are also
available in 6” when you need a little more cutting
depth! Same great features, and also made in
Germany! They are variable speed from 2,800-
11,000 RPM and have a powerful 13.5 amps.
Metabo is the only variable speed grinder with a 3
year warranty! • 900 W Motor

• 2,800 - 9,600 RPM
• 5.5lbs

• 900 W Motor
• 6,600 RPM
• 12.8lbs

• 15 Amps
• 6,600 RPM
• 12.8lbs

The Metabo 5” variable speed grinders feature
the ‘S’ safety clutch. These German made, top
quality tools have their new motor with the IHB dust
protection, a safety clutch, a thermal overload shut-
off  and more power! They are variable speed from
2,800-11,000 RPM and have a powerful 13.5 amps.
Metabo is the only variable speed grinder with a 3
year warranty!

W9-115 $99.90

The W9-115  Metabo 4 1/2" Quick Angle Grinder is an 8.5 amp, 10,500 RPM high speed grinder. The
WP9-115  Metabo is exactly the same but with a paddle switch. These HS grinders are made in Germany.

WP9-115 $109.90

(800) 289-6834

Makita’s 9227C 7” Polisher combines 10 AMP
power and variable speed control with a pre-set
maximum speed dial. The result is fast and power-
ful polishing for top polishing or where a lower RPM
is needed.

9227C $257.00

• 1200 W Motor
• 600 - 3,000 RPM
• 4.9lbs
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We carry a full line of the electric and pneumatic wet grinders and polishers. These name brand, top 
quality tools are designed for everyday use, and are the best units on the market! When you add our wet 
polishing pads to them you have a winning combination that will give you an edge in your work. All of these
polishers have a built in GFI for your protection.

• Single Speed - 3,200 RPM
• Lightweight - 6 lbs
• Powerful - 7.9 Amps
• Built-In GFI

172057     $279.90

• 2000 - 4000 RPM
• Lightweight - 4.6 lbs
• Powerful 7.9 Amps
• Makita Quality
• Built-In GFI

The Makita PW5001C is an excellent tool for
durability! It can be used with up to 7” wet pads or
4” cup wheels for grinding. This variable speed tool
is above average in power and weight.
Scores high marks all around.

This Metabo PWE11-100 4” wet polisher provides
the highest power and widest speed range of any
other air polisher. This polisher includes Metabo’s
VTC (Vario Tacho Constamatic) speed stabilization
for increased productivity.
• No-Load RPM: 1,700 - 5,400
• Maximum Torque: 34 in. lbs
• Amps: 9.6
PWE11-100    $319.90

PW5001C   $389.90

The L12-3-100WET is a work horse due to its high
power. It is lightweight so you get less user fatigue
with this unit. This tool is very durable and built for
everyday use. Flex has been a staple of the indus-
try for years.

The LW1503 has been a staple in the industry for
many years. It is a compact, but powerful work-
horse. Due to its light weight and portability, this
product has a big following.

LW1503 $329.90

The Alpha® VSP-320 features a heavy-duty gear
system that includes the step-down transmission
and a bevel and pinion gear to produce the variable
speed range of 700 to 2,500 rpm. The flexible 15’
water hose is now kink-free. This 120 volt, 7 amp
tool has a built in GFI. 

VSP-320     $323.00

• No-Load RPM: 700 - 2,500
• 15’ Kink-Free Hose
• Amps: 7.0

• Single Speed - 3,700 RPM
• Lightweight - 5.3 lbs
• Powerful - 9.3 Amps

• 3,700 RPM
• 7.4 Amps
• Lightweight - 4.4 lbs

L12-3-100WET $339.90

The MK-1503 from MK Diamond comes with water
hose, GFCI , D-handle, side handle, gear box
cover, carrying case and spanner wrenches, plus a
one year repair or replace warranty!

Pneumatic Wet Polishers
Weha pneumatic wet polishers are low priced, heavy duty tools. They will take the beating your workers
give to a wet polisher. We carry both the side and rear exhaust models. More top quality tools from Weha.

• Side Exhaust
• Premium Bearings
• Special Grease Port 
• 16cfm@90 PSI

• Rear Exhaust 
• Blow Moulded Case
• Sleeved Hoses
• 16cfm@90 PSI

The Weha Blizzard rear exhaust center feed wet
polisher is designed for all day everyday use! With
two hoses, one for air and one for water in a no-

kink sleeve this air polisher
is very light at only 3.5 lbs.

7270012     $266.00

The Weha 7270012 side exhaust center feed wet
polisher is also designed for all day everyday use!
With two hoses, one for air and one for water this
air polisher is super light at only 2.6 lbs which
makes it easy to handle and lessens user fatigue.

138251    $339.90 (800) 289-6834
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Pneumatic Wet Polishers & Grinders

• Rear Exhaust
• Lightweight at 2.7 lbs
• Uses 16 cfm of Air
• Built-In Water Regulator
• 5,500 RPM, Variable Speed BD-2321     $379.00

The BD-2321 air polisher has a built-in regulator,
an auto-stop safety lever, a rear exhaust and a one
year warranty. Excellent for polishing stone, it may
be used with  pads up to 5" and with 4” cup wheels.

• 10,000 RPM
• 4 lbs
• 15cfm

This high speed air grinder from Barranca has a
built in water regulator, an auto stop safety lever,
and a rear exhaust. Excellent for cutting or grinding
stone and can be used with diamond blades and
cup wheels up to 5".  This is the first high-speed air
grinder in our industry.

The Barranca pneumatic tools are considered by
many to be the top of the class! We carry their wet
polisher and their wet high speed grinder. 
Barranca tools are made by MK Diamond.

BD-5000     $379.00

Electric Wet Saws
The Flex CS40 features a fully integrated durable
stainless steel rail system in the saw frame to en-
sure precise cuts. The removable cutting cart gives
you better access to the saw so you can clean up
quickly and easily. This is a
very good quality for a low
cost saw.

ESC-125    $258.25

The Alpha ESC-125 wet saw is able to provide per-
fectly straight cuts which are required for quality
fabrication and installation. Equipped with one of
the most powerful motors in its class, the ESC-125
has the strength to power through 3cm granite. 

• 110 VOLT
• 11.2 Amps
• Uses 5” Blade
• Edge Guide 

• 120 VOLT
• 12 Amps
• Uses 5” Blade
• Edge Guide for Straight Cuts

CS40     $179.00(800) 289-6834

The Alpha® AIR-830 and AIR-850 are high per-
formance pneumatic polishers. They run out at
4,000 and 5,500 RPM respectively. With increased
power and a new ergonomic design, they have a
silicone gear head cover to provide cushion and to
protect your hands from cold weather.
These Japanese made tools were created to be
the best available air polishers on the market
today! At only 15 CFM of air you do not need a
huge compressor for this tool.

AIR-830 $449.00

The CDT pneumatic wet tools are durable and dependable. We carry the wet polishers in 5” and 7”, and a
high-speed wet grinder. They are lightweight with a compact design. All moving parts are heat treated and
provide anti-grinding protection. They feature a rear exhaust design and are environmentally friendly. 

CDT125WP 5” $249.90 CDT175WP 7” $359.90 CDTHSG Grinder $199.90

•  Air Pressure: 85 PSI
•  Air Consumption: 15 cfm
•  Weight: 2.75lbs
•  One Year Warranty

AIR-850 $449.00
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•  Air Pressure: 90 PSI
•  Air Consumption: 32.8 cfm
•  No Load RPM: 8,500
•  Weight: 10.14lbs

CDT5SAW $249.90

•  Uses 16 cfm
•  Weight: 4.2lbs
•  Air Pressure: 90 PSI
•  No Load RPM: 11,000

The Alpha PSC-150 is a saw that will cut 3cm
stone slabs in one pass,
and is capable of miter cut-
ting 2cm. Uses up to a 6”
blade.  At 90psi it is com-
parable to a 2 horsepower
motor. Another top quality
product from Alpha.

The 5” CDT pneumatic saw runs out at 11,000 RPM. It has safety
features including a collar lock and an adjustable exhaust.

• 44,000RPM
• 220 Volt Dual Phase Motor
• Dimensions: 20" x 12" x 16"
• Light Weight - Only 35 lbs.(22 Kg)
• Strong 4hp Motor. 

8003    $4,975.00

8006    $2,295.00

The Oma CP99 hydraulic router has 60% more
power than electric units. Italian made, it will give
you years of service. Powered by the 4hp hydraulic
pump below, this tool has many advantages over
traditional electric stone routers: 

No electricity to the router -
zero chance of electric
shock to the operator and no
motor vibration. It will not
lose power even working on
6cm material. Variable
speed 0 - 7,500 RPM. Stock,
this tool uses Oma router
bits, but adapters are avail-
able for conventional bits.

The Oma Antarex bowl cutting machine will cut out
a sink bowl or vanity bowl quickly on any stone. At
44,000 rpm, it runs at 4 times the speed of radial
arm machines. This 4hp bowl cutter uses a 3/8"
(10mm) diamond finger bit that 
requires only 1 pass in 2cm and 
3cm stone. The Oma Antarex
bowl cutting router runs at a solid 
4 HP, and is completely mobile. 

Pneum
atic Saw

s, Routers and Bow
l M

achines

The OMA Hydraulic Bowl & Router  Workstation
is the perfect solution for bowl cutting, profiling and
polishing edges, and keeping it all organized. It
comes with the Antarex bowl cutting machine, the

CP99 router, the hydraulic pump
with a double connection, two
stands with hose pulleys, and all
hoses and connections.
This OMA Bowl and Router sys-
tem takes up a very small foot-
print in a shop. In fact, it can be
used in a standard work table
space.

(800) 289-6834

PSC-150    $690.00

The Alpha PSC-150 is a
grinder style saw that will cut
3cm stone slabs in one pass.
In addition, it is capable of
miter cutting 2cm. Uses up to a
6” blade.  At 90psi it is compa-
rable to a 2 horsepower motor.
Light like a grinder but it is a
saw.PSC-600    $485.00

Routers & Bowl Cutting Machines

The Oma hydraulic pump is the engine behind
the CP99 router and the Antarex bowl cutter.
With a 4 hp, 220 volt single phase motor, it will
give more power to the machine than will ever
be needed! The Oma hydraulic pump will run
24 hours a day for continuous productivity.
With this system there is zero electricity going
into these machines, increasing life and 
reducing maintenance.

OMAHYDWRKSTN   $9,900.00

8002    $3,950.00
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Oma Taurus DigiSpeed Router

Item # Desc
NSI-SL3-CUP2 2” Cup Wheel $75.75
NSI-SL3-CUP3-A 3” Cup Wheel Coarse $89.00
NSI-SL3-CUP3-F 3” Cup Wheel Fine $89.00
NSI-SL3-60 3” 60 Grit Turbo Pad $39.95
NSI-SL3-150 3”  150 Grit Turbo Pad$39.95
NSI-SL3-300 3”300 Grit Turbo Pad $39.95
NSI-WRPE Shoe for Elec SP $51.00

NSI Solutions Seam Phantom® is an innovative system for producing near perfect seams in all types of
stone and quartz.  The system utilizes a diamond cup wheel followed by up to three diamond abrasives
(60-3,000 grit) and a precise depth adjustment to eliminate chips and produce a clean sharp edge. The
rigid design and Glide Guide straight edge keep each half of the seam straight and true. With this you can
produce a nearly invisible seam.

NSI-SP-E2 Seam Phantom® Original Electric $1,580.00
This is the Seam Phantom for use with an electric grinder (not included)
NSI-SP-A2 Seam Phantom® Air Kit $1,460.00
This is the Seam Phantom for use with an air grinder (not included)

NSI Solutions has finally provided an affordable, heavy duty, manual
sink milling machine specifically designed for grinding under-mount sink
cutouts. 
The Sink BULL™ utilizes a simple, rigid, powerful design and inexpen-
sive templates to make sink grinding easy and fast. The Sink BULL™
makes CNC quality sink cutouts a simple task for every fabricator using
the Rapid Z™ CUT & 1”-3” drums.

NSI-SB-KIT $1,995.00

Sink BULL™ accessories listed here:

Sink BULL™ 

• Variable Speed: 0-6000 RPM
• 220 Volt Dual Phase Motor
• Internal & External water feed
• 20" x 12" x 16"
• Only 44 lbs.
• 3 HP motor. 

The OMA Taurus DigiSpeed is the first digital router ever built! This
continuous variable speed router is adjustable from 0 to 6000 RPM. This
lets you set the speed for optimum RPM of your bits, allowing faster cut-

8000    $5,200.00

(800) 289-6834

Item # Description
NSI-BL3 Z-Cut Blades $8.75
NSI-Z-CUT Rapid Z-Cut Wheel - No Bearing $245.00
NSI-Z-CUTB Rapid Z-Cut Wheel - W/Bearing $350.00
NSI-DW1-CA 1” Coarse Drum W/Bearing $129.00
NSI-DW1-FA 1” Fine Drum W/Bearing $129.00

Item # Description
NSI-DW3-CA 3” Coarse Drum W/Bearing $229.00
NSI-DW3-CR 3 Coarse Drum No Bearing $115.00
NSI-DW3-FA 3 Fine Drum W/Bearing $229.00
NSI-DW3-FR 3 Fine Drum No Bearing $115.00

Seam Phantom®

ting and maximum life for your profile and polishing bits.
It also features the OMA Safety and Shock Prevention.
Power pack included with this unit. Made with aircraft
aluminum and steel, it is made using the latest metallic
technology for strength and durability. The outside cover
is made with true fiberglass, not cheap plastic. These
quality materials produce the lightest weight electric
router with the strongest and most solid core in its class.
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14408    $3,499.00

• 3hp 220 V Single Phase Motor
• 1700 RPM - 60hz
• Cutting Depth: Up to 1 1/2”
• 3 Rails Included - 4’, 8’, 13’
• Accepts: 10”,12”,14” Blade
• Machine Weight: 103 lbs
• 127” Length of Cut

The Achilli TSA portable track saw is a proven work-
horse made for everyday use. This saw will cut up to
4cm material in one pass. Track rail beam is extremely
rigid and straight, for accurate cuts every time. Saw
glides on track with a push of a finger. This saw uses
the same metals, parts and design that they use on
their full size saws, so you can depend on it!
This saw comes with the cutting head and three rails, a
4’, 8’ and 13’. This is the last rail saw you will ever buy!

The Abaco Mod S1 site saw includes one side
table with rollers on it and two support arms with
stop guides.This saw will rip up to 45” long cuts. It
is a heavy duty saw weighing in at 352 pounds.

The Abaco Mod S2 site saw includes two side 
tables with rollers on it and two support arms with
stop guides. This saw will rip up to 61” long cuts. It
is a heavy duty saw weighing in at 573 lbs.

Item # Volts
MODS1-110 110 $4,490.00
MODS1-220 220 $4,390.00

The powerful Abaco site saws are ideal for construction sites and work shops. These saws may be used
with a 10", 12", or 14" blade with a 1" arbor. The depth of cut will be 2”, 3” or 4” or 1”, 2” or 3” at a 45 
degree miter depending on the blade diameter. These 220 volt 3hp saws are equipped with roller convey-
ers which make loading easy. They have adjustable stops built in to make exact parallel cuts a simple task.
These precision saws are excellent for cutting slabs and they have wheels and rollers incorporated into
each machine for effortless single-handed transportation.

• Uses 10”, 12” or 14” Blades
• 2”, 3” or 4” Depth of Cut
• 1”, 2” or 3” Depth at 45 Degrees
• Plunge-Cut Capable 

Beam Saws

USSAG01 $799.00MRSINKM01 $18,180.00

This is the Achilli SINK machine for sink cut-outs
and internal edge shaping and polishing. Use this
sturdy machine to make the sink cut-out, and using
shaping wheels allows it to do the internal edge
shaping and polishing.
This three axis machine features a galvanized steel
frame, a manual head feed with the head and
bridge movement on 16 adjustable bearings run-
ning on rack and pinion. The operating head is a
3hp, 8,000 RPM motor.

This is the modular template for the sink machine. It
is also made by Achilli. This template can be used
anywhere you use a wood template on any manual
sink hole machine. The radii are adjustable from 
2 3/8” down to 1”.
This template is made from galvanized steel with
lithium infused movement. Unlike wood or plastic
templates it is nearly impossible to wear this out,
and with proper care will give you years of service.

(800) 289-6834

Item # Volts
MODS2-110 110 $5,575.00
MODS2-220 220 $5,390.00
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Sink & Miter Saws

The Achilli MSA Monoblock 45 degree Miter saw is specifically designed to make 45 degree miter cuts on all of
your stone slabs. With a 130” table  and a 7.5hp  variable speed motor, this unit will make fast work out of your miter
cutting. This saw frees up the bridge saw from 45 degree stone cuts. It has a water recycling system, variable speed
control  and a hot dipped galvanized frame. This hot dipped galvanized frame ensures years and years of life with no
rusting or metal fatigue.
The main electrical panel controls feature a main isolator switch, an emergency push button stop, and a power on
reset button. The head motion uses linear guides fitted with recirculating ball slides. The head travel (X axis) is 129”
with a feed speed from 0-7 meters per minute. 

This unit has many features including:
• Galvanized Steel Frame
• Head Travel on Stainless Steel Guides and Wheels
• 3.3kw Pressurized Spindle with Inverter
• Manual Cutting Depth Adjustment
• Workpiece Maximum Dimensions 126” x 30”
• Maximum Vertical Travel of 6”
• Maximum Drill Depth 8cm
• Head Rotation in 4 Positions
• Head Tilts to 45 Degrees

ACHILLITOP Manual CNC Machine $26,500.00
ACHTOP+CUT With Cutting package $32,500.00

Features Include: 
• Galvanized Steel Frame
• Head Travel on Linear Guides Fitted with Ball Slides
• Motorized Head Travel on X-Axis with Variable Speed
• 10 Pneumatic Pistons to Secure the Workpiece in Place

• Blade Variable Speed for Optimum Cutting
• High Precision Motion on Linear Guides with Ball Slides
• Material Thickness 10mm-80mm
• Blade Angle Adjustment (in/out) 45 +/- 2 degrees

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Useful cut: 130" 
Overall Dimensions: 171" x 59 x 58"
Worktable Dimensions: 130" X 39" 
Diamond Blade Diameter: 14",16",18" 
Blade Bore Size: 2" 
Min-Max Stone Thickness: 0.4"- 3.15"
Main Motor Power: 5.5Kw 7.5HP 3 Phase
Main Motor Rotation Speed: 1400rpm 50Hz-1700 rpm 60Hz
Main Motor Variable Speed: 700-3400 rpm
Standard Voltage: 230V-60Hz. 30 Amp Breaker Required
Dimensions of Installed Machine 14'2" x 74” x 69"
Weight of Saw: 2039 lbs 
Minimum Miter Width is Material Thickness +14mm (neces-
sary to block the piece under the slab stop)

MSA3300 $29,500.00

The Achilli TOP is a multipurpose machine that allows the operator to do different jobs with only one machine with a
reduced investment: sink cut-outs, shaping and polishing internal and external contours, drilling and recess drains. All
jobs are performed without moving the piece. Although it is a manual machine, it does the same job as a CNC work-
ing center. It does not require an experienced operator. Anybody can work with this machine and produce high quality
projects after a short training period.
Ideal for a small or new factory minimizing investment, reducing production costs and time to manufacture the finished
products. This unit allows you to create complete kitchen and bathroom counter tops. You can also use templates to
create washbasins.

The TOP is a three axis machine with an optional cutting package that can cut and polish sinkholes, make miter cuts,
drill fixture holes etc. The head has four rotation positions and will tilt to 45 degrees, allowing the 8” blade to cut miters
through 3cm stone.
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Bridge Saws
Bridge Saw

s

The Achilli MBS IG is their best-selling bridge saw; the perfect combination of simplicity, flexibility and
durability. The installation is easy and does not require a foundation. This machine is equipped with a com-
pressed, rectified and chromed “active beam” guaranteeing the utmost accuracy. The rotation of the head
allows it to perform interpolated angle cutting in all directions.
MBS IG is a monoblock bridge saw with CNC axis control unit for cuts programming. Fully customizable
according to customer requirements, it features easy installation coupled with the perfect cutting precision
guaranteed by the special de-
sign of the beam. Manual or
automatic head rotation to
perform interpolated angle
cutting in all directions.

MBSGOLD $79,900.00

The Achilli MBS Gold Monoblock bridge saw with automatic head rotation performs straight cuts in all di-
rections. Manual or automatic head tilt from 90° to 0° for tilted and horizontal cutting with special connec-
tion for mounting core drills. High precision head motion on linear guides with recirculating ball slides. 
All the features of the MBS IG plus it is capable of fully automatic operation or can be operated in a semi-
automatic mode to give the operator full control of sawing operations. Manual or CNC, controlled tilt head
from 90 to 0 degrees, 1/2 gas connection for mounting core drills and perform an automatic drilling cycle to
easily cut corners and remove the tension from the sintered material plates. Has Pre-loaded parametric fig-
ures such as hexagon, octagon, kitchen top, trapezium, polygon, etc. and profiling environment of the CNC
to create artistic frames and decorations.

Features:
• Machine Dimensions: 22’L x 9’6”W x 9’6”H
• Weight: 6300 lbs
• 230Volt / 3 Phase 60 Hz 60 Amp 
• Tilting and Rotating Worktable 
• Table Ready to Pour Concrete
• 10” Color Touch Screen on Swivel Arm
• 360 Degree Head Rotation 
• 15 HP Motor
• Blade Sizes: 14”, 16”, 18”, 20”
• Laser
• Wireless Pendant Control 
• Bellows on X Axis to Protect Bridge
• Head Motion: X Axis 157”, Y Axis 92”, Z Axis 15”
• Actual Cut Lengths 137”, 86”, 15”
• Automatic Head Tilt to 90° 
• Warranty: 12 Months for Parts

Features:
• Weight: 6100 lbs
• Dimensions: 19’L x 8’6”W x 8’6”H
• 230Volt / 3 Phase 60 Hz 60 amp 
• Tilting and Rotating Worktable 
• Table Ready to Pour Concrete
• 15hp Motor
• Blade Sizes: 14”, 16”, 18”, 20”
• Laser
• 10” Color Touch Screen on Swivel Arm
• Head Motion: X Axis 135”, Y Axis 89”, Z Axis 15”
• Manual Head Tilt to 45° by Hand Wheel for Miter Cutting in Both X and Y Axis
• Manual Head Rotation with Push Button Hydraulic Lock (0°-90°-180°-270°)
• Remote Pendant Control with Cable
• Bellows on X Axis to Protect Bridge
• Warranty: 12 Months for Parts

MBSIG $61,900.00
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Maintenance & Repair Kits

(800) 289-6834

RENOVA5KIT $115.95

The Bonastre Marble Polishing Kit consists of 1
unique 5" flexible rubber backer and five 5" pads,
Steps 1-4, and a 5" Bonastre green pad for final
finishing. For use with a drill, this kit is perfect for
shower touch-ups, corner work and any other quick
touch-ups in tricky areas that require some more
maneuverability. With the flexible rubber backer
you can get these pads almost anywhere.

RENOVA3KIT $59.95

Surface Renu Porcelain Repair kit is a scratch re-
pair kit for porcelain and UCS materials.  Repairs
are very easy to make. You do not need to be able
to top polish stone to repair surface scratches in
porcelain. Each disc will repair approximately 10-15
square feet. The kit comes with 10 grey & 10 black
in both, 5" & 3". With this kit, you can make approx-
imately 10 scratch repairs.

SURFRENU $289.50

This Granite Top Polishing Kit is a recipe by
Cameron Demille of Easy Stone Care and SFA
fame. It is almost everything you need to remove a
scratch or level a seam. This kit will allow you to
grind granite counter seams flat, remove scratches,
or make other repairs and blend in with the factory
finish. This kit comes with three resin turbo grinding
discs, their adapter for use with a polisher, a 1,000
grit Alpha Ceramica pad, a two pound tub of MB-
20, three hogs hair pads and a 5" backer pad. All
you have to provide is the polisher and some
water!
Use the resin turbo cups to remove the scratch and
clean up the stone. Then the 1,000 grit pad will
give you some shine and finally buff it with the MB-
20 until you
match the 
factory finish. 

TPKIT $315.90

The Bonastre Marble Polishing Kit is great for
restoring marble. It features a 3” rigid backer that
fits in a drill, a thick foam riser, 3” Magic Renova
pads 1-4 and a 3"
Bonastre green pad for
final finishing. The 5
pads are colored
coded. 

The Deluxe Granite Top Polishing Kit includes
three resin turbo grinding discs, their adapter for
use with a polisher, a 1,000 grit, 2,000 grit and
3,000 grit Alpha Ceramica pads, a two pound tub of
MB-20, five hogs hair pads, three white supergloss
pads and three backer pads, a 4”, 5” & 7”. All you
have to provide is the polisher and some water!
This is a better solution for someone who is not yet
proficient at top polishing granite.

TPKIT2 $486.90
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This professional 10" tile saw kit from Gundlach is
designed to give the best possible cuts and produc-
tivity on tile and stone. With a 115 volt, 15 amp, 1
1/2hp belt driven motor this saw is built for daily
use. This saw will rip a 20” tile and diagonally cut
an 14” tile and has a 3 1/2” maximum depth of cut.
The saw comes with a small miter guide, an ad-
justable rip guide for 45 and 90 degree cuts, three
premium porcelain blades and a rolling stand.

1000JRKIT $1399.95

Beam Saws
Montolit's F1 Brooklyn series of heavy duty beam saws provides contractors with the perfect balance of
power, speed and precision in a durable and compact design. Available in four sizes with different capabili-
ties, one of the Brooklyn saws will handle your needs for any tiles and some slab remnants. Each saw is
equipped with a DNA (SCX250) diamond blade, which is excellent for porcelain.
All the products in this line have common characteristics, such as a powerful engine, direct transmission
and a light but resistant corrosion proof aluminum frame. All the metal parts of this wet saw are zinc-plated
prior to being painted.

• Powerful 115V, 2 HP Motor
• Height Adjustable Cutting Head
• Removable ABS Water Pan
• Head Tilts for Diagonal Cuts
• Aluminum Frame with Reinforced Galvanized Steel
• Patented "Squeeze" Tile Locking System to Lock in Tiles During Cutting
• Patented Adjustable Legs System (F1-151 and F1-181 only)
• Supplied with No. SCX250 10" DNA Porcelain Diamond Blade
• 100% Made in Italy

(800) 289-6834

All Brooklyn saws have 115 volt, 2hp
motors. They have a maximum 2” depth
of cut and use a 10” blade with a 
1” arbor.

1000SRKIT $1395.95

This professional 10" tile saw kit from Gundlach is
designed to give the best possible cuts and produc-
tivity on tile and stone. With a 115 volt, 15 amp, 1
1/2hp belt driven motor and a welded stainless
steel water tray this saw is built to last. This saw will
rip a 24” tile and diagonally cut an 18” tile and has
a 3 1/2” maximum depth of cut. The saw comes
with a large miter guide, an adjustable rip guide for
45 and 90 degree cuts, a standard blade and a
rolling stand.

Item# F1-101 F1-131 F1-151 F1-181

Straight Cut 40" 51.5" 59.5" 71.5"

Diagonal Cut 28" x 28" 36" x 36" 41.5" x 41.5" 50" x 50"

Weight 165 lbs 187 lbs 220 lbs 247 lbs

Price $3,395.00 $3,580.00 $4,280.00 $5,160.00
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Profiler, Ring Saws & Gloss Meter

(800) 289-6834
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170565    $989.00

The MK-EZ Profiler was designed for profiling tile,
granite, marble and stone. It is lightweight and
portable for easy transportation, 
making it perfect for on-site profiling. The powerful
high-torque motor offers 1 1/4hp and profiles 
material up to 1 1/4” thick!

We carry full packages
with the stand and a slid-
ing tray as shown. Avail-
able with regular
single-sided blade, with a
double-sided blade that
can be used forwards and
backwards, and with a
glass blade for cutting
glass.
Item # Package
REVXT Saw + Single-Sided Blade $1,849.00
REVXTGL Saw + SS Glass Blade $1,899.00
REVXTDS Saw + Double-Sided Blade $2,095.00
REVXTDS Saw + DS Glass Blade $2,095.00
Accessories
Item # Type
GEM0904 Single-Sided Blade $139.90
GEM0906 Double-Sided Blade $199.90
GEM0909 Glass Blade $189.90
GEM1056 DS Glass Blade $229.90

With the use of a spring return, Gemini has
achieved a semi-automatic floating tray for mak-
ing precise cuts in hard materials. Made for the
Taurus 3,simply pull back the tray, place the mate-
rial to be cut between the magnetic angle guides,
start the saw
and let the saw
cut perfectly
without operator
attention!

Accessories
Item # Type
GEM1024 Accessories Kit $35.90
GEM1027 Blade & Parts Kit $189.90
GEM1042 Standard Blade $89.90
GEM1043 Separating Blade $89.90
GEM1044 Slim Blade $89.90
GEM1045 Mega Blade $89.90
GEM1046 Slicer Blade $89.90

• 17 3/4" x 16" Work Surface
• 5 5/8"  Throat Depth
• 1 1/2" Throat Height
• 110 Volt 

This Digital Gloss Meter lets you make quick,
easy measurements of gloss level when you are
refinishing a material and need a certain shine.
Take your measurements at a 60 degree angle and
just read the digital display. Includes gloss meter,
charging cable, 
2 operation boards, 
2 lens cloths and 
instruction booklet,
all in a convenient 
carrying  case.

TAURUS3 $419.00

GM001 $579.00

TAURUS3-1203 $295.00

TOPROFILE-115v $888.98

The Taurus 3 Tile Shaper Ring Saw allows you to
make straight or curved cuts on tile and stone with
ease. You can even use it handheld like a jigsaw.
This saw can cut forward or backward, even side-
ways because there is diamond 
on all sides of the blade!

The Montolit TOPROFILE tile beveling machines
for porcelain lets you easily make miter cuts,
chamfers, and demi bullnoses.
Just place the scratch-resistant slide plate on the
material and slide the beveler 
along the edge. The diamond 
wheel will remove the required 
material with speed 
and precision.

This Revolution XT Ring Saw makes precision
cutting possible. It uses a 10” sintered diamond
blade and is really a cross between a table saw and
a band saw. This saw is ideal for cutting curves with
precision and extremely smooth cuts. It can cut in-
side and outside radius curves on any length mate-
rial, and you can cut up to 6cm thick. This saw has
no water pump, it is completely self-contained, and
it weighs only 6lbs.
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The Klindex UFO surface refinishing machines are
available in the 290 and 330 models. They use 
4 1/2” & 5 1/2” discs and pads. They can  grind,
sand, strip, buff, burnish, polish and edge to within
1/8″ of the wall. These can outperform the competi-
tion’s technology on any hard surface – floors,
walls, ledges, counter tops, stairs and risers.
These variable speed units have a powerful motor
and due to the counter-rotating planetary, it is pos-
sible to grind and polish marble, granite, and con-
crete. Complete with a tank,
splash guard, hook and loop pad
holders and vacuum connection,
it doubles as a floor machine.

Item #
KLIN-290VS $3,995.00
KLIN-330VS $4,100.00

• 220 Volt, 3hp Motor
• 439 rpm 
• 6.8 Gallon Water Tank
• Size 20” x 39” x 37”
• Weight 198 lbs

Comes with:
• Shock Absorbing Spring
• Plastic Splash Guard Ring
• Squeegee
• Wrench Set

• 220 Volt, 3hp Motor
• 4 Speeds: 351 - 578 rpm
• 6.8 Gallon Water Tank
• Size 21” x 40” x 38”
• Weight 220 lbs

Comes with:
• 12” Frankfurt Plate
• Shock Absorbing Spring
• Plastic Splash Guard Ring
• Squeegee
• Wrench set

The Achilli LM30-CE 220 volt 3 hp single speed
floor machine is excellent for grinding, polishing,
honing and brushing marble, travertine, concrete
and other floors. It comes with a 12", 3-head
Frankfurt attachment that lets you use 
that type of abrasives. 

LM30CE $3,150.00

The Achilli LM30-VE 220 volt 3 hp multi-speed
floor machine is another outstanding machine for
grinding, polishing, honing and brushing marble,
travertine, concrete floors. It also has a 12", 3 head
frankfurt attachment. Since it is variable speed it
gives the user more options, and you can 
use this on granite or marble for honing, 
resurfacing, brushing, leathering, 
texturing, and polishing.

 PFLUXA43M08 $2,224.00

The 17” Kroma Top swing machine with a 3 HP
Motor and Italian clutch package has been de-
signed for heavy duty applications. It is the most
powerful mono-rotary cleaning machine in the
world. This machine comes standard with the under
mount weights, the tank, a nylon brush, and the
pad driver. Can be coupled with K800 planetary

KLIN-KROMA-TOP3 $3,500.00

KLIN-KROMA-HD $2,650.00

The Kroma 17” 2.5 hp 110-volt
floor machine comes standard
with under mount weights, nylon
brush, water tank, and pad
driver. Weighs 135 lbs. It has
been designed for heavy duty
applications. Thanks to its great
range of available accessories it
can solve any problem in the
most economical way. When it
comes to polishing surfaces it is
the strongest floor machine in
the states today. 

The Achilli LUXA Floor Machine is
outstanding for grinding, polishing, and
refinishing floors. With a 110 volt single
speed 1.5 hp motor and a sturdy, com-
pact design this swing machine will
give you years of service. It has a
shock absorbing ring around the head
of the Frankfurt plate, allowing it to per-
form lippage removal as well as absorb
vibration from the floor to the machine. 

LM30VE $3,950.00

• 110 volt, 1.5hp Motor
• 4.8 gallon WaterTank
• 17” Plate Included
• 120lbs
• 150 rpm 
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A-Frames
These Abaco A-frames and truck A-frames are constructed from square steel tubing for an increased load
limit. The overall length is five feet. They come with angled timber blocks to protect materials. 

• 60” x 60” x 60”
• W.L.L. 13,200 per Side
• Max Cap 26,400 lbs
• Weight 103.50 lbs
ETAF060  $299.00

Standard Truck A-Frame
TAF060    $369.90

• 60” x 60” x 60”
• W.L.L. 19,800 per Side
• Max Cap 39,600 lbs
• Weight 176 lbs

139453     $236.00
• 60” x 30” x 24”
• Sits Against Wall
• Max Cap 6,600 lbs
• Weight 88 lbs

• Timber Blocks Protect Material 
• Square Steel Tubing (2 x 2 x 2mm)
• Will Hold Up to 13,200 lbs per SideESAF060 $269.90

The Abaco Economy Truck 
A-frames come as a set of
two with the crossbar and
mounting hardware. Low
cost and high load limits.

Here are a couple of other options from Abaco if you
want a bigger load capacity. Both of these truck A-
frames come as a set of two with the crossbar and
mounting hardware. 

The Abaco Economy A-frame
come as a set of two. They meas-
ure 5’ x 5’ high. This sturdy con-
struction makes them an ideal
choice when compared with other
A-frames.

The Weha A-frames come with a crossbar. They
measure 5’ x 5’ high with a 6" spread on top of the
‘A’ to store full slabs without the top of the slabs

touching. It has a ‘U’ chan-
nel on the bottom for lum-
ber if you prefer. 

• W.L.L. 12,000 lbs per Side
• Powder Coated Finish
• Painted Safety Yellow

137635 $270.69

The Weha Single Sided A-frames come with a
crossbar. They are perfect for use up against a wall
or inside of a panel van. 

A-Frame Transport Carts

8010480 $1,350.00

The Weha 6' Double Sided A-frame Cart is made
to store and transport large stone counter tops and
island pieces. This A-frame cart has 8 uprights and
tie down straps (4 per side) for secure transport.
This A-frame cart is made of galvanized steel for
years of use. Manufactured in Germany.

8010484 $1,700.00

The Weha 8' Double Sided A-frame Cart is made
to store and transport even larger pieces. It has 10
uprights and tie down straps (5 per side) for secure
transport. This A-frame cart is also made of 
galvanized steel in Germany.

• Length 96”
• Width 43”
• Height 60"
• Overall Height 68"
• Weight 342 lbs
• 4,410 lb Capacity

• Length 78”
• Width 43”
• Height 48"
• Overall Height 58"
• Weight 288 lbs
• 4,410 lb Capacity

H.D. Truck A-Frame
TAF260    $399.90

(800) 289-6834



A-Frames
Don‘t let the size fool you. The Weha Shorty
Kitchen  A-Frame rack is stout at 34”x32”x78",
specifically designed to transport granite and stone
counter tops. With only a height of 34”, it is perfect
for any standard width counter top. At only 32” wide
it’s not a space hog in your truck bed!

8010487 $1,009.40

• Length 78”
• Width 33”
• Height 34"
• Weight 220 lbs
• 4,410 Capacity per Side

• Length 78”
• Width 26”
• Height 48"
• Overall Height 56"
• Weight 198 lbs
• 2,205 Load Capacity

8010483 $1,030.00

The Weha Single-Sided A-frame is excellent for
install vans, box trucks, as well as for in shop use
and can easily be placed against walls for saving
space.  Manufactured by 
Weha in Germany.

The Weha Large Single-Sided A-Frame is great
for use in box vans. It can be placed flat against the
walls, leaving plenty of
room in your vehicle. It
is also excellent in the
shop near bridge saws
or cnc machines. 

• Length 96”
• Width 25”
• Height 71"
• Overall Height 75"
• Weight 220 lbs
• 2,205 lb Capacity 800002 $1,395.00

OSA7263    $1,696.38

The Weha Extra Tall Double Sided A-frame is
made to store and transport even larger pieces.
They measure 92” x 43” x 94” tall. You can stand
even the largest slabs up on these safely. These
have forklift receivers on all four sides. These A-
frames have 10 up-
rights and tie down
straps (5 per side)
for secure transport.
These A-frames are
made of galvanized
steel for years of
use. 
Made in Germany.

143363 $2,244.00

The One Stop Double-Sided A-Frame Cart from
Abaco is extra sturdy to minimize the risk of slabs
tipping over. Slabs are placed on rubber and 
secured with four ratchet securing bars. Each frame
features two eyelets to be picked up by a crane and
brackets underneath for forklifts. It comes  with four
removable casters and there is a storage section in 
the center for tools. 

• Lifting with Forklift 4,400 lbs 
• Lifting with Eyelets 2,200 lbs 
• Rolling Capacity 2,200 lbs 
• Standing, No Casters 4,400 lbs 

The Abaco Double-Sided Slab Buggy should be
in every shop. Safety tested at over 1 ton, it has
pneumatic wheels and locking casters. The wheels
are positioned outside of the steel frame for added
stability. Narrow design allows the Slab Buggy to fit
through any standard 3' door opening. 

• Length 53 7/8”
• Width 31 1/2”
• Height 46 1/4”
• W.L.L per Side 1320lbs
• Weight 143lbs

SBG1320    $895.89

These are the Weha Castor Wheel Sets for new
style Transport A Frame Carts. You get two fixed
and two swivel wheels ready for their carts that they
accommodate. These 8" diameter wheels have a
maximum capacity of 2,000 lbs.

133275 $365.90
79
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Slab Racks

(800) 289-6834

The Weha Hippo Bundle Rack is the largest
weight capacity rack . Each post is rated for 11,880
lbs, the set of posts for 23,760 lbs. The Hippo
comes with 16 posts, giving a total slab bundle rack
capacity of 190,080 pounds. It also has two 10 foot
bases. Each post comes with the Weha safety
angle bracket. It offers a fail-proof way to set the
proper angle for the stone to sit against the posts.

• Posts are 60" x 2 3/8" x 2 3/8" 
• 14 Receivers Spaced 6" Apart
• Each Post Has a White Rubber Cap
• Made of Galvanized Steel

• Two 60" Base Rails 
• 20-36" Poles
• Max Load 2300lbs Between Posts
• Max Load 8,000 lbs per Set  
• Weight 140 lbs 134947 $372.00

The Weha Remnant Rack for
storing pieces of slabs is stout,
sturdy, and strong enough to
store all thickness remnants.
This remnant rack is 60" long
with 13 open holes per side for
the poles. 

• 190,080 lb Max Capacity
• Posts are 60" x 2.5" x 2.5"x 1/4” Thick 
• 23 Receivers Spaced 5" Apart
• Each Post Has a White Rubber Cap
• Made of Galvanized Steel

137605 $2,323.00

The Weha Buffalo Bundle Slab Rack is 10 foot
long with 16 posts. It uses the 6-Point Post Touch
Locking System for 57% added strength and safety. 

137328 $1,465.00

The Weha Bison 5 Foot Interlocking Slab Rack
is a continuous locking slab rack system for storing
slabs. Base rails have male/female built in locking
connectors. Set has two 5’ rails and eight 60” poles.
With the angle brackets on each 
pole, it becomes foolproof and sets 
the standard for storage safety. 
• Posts are 60" x 2" x 2" 
• Up to 9,000 lbs Between Poles
• Each Post Has a White Rubber Cap
• Made of Galvanized Steel

SRK-20   $1,575.00

The Abaco slab rack consists of two 10 foot long
bases with twenty  60” poles. They have rubber at
the top of the poles. Excellent for storing or display-
ing slabs, and they are high quality. 

• 118 1/8” x 7” x 59 1/2”
• 6,000 lbs Between Poles
• Max 30,000 lbs for Unit
• 11 Holes per Base
• Weight 625 lbs

• 118” x 9” x 60”
• 6,000 lbs Between Poles
• Max 30,000 lbs for Unit
• 28 Holes per Base
• Weight 600 lbs

• Max 14,000 lbs
• Weight 130lbs
• Length: 118 1/8"

SRKRCO    $653.89

The Abaco Remnant Racks have two 10' bases
and twenty 27 1/2" poles. This allows for more stor-
age and higher capacities. You can put over a ton
of stone between any two poles!

The Abaco Rhino Rack also has two 10’ bases
and twenty 60” poles. The limit between any two
poles is 6,000 lbs while the units can each hold up
to 30,000 lbs of slab. With a rubber lined base to
protect slabs. Excellent for storing or 
displaying slabs, and the best 
quality you can get! 

127435 $729.90 RSR010   $1,550.00
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Black Rubber
Item # Grip Range
ALG50 5/8 - 2” $599.90
ALG75 1 1/8 - 3” $699.90
White Rubber
Item # Grip Range
ALG50-W 5/8 - 2” $609.90
ALG75-W 1 1/8 - 3” $716.90

Abaco Little Giant slab lifters have been developed to handle and move a slab of stone without damage.
Abaco is the #1 slab lifter for many reasons, mostly because they are versatile, safe and secure. 
The Abaco Little Giant Automatic Lifters are fully
automatic. Each time you lift up and lift down, the
installed automatic locking latch will lock and re-
lease the clamping mechanism. This mechanism
makes it easier and safer to unload slabs. Comes
with a swivel shackle.

Black Rubber
Item # Grip Range
ALG50A 5/8 - 2” $699.90

White Rubber
Item # Grip Range
ALG50A-W 5/8 - 2” $719.90

The Abaco Glass Lifter is designed for transport-
ing glass sheets safely and securely. With its fully-
automated jaws clamping on both 

sides it requires minimal labor. 
Also good for Lapitec slabs and 
other UCS materials.

GL28 $808.00

• Length 23 5/8”
• Width 9 1/2”
• Height 24 5/8"
• Weight 60 lbs
• Grip Range 1/8 - 1 1/8”
• 1,320 lb Capacity

• Length 30”
• Width 10”
• Height 22 1/4"
• Weight 51 lbs
• Grip Range 3/16 - 13/16”
• 660 lb Capacity
Item #
APL20B $989.00
APL20W $999.00

The Abaco Little Giant Lifters will help solve the
problem where head room is an issue. The ALG50
can be used with 2cm or 3cm slabs while the
ALG75 is meant for thicker slabs. Available with
black or white rubber, all models come with 
a swivel shackle. These lifters have a 
working load of 2,860 pounds.

The Abaco Porcelain Lifter is designed for mov-
ing porcelain slabs from 4mm - 20mm in thickness.
With its fully-automated jaws clamping on both
sides it requires minimal labor. Also good for
Lapitec and other UCS.

ARL100 $655.00

The Arcturus cable lifter is for slabs from
3/4" to 4". It comes with a clamp plate for
edging slabs; when using the clamp plate
the load rating is reduced by 660lbs.

The Weha Riba cable scissor lifters pick up any
slab or steel plate from a horizontal position and lift
it to a vertical position or vice versa. 
Operated by 2 steel wire
cables and roller bearings.
This lifter can be used with
forklift booms, cranes, etc.

• Length 17 3/8”
• Width 8 1/4”
• Height 22 1/4"
• Weight 66 lbs
• Grip Range 3/4 - 4”
• 2,200 lb Capacity

8010235 $579.90

• Load Capacity: 1102 lbs
• Height When Closed: 12"
• Height When Open: 15"
• Slab Thickness (Grip Width) 0"-3"
• Weight: 20 lbs

The Weha A1500 5 Pad vacuum lifter can be set
up to use 1,2,3 4 or all 5 of its pads. Each pad has
a 300 lb. capacity, so when using all 5 this lifter has
a 1,500 lb. lift capacity in vertical or horizontal posi-
tion. Since each is mounted on a swivel it can be
used in different positions, making your job easier.
This German made lifter will last for 20+ years. It
requires a minimum of 58 PSI at 4 CFM or 4 bar 5.

• Max Spread 104” x 58”
• Min Spread 36” x 39”
• Individual Shutoff Valves
• Control Lever Power Tilt
• Weight 203 lbs

138514 $6,399.00

(800) 289-6834
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Lifters

(800) 289-6834

SVL-50 $2,450.90
SVL-50W $2,490.90

The Abaco Stone Vacuum Lifters are designed to lift smooth surfaced stone with compressed air power.
They feature robust construction and the ability to lift and to tilt the stone. Excellent for all solid surfaces.

• Length 39 3/16”
• Width 63 1/4”
• Height 35 1/8"
• Weight 165 lbs
• 1,100 lb Capacity

The SVL-100 has four vacuum
pads for lifting heavier slabs. 
The minimum slab dimensions
are 52" x 28-3/8". 

• Length 46 7/16”
• Width 71 1/8”
• Height 35”
• Weight 264 lbs
• 2,200 lb Capacity

SVL-100 $2,850.90
SVL-100W $2,909.90

The Weha EP800 unipad vacuum lifter may be used with
its hand pump or with an air compressor that operates at a
min 4cfm @ 60 PSI. The hand pump only requires about
10-15 pumps to build pressure into the tank. Engage the
vacuum to start building suction. Another 10 or so pumps
and a full vacuum is achieved. This vacuum lifter has been
used with tremendous success on slabs, landscape mate-
rials, sheet metal, and other sheet goods. 

• Horizontal Capacity 1,764 lbs
• Vertical Capacity 882 lbs
• Suction Plate 28” x 12”
• Weight 73 lbs

118674 $2,750.00

This lifter also has an in-
clination between 0°-
90°. The maximum
capacity is 2,200 lbs.

Forklift Booms

• Load Capacity 4,000 lbs
• Telescoping Length 80” - 144”
• Extension Stops Every 7 1/2”

Single Hook Capacities 
Hook Position

• 144" - 1,750 lbs
• 132" - 2,000 lbs
• 120" - 2,250 lbs
• 108" - 2,500 lbs
• 96" - 2,750 lbs
• 84" - 3,000 lbs
• 80” - 4,000 lbs

The Weha Yellow Telescopic Forklift Boom tele-
scopes from 80"-144". It is fabricated from struc-
tural steel that is extremely strong, durable and last
for years. This forklift boom meets the all material
handling safety requirements.
The telescopic section of the boom is secured in
place with an adjustable locking screw.
The Weha Yellow Forklift Boom comes with 2
swivel hooks, 36" safety chain that secures the
boom to the fork truck for safety operation.
Excellent for moving individual slabs and bundles,
the telescoping extension has stops every 7 1/2" for
complete extension control.

The Abaco telescopic forklift boom offers maximum
visibility for the driver. Fully extended, they reach
up to 8’ long. They are available in standard or with
a swingarm for hard to reach slabs.
The Abaco forklift boom is designed so it cannot
be pulled all the way out. Heavy duty chain secures
boom to the forklift truck through the bow shackle
(included).
• Length 55”
• Width 22”
• Height 14 1/2"
• Weight 280 lbs
• Length Range 42” - 94”
• 4,400 - 1,100 lb Capacity 0240100 $899.00

• Length 63”
• Width 35 1/2”
• Height 15 3/8"
• Weight 3300 lbs
• Length Range 39” - 98”
• 3,300 - 1,100 lb Capacity

0240101 $1,069.00

The Abaco Swingarm forklift boom is ideal for
hard to reach slabs. It has a large swing area and a
long extendable arm. Heavy duty chain secures
boom to the forklift truck through the bow shackle. 

123661 $919.00

The SVL-50 mid-size lifter comes equipped with
two suckers that protect the slab and maintain the
stability of the stone. The minimum stone dimen-
sions required are 44-1/8" x 24-3/8". The inclination
is from 0°-90° and maximum lifting 
capability of 1,100 lbs. Both SVL 
models are available with black or 
white rubber.
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140465 $499.00

The Weha Work Table is has an inside opening is
24” x 29 1/2” for sinkhole fabrication. This table has
4 locking swivel wheels for easy maneuvering in
the shop. It has non-
slip rubber where the
stone touches it.

• 84” x 27” x 40”
• Inside Width 24"
• Load Capacity 882 lbs
• 29 1/2" Center for Bowl Cutting 

143370 $459.00

• 84” x 27” x 40”
• Inside Width 24"
• Lumber Not Included
• Load Capacity 882 lbs

The Weha Work Table has angle iron open at the
top so you put in 2” x 6” lumber as crosspieces.
That way you can move them where you need
them to support your material and allow you to
make your cutouts. It has 4 locking swivel wheels to
easily move around 
in the shop. 

• 25” x 34”- 44”
• Height Adjustable
• Stackable

137235 $84.00

• 25” x 31”- 39”
• Height Adjustable
• Stackable
• 660 lb Capacity

AFS3139 $389.00

The Abaco Heavy Duty Work Table is rubber
lined where the slab will touch. It has built in brack-
ets that allow you to create different work stations. 
Available with or without casters to allow you to
move it easily.

Item # Type
AWT7523 Table $729.90
AWT7523C W/casters $849.90

• 76” x 24” x 38-41”
• Inside Width 20"
• Load Capacity 1,322 lbs
• Rubber Lined Table 

M
aterial H

andling Products

The Abaco Fabrication Stands are heavy duty.
These fold easily for carrying from jobsite to jobsite.
This item is a set of two of these
stands. The height is adjustable
from 31 1/2" to 39 3/8".

The Weha Fabrication Stand let’s you create your
own work station. Easy to move around, and can
be used throughout the shop in many different
areas. At 25" wide, height adjusts 
from 34" up to 44". 

The Weha Flip Cart allows you to flip work side
from polished to the back of the slab when moving

to a different machine; Like
when you go from the bridge
saw to the cnc machine. 
• 38” x 36 x 60” Platform
• 4 Square Posts
• Rubber Lined at Contact Points 
• 2 Fixed & 2 Swivel 8” Wheels
• 2,200 lb Capacity

The Abaco Kitchen Processing Table has a top
that can be flat or adjusted to 45 or 76 degree an-
gles. It can handle a slab easily. Height adjusts
from 29" to 39" and it comes with 
removable casters. Collapsible 
design for easy transport.

• 79” x 24” x 39”
• Crank Tilt
• Load Capacity 1,322 lbs
• Rubber Lined Table 

KPT8340 $1,199.00

137206 $580.00 138721 $84.00

The Weha Sink Cut Out Stand is
designed to slide under the sink and
vanity cut out to support the cut out
from dropping and most importantly
from breaking the countertop during
the fabrication process.

• 12” x 12” Base and Top
• Height Adjustable 23” - 41 1/4”
• Stackable
• 360 lb Capacity
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Work Tables

(800) 289-6834

The Montolit Table-One work station is made of steel and aluminum
and is perfect for large format tiles and porcelain slabs. This modular
support table can be modeled to provide full support for your porcelain
or UCS materials. While the table measures 71” x 45”, it can accommo-
date porcelain slabs up to a maximum size of 95” x 60”. Used in pairs
there is no slab they cannot accommodate.
The crossbars, with anti-scratch rubber inside, can be easily moved
sideways and/or slide back and forth as needed, also the height of the
worktop is adjustable in three positions to adapt to the height of the in-
staller and the needs of the operation. These breakdown into a package
you can easily put behind the seat of the truck.

Dollies & Carts

8010143 $1,402.50

The Weha Install Buggy
is great for moving pieces
around the shop as well
as doing installs. It is com-
pact, easy to move, has a
one ton capacity and
10mm thick protective rub-
ber on the bottom and
back to help prevent
scratches.
With two back 10" Pneu-
matic wheels and two 5"
swivel casters with brake
locks it is easy to maneuver.

• 48”x 42” x 46”
• 2 Fixed Wheels 
• 2 Locking Swivel Wheels
• Max Cap 3,086 lbs

The design of the Weha
Cut Stone Trolley allows a
back-friendly placement of
workpieces. By tilting the
side adjustable strut you
can store shorter work-
pieces. The pull bar is
hooked in an upright posi-
tion when not in use and is
therefore not in the way.
This cart is great for moving
pieces in the shop.

142613 $420.00

139452 $205.00

• 49” x 23 x 48” 
• 12” x 44” Surface Deck
• 2,000 lb Capacity
• Weight 110 lbs

The Weha Fabrication Carts are great for the
shop. These granite carts were designed by fabri-
cators for shop use. With a 2,000 lbs capacity and
cast iron with phenolic resin wheels this cart can
carry a ton - literally! While it is made like a drywall
cart it is built for a stone shop.
The difference between these two carts is the first
one has four swivel wheels while the second has
two fixed and two swivel wheels.

139451 $212.50

300-20 $1,009.00

• 40”x 24” x 45”
• 35” Height
• Max Cap 2,000 lbs
• Weight 96 lbs

The Omni Cubed Pro-Lift Automatic provides a
safer means to move stone. Designed to reduce
physical strain and risk of injury, the cart can handle
1,000 lbs. Use it to lower, lift, and roll large pieces
around the shop and install location, as well as to
assist with final installation. The power lift feature
elevates stone up to 45" from ground to support
rail, and enables controlled tilting for easier installs.
It features a strong alu-
minum frame, weighs 74
pounds, battery operated,
and wireless remote.
Comes with an integrated
level, stone clamp, 10”
non-marking tires and kick-
brake for added safety.
Use with the Aqua-Jaw™
Carry Vise™ and a 
Sink Hole Saver™ for the 
ultimate installation kit!

PLA-140 $4,995.00
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The Omni Cubed Pro-Cart AT1 Heavy Duty all ter-
rain cart is designed to overcome the challenges of
moving stone over curbs, stairs, and other rough
terrain such as gravel or lawns. Integrated clamps
and high ground clearance allow popping wheelies
or climbing stairs with stone attached. The cart has
8" non-marking, flat-free tires and strong aluminum
tubing for strength and durability. Included folding
kit collapses cart to under 13" wide.

PCAT1-14 $775.00
PCAT2-14 $1,195.00

The Pro-Cart AT1 Folding Kit is an upgrade ac-
cessory that allows the cart casters to be rotated

under the main support rail, al-
lowing for even easier storage
(reduces cart width to less
than 10” wide). Kit measures
6” x 6” x 4”.

PCAT1-FK-14 $80.00

The Multi-Top Accessory en-
ables transportation of multiple
counter tops simultaneously on
Omni Cubed Pro-Carts. Each
set includes two upright support
rails (two used per cart). They
measure 28” in height and have
a 750 lb load capacity.

PCAT1-MTA $185.00

• Clamp Opening 2.88”
• 8” Non-Marking Tires
• 750 lb Capacity
• Weight 21 lbs

• Clamp Opening 5.13”
• 10” Non-Marking Tires
• 1,000 lb Capacity
• Weight 35 lbs
PDHD2 $650.00 PDHD1 $375.00

The Omni Cubed Pro-Dolly™ HD1 and HD2 allow easier transport and installation of counter tops. An
aluminum frame makes them compact and lightweight, yet strong enough for heavy loads. Their profile al-
lows more clearance through doorways. They are often used in pairs to handle extra large pieces (this
doubles the capacity). Integrated clamps hold counter tops securely on the dolly, so the dolly can stay at-
tached from fabrication shop to final placement. They feature non-marking tires, excellent shock absorp-
tion, and a rubber-lined support rail to prevent damage to stone.

The Abaco and Weha Dollies are ideal for moving pieces of slab or sheets of glass. The channel is fully
lined with rubber or wood to protect and help hold the material. This helps prevent chipping or breakage.

• 20”x 10” x 8”
• 3 1/8” Channel Width
• Max Cap 660 lbs
• Weight 19 lbs

8” Slab Dolly
This dolly has two 8” solid
rubber tires.

0230100   $149.90 0230101   $179.90

11” Slab Dolly
This dolly has two 11” 
pneumatic rubber tires.

• 20”x 10” x 12”
• 3 1/8” Channel Width
• Max Cap 660 lbs
• Weight 22 lbs

4 Wheel Slab Dolly
This dolly has two 8” solid
rubber tires and two casters.

• 20”x 10” x 8”
• 3 1/8” Channel Width
• Max Cap 880 lbs
• Weight 27 lbs

The Omni Cubed Pro-Cart AT2 Super Duty all 
terrain cart is like the AT1 model, with several 
convenient and helpful additions: It has collapsible
clamp uprights for easy removal and tilting of
stone, 10" tires and an adjustable wheelbase which
can be tailored to match variable stair treads. 
The included folding kit enables the caster rails to
be rotated beneath the support beam for easy 
storage. 

0230103   $189.90

• 20”x 10” x 4”
• 3 1/2” Channel Width
• Max Cap 1.100 lbs
• Weight 24 lbs

137203 $136.00

• Great for Rough Terrain
• Max Cap 1,000 lbs
• Weighs Less than 65 lbs

• Great for Rough Terrain
• Max Cap 750 lbs
• Weighs Less than 50 lbs

Weha 2 Wheel Slab Dolly
This dolly has two 10” 
pneumatic tires.
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Dollies 

(800) 289-6834

• 34”x 22” x 25”
• Weight 64 lbs
• Max Cap 880 lbs
• Grip Range 3/8” - 4” 0250103   $489.90

This Abaco M3 Self-Locking Dolly has two
pneumatic tires, locking jaws and a 
kickstand. This is an all terrain dolly 
with self locking jaws 
and activation load 
of only 35lbs. 

The Weha 4 wheel slab dollies have two 8” solid
rubber tires and a front and rear caster. Weha uses
blue non-marking rubber on the tires so you can
wheel them on any flat surface. The
channel has a wooden liner
for the stone to sit on.

137636 $176.00

• 40”x 8” x 4”
• 3 1/2” Channel Width
• Max Cap 800 lbs
• Weight 30 lbs

Carry Clamps

SGB-147-19    $175.00

From Abaco, these handheld vacuum cups for lift-
ing stone features an 8” vacuum pad and a light-
weight ABS pump and handle. It has a horizontal
lifting capacity of 176 lbs. This 
lifter comes in its own case.

VC200P   $69.90

• 8” Diameter
• Max Cap 176 lbs
• Weight 1.7 lbs
• Storage Case I ncluded

Abaco Single Handed Carry Clamps
have a capacity of 220 lbs and a 
grip range of 0-1” Sold as a set of 
two. With vulcanized rubber pads to 
provide added grip and prevent 
damage to your materials. 
SHC25 $179.90

Abaco Double Handed Carry Clamps
have a capacity of 220 lbs and a grip
range of 0-1 11/16”. Sold as a set of 
two. Also uses vulcanized rubber. 
Heavier stone requires two 
hands, and these will 
accommodate 3cm stone.

ACC440 $289.90

MJ-126-15 $295.90

The Omni Cubed Mega-Jaw™ is a gravity-as-
sisted carry clamp. The clamps feature strong,
lightweight aluminum arms and durable, non-
marking rubber gripping pads. Mega-Jaws open
wide (to 2.4") and can accommodate up to 500
pounds per pair. 
Sold as a pair.

The Omni Cubed Aqua-Jaw™ Carry Vise™ is
designed to not slip off wet stone, and its super-
strong vise action allows carrying stone up stairs
and other challenging terrains. At 800 lbs per pair
they have the highest capacity on the market. The
clamps open wide (to 4.25") for thick edges and
miters, and have
an optional handle
kit which allows
four people to
share the load of
heavy stone. 

AJ-128-15 $595.00

AJ-128-HK-15 $60.00

The Aqua-Jaw™ Handle Kit
accessory adds two more han-
dles to each unit, enabling four
people to share the load. 

The Omni Cubed Stealth Grip™ is a non-marking
vacuum cup that provides a reliable and convenient
hand-hold on stone, tiles, and glass. These are
made of a proprietary rubber that is not only non-
marking but also retains necessary durability such
as UV, weather, and tear 
resistance. The cups also 
feature their FTS™ (Flexible 
Triple Seal) technology that 
locks-in vacuum and provides 
optimum hold, even on 
textured materials. Sold in 
pairs with a convenient 
storage bucket.
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The Omni Cubed Sink Hole Saver™ Manual is a
surface-mounted reinforcement system to
strengthen fragile materials during transportation
and installation. This product features non-marking
vacuum cups with triple sealing rings for a strong,
reliable hold, even on textured surfaces. Vacuum
cups can be re-pumped in place without loss of re-
maining suction, and red-collar indicators on thumb
pumps allow vacuum pressure to be monitored at a
glance. New knurled lock-knobs allow quick reposi-
tioning of cups around cutouts. Available in three
lengths, with three optional accessories (Angle
Bracket, Vertical Lifting Handle Kit, and Extension
Bracket Kit), to provide a protection solution for any
situation. 

• Non-Marking Cups
• Knurled Lock-Knobs
• Perfect Solution for Thin Material
• Pays for Itself With One Prevented Break
• Easy to Read Vacuum Pressure Indicators
• Available in Three Lengths: 4’, 6’, and 8’

Item # Length
4149-SHSM-17 4’ $250.00
6149-SHSM-17 6’ $350.00
8149-SHSM-17 8’ $395.00

• Non-Marking Cups 
• Quick-Release Vacuum Valves 
• Perfect Solution for Thin Material
• Powerful, Compact Vacuum Pump
• Pays for Itself With One Prevented Break
• Rechargeable Power Pack - Up to 5 hours Per Charge 
• Available in Three Lengths: 4’, 6’, and 8’

Item # Length
4149-SHSA-17 4’ $695.00
6149-SHSA-17 6’ $795.00
8149-SHSA-17 8’ $850.00

The Omni Cubed Sink Hole Saver™ Slider is an
adjustable-length, surface-mounted reinforcement
device that offers exceptional versatility and con-
venience. It has the same great features as the
Sink Hole Saver™ Manual, with the added advan-
tage of a quickly customizable length. The prod-
uct's four non-marking vacuum cups can be easily
repositioned around cutouts or spaced out to com-
pletely support
fragile material.
The Slider fully ex-
tends from 51” -
90”.

The Omni Cubed Sink Hole Saver™ Auto is a
surface-mounted, vacuum-pump powered rein-
forcement system that strengthens fragile materials
during lifting, transportation, and installation. This
product features proprietary, non-marking vacuum
cups with triple sealing rings for a strong, reliable
hold—even on textured and leathered surfaces. It
features a stronger vacuum pump with greater air-
flow rate than previous models. The pump runs on
an all-new 12V Li-ion Rechargeable Power Pack
that lasts up to 5 hours on a single charge, with an
LCD display showing the remaining power level, so
you never have to wonder if your battery will last
through another install. Quick-release valves make
product removal fast and easy, and new knurled
lock-knobs allow quick repositioning of cups around
cutouts. Available in three lengths, with two optional
accessories (Angle Bracket and Vertical Lifting
Handle Kit), to provide a protection solution for any
situation.

7149-SHSMS-17 $450.00

The Omni Cubed Sink Hole Saver™ Edge is the
perfect solution for protecting cutouts, back-
splashes, and other fragile pieces during fabrica-
tion, transportation, and installation. The
mechanical clamps feature a wider clamping range,
enhanced tightening knobs, and new rubber
bumper guards to protect finished edges. The
clamps securely grip material edges and slide in the
stiffening rail for custom placement. Easy-grasp
knobs make attachment and tightening quick and
effortless. It is available in three lengths and can be
used with the Angle Bracket accessory for a variety
of applications. 

Item # Length
4101-SHSE-17 4’ $245.00
6101-SHSE-17 6’ $325.00
8101-SHSE-17 8’ $365.00

The WEHA Suction Assembly consists of two 7’
aluminum rails and 12 double suc tion cups. It sup-
ports and protects your counter tops in transport,
reducing the chance of breaking the top. Special
aluminum profiles allow a safe placement of the
suction cups, which are individually adjustable.

SET080040 $709.90(800) 289-6834
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Porcelain Handling Tools

• Quick-Release Vacuum Valves 
• Perfect for Material Up to 12mm
• Four 8” Suction Cups Included
• Maximum load 176 lbs

300-70SL $2,345.00

The Montolit SuperStick is designed for handling
and positioning large format porcelain slabs. The
overall dimensions of the complete frame are de-
signed to allow the removal of the tile slabs from
the special packaging crates which carry them.
Made of galvanized steel to resist wear and corro-
sion, the SuperStick enables movement of the tile
slabs in both horizontal and vertical positions. The
telescopic handles allow a more ergonomic grip
and the carrying frame is equipped with telescopic
feet to allow support on the ground so that the tile is
held in the frame without being damaged. For full
slabs we recommend two additional suction cups to
prevent accidental damage to the slabs.

BATTILE $289.72

• Quick-Release Vacuum Valves 
• Vibration is Adjustable
• Built in 8.4V Li-on Battery
• Maximum Load 55 lbs

The Montolit Battile vibrating suction cup has two
purposes: It can be used as a hand vacuum clamp
with a 55 lb. capacity, and it doubles as a vibrator
to remove air from glued tiles right after installation!

To use it as a suction cup simply place it on the tile
to be laid and squeeze the suction lever. It will hold
as long as you do. As a vibrator place it against the
material and depress the "Dead-Man" style vibra-
tion switch. Slide over the surface of the tile while
using a rotary motion from the inside towards the
outside of the tile to facilitate the outflow 
of air under the tile. 

• Titanium Scoring Wheel
• Integrated Lubrication System
• Breaks Down for Storage
• Precise Scoring Head 
• Storage Bag Included

300-71SL $448.00

The Montolit FlashLine cutting system is for cut-
ting gauged porcelain  tiles and slabs up to 10mm
thick. It will score and cut tiles up to 134” long. The
FlashLine uses 3 aluminum quick connect exten-
sions as a cutting guide. This is accomplished by
utilizing a patented non-skid system on the under-
side of each extension allowing for the greatest
precision when cutting. This unit makes it easy to
make straight cuts on a slab of thin porcelain
quickly and without a saw.
The No. 240T Titanium Carbide Scoring Wheel is
7.5 mm in diameter which allows a perfect score
on the tile surfaces (especially textured tiles) lead-
ing to a perfect cut. Very easy scoring wheel
change without tools. 

(800) 289-6834

300-FL $850.00

This is the Montolit pump suction
cup for the Superstick. If you have
the Superstick and want to lift full
size slabs two additional suction
cups are necessary. 

The Omni Cubed Rigid Cross-Brace Kit attaches
to any two Omni Cubed® vacuum cup Sink Hole
Savers, forming a sturdy support frame for large
format slabs and tiles, large islands, or fragile
cutouts such as tub decks. The clamps rigidly at-
tach the cross-bars perpendicular to the Sink Hole
Saver™ rails, allowing customized configurations
to suit a variety of applications. The 3’ kit includes
two 3’ strengthening bars, four rigid clamps, and a
convenient carrying bag while the 5’ kit has two 5’
bars, six clamps, and a carrying bag. 

Item #
RCB-S4-19 $550.00
RCB-L6-19 $850.00
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The Omni Cubed  Pro Stealth Seamer™ Auto
is the key to completing a “seamless” installation. It
joins, levels, and actually flattens warped stone to
help you consistently produce virtually invisible
seams. Runs on AC power or AA batteries for any
install situation. Sold in pairs with a convenient 
storage case; recommended for porous and 
non-porous materials.

5148-SNM-17 $225.00

• 5” Diameter Cups
• Non-Marking Rubber
• FTS™ Vacuum Cup Technology
• Excellent for Tight Locations

The Omni Cubed Pro Stealth Seamer™ Manual
is for completing a “seamless” installation. It joins,
levels, and actually flattens warped stone to help
you consistently produce virtually invisible seams.

8129-PSM-19 $425.00

• 8” Diameter Cups
• Non-Marking Rubber
• 4 Leveling Points
• Flattens Warped Stone

The Omni Cubed 90° Stealth Seamer™ Manual
is the ideal solution for creating high-quality 
perpendicular seams such as mitered aprons, 
butt-joints, and compound corners—without the
hassle of straps or bar-clamps. It is the only 90°
seamer that can also be inverted for inside corners.

• 5” Diameter Cups
• Non-Marking Rubber
• Invertible for Inside Corners
• FTS™ Vacuum Cup Technology

• 5” Diameter Cups
• Non-Marking Rubber
• FTS™ Vacuum cups
• Excellent for Tight Locations

5145-90AM-17 $1,495.00

• 5” Diameter Cups
• Non-Marking Rubber
• FTS™ Vacuum Cups
• Excellent for Tight Locations

8129-PSA-19 $1,199.00

The Abaco seam setter features two 8" vacuum
clamps with adjustable knobs for levelling your
slabs. With the ratcheting handle it makes it easy to
use. This unit comes with a carrying bag. 

• 8” Diameter Cups
• Length 20-24”
• Max Cap 132 lbs
• Weight 13 lbs

RTS002    $359.90

The Omni Cubed Nano Stealth Seamer™ 
Manual joins and levels counter tops to consis-
tently create high-quality, even seams with more 
control and less effort than 
traditional methods.

5145-90M-17 $375.00

The Omni Cubed Nano Stealth Seamer™ Auto
joins and levels counter tops to consistently create
high-quality, even seams with more control and less
effort. The high-capacity pump runs on AC power or
AA batteries for any install situation. Sold in pairs
with a convenient storage case; recommended for
porous and non-porous materials.

5148-SNA-17 $795.00

(800) 289-6834

The Omni Cubed 90° Stealth Seamer™ Auto is
the most versatile tool on the market for creating
high-quality perpendicular seams without the has-
sle of straps or bar-clamps. An ideal solution for
waterfall edges, mitered aprons, butt-joints, and
compound corners, it is the only 90° seamer that
can also be inverted for inside corners. The high-
capacity pump runs on AC power or AA batteries
for any install situation. Sold in pairs with a conven-
ient storage case; recommended for porous and
non-porous materials.

• 8” Diameter Cups
• Non-Marking Rubber
• 8 Leveling Points
• Flattens Warped Stone
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Lamination & Miter Clamps

CLAMP-LC $33.50

The Omni Cubed Lam-Clamp™ is a fabrication
tool designed specifically for laminating stone.
Lam-Clamps consistently out-perform c-clamps in
speed, seam quality, and durability. The longer
lengths feature a spring-loaded holding claw, which
keeps the clamp in place during stone alignment.
Lam-Clamps are available in 5 in., 10 in., 2 ft., 3 ft.,
4 ft., and 6 ft. lengths. 

Item # Size
A100-045 5” 10 pack $375.00
A100-040 10” 10 pack $395.00
2100-LC 2’ w/3 clamps $135.00
3100-LC 3’ w/4 clamps $175.00
4100-LC 4’ w/5 clamps $225.00
6100-LC 6’ w/6 clamps $295.00

The Omni Cubed Miter-It™
Corner makes it easy to line
up corner miters where
three mitered edges come
together. This jig Makes out-
side mitered corners easy.
MTR-144C $395.00

MTR-144 $195.00

The Omni Cubed Single Miter-It™ Auto Clamp,
If purchased alone, this item requires the use of an
Omni Cubed vacuum manifold system (sold sepa-
rately). The user-friendly clamps securely hold
heavy, drop-down edges at 90°. The coarse adjust-
ment lever quickly raises apron into
place, while the horizontal and vertical
fine-tuning knobs provide ultimate con-
trol over the seam. It accommodates
edges up to 12" tall and 3 cm thick.
Typically, one every 3 to 4 feet is suffi-
cient, but more may be used for extra-
long or heavy aprons.

MTR-153 $360.00

MTR-153P $895.00

MTR-153E $1,095.00

• Two Miter Clamps
• 5” Diameter Cups
• Non-Marking Rubber
• 10 Port Vacuum Generator
• Add Up to 8 More Miter-It Clamps

(800) 289-6834

The Omni Cubed Orignal Miter-It™
is an easy-to-use jig that allows 
finished-side-up miter laminations.
The clamp offers coarse and fine 
adjustment. It securely holds drop-
down edges at 90°. The heavy-duty
steel design features a powder-coat
finish and accommodates edges from
1.5" - 6".

• Two Miter Clamps
• 5” Diameter Cups
• Non-Marking Rubber
• 10 Port Vacuum Generator
• Add Up to 8 More Miter-It Clamps

The Omni Cubed Miter-It™ Auto Pneumatic sys-
tem uses a highly efficient Venturi Vacuum that re-
quires only ½ CFM of air to provide a hold for up to
10 vacuum cups simultaneously. The proprietary,
non-marking vacuum cups provide an exceptional
hold on textured and porous surfaces. 

The Omni Cubed Lam-Clamps give
precise pressure for laminating stone,
They can also be rebuilt. If any part of
the clamp gets damaged, just replace
it! Replacement parts available.

The Omni Cubed Edge Seamer helps take the
twist out of sink rails and cutouts, and dial-in flaw-
less seams along material edges. This 10” long lev-
eling device works great along any edge to ensure
a consistent, even joint. The clamps have a wide
range to accommodate many standard edges, and
rubber bumpers to protect finished details. Use
alone or in conjunction with your favorite Omni
Cubed seam setter. 

101-ES-17 $150.00

The Omni Cubed Miter-It™ Auto Electric system
uses a powerful, compact vacuum pump that runs
on AC or battery power. The proprietary, non-mark-
ing vacuum cups provide an exceptional hold on
textured and porous surfaces.
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The Omni Cubed Sink Hole Saver™ Edge Clamp
assembly has a wider clamping range, enhanced
tightening knobs, and new rubber bumper
guards to protect finished edges. This
clamp is compatible with any Sink Hole
Saver™ stiffening rail.

CLAMP-SHSE-17 $65.00

The Omni Cubed Rechargeable Power Pack fea-
tures a 12V Li-ion battery that lasts up to 5 hours
on a single charge, and has an LCD display show-
ing the remaining power level, so you never have to
wonder if your battery will last through another in-
stall. 
The rechargeable power pack 
is compatible with any 
Omni Cubed vacuum pump.

RPP300-KIT-17 $185.00

VMP700-KIT-17 $185.00

The Omni Cubed Sink Hole Saver™ Pump Kit is
a more durable, compact vacuum pump with a
greater airflow rate than previous models. The kit
includes a vacuum pump and power pack connec-
tor and runs on an all-new 12V Li-ion battery that
lasts up to 5 hours on a single charge (sold sepa-
rately). Only compatible with
the 2017 Sink Hole Saver™
Auto models.

The Omni Cubed Horizontal Lifting Handle
Kit provides a comfortable gripping point at the
ends of any one reinforcement rail during lift-
ing, moving, and tilting large format porcelain
tiles or other materials.

VMP600-KIT $195.00

The Omni Cubed Vacuum Manifold Kit converts
a Miter-It Auto™, Pneumatic or Starter Kit into an
electric system that can be used “on the go” at any
job site when connected to Omni Cubed’s electric
vacuum pump (VMP600-KIT, sold separately). 
It will power up to 10
vacuum cups 
simultaneously. 

VM-10-KIT $95.00

The highly efficient Venturi Vacuum Generator
Kit from Omni Cubed provides a continuously
strong and reliable hold for up to 10 vacuum cups
simultaneously. Use with the Miter-It™ Auto system
or other Omni Cubed®
products for various ap-
plications. Requires only
½ CFM of air to run it.

VG-10-KIT $195.00

Weha replacement rubber for their transport 
A-frames is simple to change. Just pull out the worn
out rubber and snap the new rubber in place. Sold
by the linear foot, simply calculate the total number
of feet that you need and we will ship you a roll of
that footage that you can cut to specific length dur-
ing installation. Available in white and black rubber.

Item # Color
8020609FT Black $6.50
119464FT White $6.50VD080188 $15.00

Weha replacement
strap and buckle for
their A-frame transport
cart uprights. Comes
with: 34” Strap, Brass
Hook & Metal Buckle.

HLH-19 $185.00

The Omni Cubed Vacuum Pump Kit is for all
Omni Cubed seam setters. The powerful, yet com-
pact, automatic vacuum pump operates on AC
power or eight AA batteries. The new design fea-
tures improved vacuum hold on very porous or tex-
tured surfaces. With an ultra-durable housing that is
more resistant to dust, water, debris, and overheat-
ing, the kit includes a heavy-duty 
automatic vacuum pump, 
AC power adapter, battery 
power adapter, and 
battery holder.
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137205 $225.00

The Power Wedge makes clamping easier
and safer. It also decreases the likelihood of
employee injuries, and helps move slabs more
efficiently by increasing the distance between
slabs so clamps are more 
easily inserted.
• 10” x 2 1/2” 
• Separates the Slab by up to 2 3/4”
• Hard Plastic - Won’t Deform

• 46” x 44” x 37.5” 
• 24” Depth
• Weight 348 lbs

The Weha Waste Bin is suitable for any fork-lift
truck. Once this bin is full, pick up from the top with
the forklift, lift it over the dumpster and pull the side
lever. The bottom of the container will open up to
empty the waste from the bottom.

8161264 $1,250.00

The Weha Replacement Double Suction Cup is
designed specifically for the Weha suction cup as-
sembly. They have the hook and lever on the un-
derside of the handle to clamp onto the special
grooves in the rail of the suction cup assembly so
that they don't
come off.

8010422 $49.90

The Weha Double Suction Cups are excellent
light weight cups that have a 176 lb weight capacity
for moving cut and 
finished pieces of stone,
tile, and glass. They 
feature 5” cups and only
weigh 1.4lbs.

8010423 $34.90

The SlabGuard is a bumper for storing or moving
slabs. Place them on the edge of the slab and it
keeps the slab from reaching the floor. Your in-
stallers will love it since they can bring pieces right
to the floor and it will hit the floor first. This elimi-
nates jockeying your hands when putting down the
back edge of your pieces. The SlabGuard helps
prevent the edge of the slab from marring surfaces
it would come into contact with when transporting
the slab, like when going up a wooden staircase.
It can be used for storing or displaying full or partial
slabs. The treads on
the bottom will grip a
solid surface.

Item # Size
SGC2CM for 2cm $29.90
SGC3CM for 3cm $39.90

PWEDGE $22.90

The Weha Rodding Stand is great for holding your
reels of fiberglass and carbon fiber rodding. This reel
will hold rodding up to 330' rolls. 
This stand gives you easy access to your rodding
material without the roll coming apart and turning
your rodding material into a huge mess resembling
spaghetti!

• 10” Length for Stability
• Available for 2cm or 3cm Stone
• Rubber Body Will Not Crack or Break
• Retention Clamps to Reinforce Grip
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The new Ecoguard dust collectors by Alpha® are
designed for meeting the new silica containment
laws. These units hook up to any HEPA vacuum to
help keep your work station dust-free. We offer one
for grinding, one for cutting and one for drilling.

ECOGDGR $116.75

The ECOGDGR fits most
popular 4 1/2” and 5”
grinders. It is made to use
with cup wheels up to 5”.
Just hook it up to your 
vacuum and go dust free!

The ECOGDCT fits
most popular 4 1/2”
and 5” grinders. It is
made to use with
blades up to 5”. 
Use it with a vacuum
or with the optional
bag shown

Item # Type
ECOGDCT Guard $160.44
ECO201549 Bag $12.68

The ECOGDCD is a new wet/dry shroud that will
contain dust and water when drilling with up to a 2-
1/2” diameter core bit. It can be secured on hori-
zontal and vertical surfaces with vacuum during the
application. 
ECOGDCD $30.80

ASR35 $499.90

The Metabo HEPA Wet/Dry Vacuum is compact
and powerful. Especially suited for extracting con-
crete and rock dust, this 11 amp, 11400 watt unit
has an air output up to.130 CFM. It has 1333
square inches of filter surface and a 9 gallon con-
tainer. Power socket for a power tool for using the
automatic start-up/shut-down feature of the vac-
uum cleaner. All dust shrouds above may be used
with this vacuum.

Alpha was first to the table
with a new dust shroud for
6” blades. This Ecoguard is
for collecting dust when
using all popular angle
grinders.
ECOGRDW6 $128.25

The Metabo 5" dust shroud has a hood with a
plunge for optimized flow for low-dust cutting both
indoor and outdoors. The
compact construction
form table can be re-
moved without tools for
flexibility when working
close to walls and free-
hand cuts. 

CED125 $169.90

With these accessories kits Alpha Professional
Tools® makes it possible and easy to converts any
5" or 6” dry High-Speed Angle Grinder into a wet
cutting tool for use with diamond blades. Each kit
comes with a safety guard, water hose and connec-
tors, as well as a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter.
Expand your tool-
box without the ex-
pense of a second
tool!  

Item # Size
WBC5KIT 5” $82.54
WBC6KIT 6” $91.33

HWD2120 $519.00

The Alpha HEPA Wet/Dry Vacuum is
equipped with a powerful 2-hp motor and
an extra-large capacity HEPA filter sys-
tem. The HWD2120 Vacuum offers the
air flow efficiency of vacuums costing
three times as much! This 15 amp, 1200
watt  unit features a 15 gallon capacity,
90CFM air flow and an 80in water lift.
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Water Filtration

Item # Type
DEH100 Dehydrator $5,995.00
DEH-002 Replacement Bag $4.99

The Abaco Dehydrator is a dehydration system for the collection and trapping of
the abrasive mud produced by machining and finishing stone. 
This filtration unit is an economical, one step method of separating and dewater-
ing sludges and slurries. It is constructed of stainless steel and consists of four
basic components: pump, mud holding tank, clean water tray and filter bags.  It
has no moving parts, requires minimal labor, and is very economical to use. Since
it is made of stainless steel, it requires extremely low maintenance.
• 96” x 98” x 21”
• 230 Volt
• Mud Tank Cap 550 ltrs
• Weight 617 lbs

Filter Project of Italy also has a Dehydrator unit. This dehydration sys-
tem works much the same as the one above and is also made of stain-
less steel. The 5 bag system has no moving parts, require minimal labor,
and are very economical to use. Since they are made of stainless steel,
it requires extremely low maintenance. The biggest difference is this unit
is made in Italy of Italian parts.

Item # Type
TEC703 Dehydrator $5,995.00
7240032 Replacement Bag $4.99

• 103” x 79” x 20”
• 220 Volt
• Sludge Water Cap 95 gallons
• Weight 308 lbs

• 220 Volt 3 Phase
• 30 Amp Breaker
• We Offer Financing on these Units.

Item # Type
TEC710 6’ Booth $13,280.00
TEC711 10’ Booth $14,720.00
TEC712 13’ Booth $16,550.00

The Filter Project Wet Dust Collection Booths are water wall dust collectors made to trap over 90% of
dust from stone cutting, and other airborne particles. These all aluminum, heavy duty, wet dust collectors
help you to meet all the new requirements for removing silica dust from the air.
The operation of the Water Wall Dust Collector is extremely simple. Simply push the button and work in
front of it. The dust will be vacuumed horizontally into the water wall without the fabricator breathing any of
the dust.
Water is held into the collection booth. When turned on the water circulates and creates a waterfall from the
top of the unit down to the collection tray at the bottom. Very powerful motors of the water dust collector
creates a strong vacuum that pulls the dust particles horizontally from the work bench directly into the
water which catches the dust. The dust is then collected in the catch basin at the bottom of the water dust
collection booth. Every couple of weeks to a month, simply empty the mud that has been collected in the
bottom of the catch basin.
The Filter Project Water Wall dust collection booth comes with a 3 ft (1 meter) extension enclosure that
provides additional dust control and great vacuum efficiency. 6 ft (2 meter) extension enclosures are avail-
able as options.

(800) 289-6834

Air Filtration
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The Filter Project Dry Dust Collection Booths are made to trap 99.99% of dust from granite, marble, 
engineered stone, quartz, quartzite, and other airborne particles. These units will help you to meet all the
new codes regarding silica in your shop. They are available in three lengths, 6’, 10’ and 13’ (they are really
2,3 and 4 meters, but we will call them 6’, 10’ and 13’ here in the U.S.A.).

These booths are all stainless steel, heavy duty and made in Italy. With the additional requirements initiated
by OSHA for Silica in the granite and engineered stone, the Filter Project Clean Air Dry Dust Collection
Booths will be a major advantage in removing silica dust from the air.

The operation of these dust collectors is extremely simple. Simply push the button and work in front of it.
The dust will be vacuumed horizontally into the dry dust collector without the fabricator breathing any of it.

The Filter Project Dry Dust Collectors have specially designed cloth filtering sleeves inside them. When
turned on the very powerful motors create a strong vacuum that pulls the dust particles horizontally from
the work bench directly into the dust suction wall, then pulls it down to the bottom of the wall and inside the
unit. There the many cloth filtering sleeves trap the dust and only allows 99.99% clean air to come out of
the top. The dust is then collected in the catch basin draw at the bottom of the dry dust collection booth.
Every day or once a week simply empty the dust that has been collected in the bottom of the catch basin.

The Filter Project Dry Dust Collection Booth comes with a 3 ft extension enclosure that provides addi-
tional dust control and greater vacuum efficiency. 6 ft extension enclosures are available as options.

Dry dust collectors in automatic self clean mode: a self-cleaning system with compressed air, made by a
pressurized tank, and a series of membrane electrovalves with specific blowing tubes inside the cloth filter
sleeves and controlled by an automatic sequencer. That means that the unit is self cleaning. 
Dry dust collectors in manual clean mode: This unit offers all the same dust extraction services as the auto-
matic dust collector but the cloth filter sleeves will be cleaned by a worker.

Item # Type
TEC713 6’ Booth $16.600.00
TEC714 10’ Booth $18,950.00
TEC715 13’ Booth $21,600.00

• 220 Volt 3 Phase
• 30 Amp Breaker
• We Offer Financing on these Units.
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